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INTRODUCTION: COSMOPOLITANISM AS A
PRACTICABLE ORI ENTATION

Enit Karafili Steiner

English Department, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

a few great cosmopolitan souls, who break through the imaginary barriers
between peoples and, following the example of their sovereign creator,
include the whole human race in their benevolence.

|ean-Jacques Rousseau, Discourse on Inequality (I75rI

This issue of Women's Writing was conceived and prepared during chilling
debates about the proper order: what comes first, national concerns oï a set
of priorities with worldwide consequences? The most pointed articulation
was the question bouncing across the Atlantic: should one strive to
improve one's own country or the planet that we share? It was and is a
moment that speaks to proponents and opponents of cosmopolitanism, for
the very notion of order is at the root of cosmopolitanism.

Cosmos, in classical Greeh before signifring the world, signifies order, and
because order implies beauty, cosmos also stands for adornment. It means
both a moral and aesthetic evaluation. Aesthetcally, it can be translated as

"fitting order", whereas the moral aspect implies good order, decent behavior,
for example, employed by Aeschulys in Agamemnon (458 BC). Homer used
its opposite kata cosmos to convey the idea of bad, shamefril order. The
Greek word comprehended the physical world as "an orderly arrangement,
a display of palpable things (and so it may be conceived as a whole universe
only because of its aesthetic and moral fittingness)".2

From the word go, cosmopolitanism combined two ordered spaces: the
ordered cosmos and the ordered city in both senses, the aesthetically fitting
order and the morally good order. As we learn from Diogenes Laertius, Dio-
genes of Sinope appears to be the first to subordinate the order ofthe polis to
that of the cosmos, when he shed his allegiance to Athens and proclaimed to
be a cosmopolitan, a citizen of the cosmos. Retrospectively, the attitude that
negates obligations toward a human-made city in the name of a cosmos gov-
erned by natural laws is called Cynic cosmopolitanism. Greek Stoics and later
Roman Stoics infused the Cynic tradition with more civic-mindedness, allot-
ting to the polis rejected by the Cynics the status of an "imperfect analogue to
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the true 'cosmic polity'".t Both traditions advocated living according to

nature, but whereas for the cynics self-sufficiency represented the most

natural way of life, the Stoics interpreted the laws of the cosmos as inscribing

each individual's duty to serve unbounded by the laws of one's own commu-

nity of birth or residence. According to cosmic laws, humans are connected by

bonds of humanity and not by bonds of convention, for example, by the fact

that they happen io inhabit a certain polis. To serve human beings, aithough

frrll knowing th"t orr" can not serve all of them equally well, is to live a cos-

mopolitan i*if.. fot the Greek Stoics, it was important not to limit this

service to the humans living in one's own polis. For the Roman Stoics,

although local citizenship was important, the cosmopolitan outlook remained

one that chose among several options the service with the greatest benefits to

human fellows.a e tnira current that grew from and beyond the Cynic and

Stoic traditions ran through the field of historiography, producing the new

"Universal History", which, unlike earlier historiography, did not record the

events of disconnected places, but offered

a view of history which was capable of giving an account of the entire new world

opened up Uy ihe conquests of Alexander- [the Great], of incorporating the

.ip.ri.n"àt éf th'- borboroi as something less than exotic' and of providing

[...] a sense of unity within diversity

Universal History took into account the connections that governed people's

daily lives and sought to reflect on "the international experience which they

were living out".s

This very cursory overview of what are considered the origins of cosmopo-

litan ideas ih"t pr"o..opy cosmopolitan studies today shows that the question

about the fitting order È"t*."tt service to the cosmos and service to the polity

mattered from the start. It also suggests that cosmopolitanism's origins are

steeped in a critical position: first, the Cynics' critique of the exclusive expec-

tatiâns of the polis, then the Stoics'critique of the Cynic's wholesale exclusion

of the polis. Th. .*.rg.rrce of the universal History testifies to the practical

dimension developed from metaphysical and politico-theoretical

cosmopolitanisms.
Between these origins and the present worries about inward-looking poli-

tics and severe climate change lies this introduction's epigraph containing

Rousseau's eulogy of "a few great cosmopolitan souls" that cross imaginary

(another word for conventional) borders and strive to imitate in their

actions the benevolent intelligence behind the ordered cosmos. The seven-

teenth and eighteenth century produced many definitions of the cosmopolitan

soul and mind. some celebratory, others disparaging. Rousseau himself can be

cited to showcase both trust and dismay toward cosmopolitanism. His educa-

tor (and specifica\ not philosopher) in Emile, or on Education (1762) warns

his readeis: "Distrust thor" .or*opolitans who go to great length in their
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books to discover duties they do not deign to fulfill around them. A philoso-
pher loves the Tartars so as to be spared having to love his neighbors".6 It was

a critique that resonated then and remains a concern for philosophers and
practitoners of cosmopolitanism. Forly years after Rousseau's educational
text, Amelia Opie in her novel Adeline Mowbray (1801) took to task a

female philosopher redolent of the one discredited by lean-facques:

Nor had she [Mrs Mowbray] even leisure to observe, that while she was feeling
all the generous anxiety ofa citizen ofthe world for the sons and daughters of
the American independence, her own child was imbibing, through her means,

opinions dangerous to her well-being as a member of any civilized society.T

Yet, several critics have convincingly demonstrated the cosmopolitan orien-
tation of Rousseau's work.8 As for Opie, she goes on to write a novel not
devoid of cosmopolitan ethos.

I draw attention to these paradoxes, because the present issue, among other
things, aims to produce readings that examine the complexity, difficulty and

sometimes inconclusiveness, of cosmopolitan positions in the long eighteenth

century. In this respect, we consider the paradoxes of Enlightenment cosmo-
politanism dialectically, not as dead ends but as points of departure for inves-
tigation. In the case of Rousseau and Opie, we are confronted with the fear of
evasion contained in a philosophy that recognizes the pitfalls of its universal '

ambitions when it fears that lip-service to an abstract humanity might eclipse

our embodied service to immediate fellow beings. As Christian Godin resolves

the tension in Rousseau's writings, the natural commiseration of the "cosmo-

politan spirit" that extends itself across boundaries merits Rousseau's praise

because it has the political implication that an affectation of humanity
lacks. Such diatribes are cautionary tales of cosmopolitan blindness that
Opie, just like the empiricist Rousseau, locates in ethical withdrawal, moralis-
tic complacency and self-indulgence, in the possibility that a person "allowed
individual suffering in her neighborhood to pass unobserved and unrelieved",
ail the while philosophizing about a fundamentally unsubstantiated,
"unbounded love for the great family of the world".e We could see these

Enlightenment discussions as driving a wedge between cosmopolitan words
(if not empty-mouthing) and cosmopolitan action. Or we could plausibly
argue that such paradoxes demand that cosmopolitan words and actions to
be coextensive, and thus frame a cosmopolitan critique which contemplates

potential blind spots and raises the empirical stakes for cosmopolitanism to
be what Mary |acob calls "a lived category" and I would call a practicable

orientation.lo This is important to note against the assumption that cosmopo-

litanism has an exclusively theoretical orientation. As David Inglis and Raoul

Robertson insist, cosmopolitanism from its beginn!4gs involved activism and
practical expression.rl Part of this issue's contribution is to enrich the history
of Western cosmopolitanism as a practicable orientation, where practicable



describes the activity of writing and the ideas lived out in particular, biogra-

phical or fictional circumstances.

Time and again, the inconclusiveness of cosmopolitanism has been a

source of frustration. Detractors have begrudged cosmopolitanism's lack of

definition. Defenders have exacerbated such frustration by contending that
,.speciffing cosmopolitanism positively and- definitely is an uncosmopolitan

tfri"g io ào", a conclusion that I endorse.t2 By the same token, however,

this interdiction invites the question: is it a cosmopolitan thing to claim

that something else is uncosmopolitan, hence, undesired? This is a question

about the role of censure in cosmopolitan thought and practice, one that

renders clear-cut definitions a thorny matter. But the lack of a definite specifi-

cation imposes a work of precision at eYery step that we invoke cosmopolitan-

ism rather than the dismissal of the concept and its traditions. This appears to

me the strongest proof that cosmopolitanism is very much concerned with the

particular, oi the specific and, therefore, yields insights about the correlation

Letween particulari and the horizon of the whole in which particulars unfold'

My use of the word "horizon" is a deliberate substitute for the word

"center", which has been brought to bear on cosmopolitanism's lack of

definition. The discrepancy between the many ways cosmopolitanism is

invoked can reveal that "cosmopolitanism has no true ideology - there is

no centre of cosmopolitanism", one critic writes.l3 But center does a disservice

to cosmopolitanism, which presupposes an outward' centrifugal orientation'

Even the cynics, who professed and lived a life of detachment from human

convention, Iooked outward to nature and held the cosmos and its plurality

as the horizon of their actions. The cosmopolitan way of life wonders

about, engages with, and factors in alterity; it requires that the selfperceives

and responds to (at the center of its own being in the world, or to put it in

Heideggerian terms, its being toward the world) whatever appears on the

horizÀ of the experience. If cosmopolitanism has a center, then that is a

hospitable self, mindset, attitude. Frustration about a missing center may

also stem from the problematic, and sometimes inescapable, confusion

between cosmos and universe. As fames Hillman explains, the Latin universe

meant "turning arOUnd One, Or One turn, Or turned intO One" and "the adverb

uniyersummeant whole, in general, generally''. The world as universe involves

a centripetal movement toward "universals, general principles, and away from

sensate particulars, which are the very concern of kosmos"'ln These particu-

lars are as unbounded as the horizon itself.

However, once we think of the cosmopolitan horizon rather than center, a

work of specification that investigates of our premises becomes indispensable'

We neeilto ask straightforwardly: what underlies my choice when I use the

word cosmopolitan iather than, say, international? Let me give a brief

example. It is a common assumption that Lord BFon was an international

and cosmopolitan frgure, two attributes which more often than not appear

interchangeably. But whereas international may unproblematically describe

Bpon's formation and the characters that populate his writing, especially

during and after his Grand Tour, cosmopolitan fits his contribution to the

Greek War of Independence against Ottoman imperial occupation. His pol-
itical implication in Greece is cosmopolitan in the Stoic sense and practice

of the word, in that it was not limited to his country. If we agree with
Pauline Kleingeld and Eric Brown that for the Stoics "a cosmopolitan con-

siders moving away in order to serve" in other countries, "whereas a non-cos-

mopolitan does not", then Byron's decision was a distinctly cosmopolitan one.

Consequently, the ethical implications of such a decision are couched through
a reference to cosmopolitanism rather than internationalism. This example

elucidates why I find helpful Galin Tihanot's procedure, which suggests

that we might come to provisional definitions of cosmopolitanism through
a via negativa, for example, by contrasting cosmopolitanism with its siblings,

or occasionally, false friends: universalism, internationalism, transnational-
ism, multiculturalism. As briefly differentiated in the etymological discussion

of cosmos and universe, cosmopolitanism differs from universalism in that it
"does not obliterate but incorporates difference"; unlike internationalism, it
does not see in "the nation and the nation state the sole embodiments and

building blocks of that difference"; it does not rest on "a value-free descriptive

frameworli' as does transnationalism; lastln it opts for an "interactive

appreciation and assertion of otherness", unlike "the isolationist model of
multiculturalism".rs The existence of censure, in the form of "this or that is
an uncosmopolitan thing to do" entails that cosmopolitanism is not value-

free, but presupposes some sort of foundational value. Cosmopolitanism
"has always, explicitly or tacitly, built on the assumption of a shared (and

accessible if not necessarily immediately transparent) human constitution
that is being mobilized, or at least addressed, as the cosmopolitan project
makes its case".16 Indeed, the anti-foundationalist stance of critics like
Richard Rorfy seems unable to rid itself of some kind of shared assumption,

even if that assumption is mere pragmatism.lT
Work conducted in the field of eighteenth-century and Romantic studies

has also come against the need for precision. In an important article on
works by British women writers, Anne K. Mellor ends her analysis with a

question about qualification: "How much'cosmopolitanism' justifies the use

of the term in relation to either literary texts or to political positions", then
and now; "[s]hould we require a commitment to an 'embodied' cosmopolitan-
ism"?r8 In the literary works she discusses, "embodied cosmopolitanism" is

represented by an enduring interfaith, interracial, or international marriage.

Karen O'Brie n' s N arr ativ es of Enligh t enm ent: Co sm op olit an Hist o ry fr o m VoI-

taire to Gibbon (1997) sheds light onto what qualifies as cosmopolitan history.
She finds in the historiography written by Hume, Gibbon, Voltaire, and Scot-

tish historians a commitment to a view of connected histories that positions
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one's nation in the larger network of European relations. This method, one

might add, resonates with that of the universal History produced under the

influence of cynic and Stoic cosmopolitanism in the Hellenistic age.

Michael Scrivener's The Cosmopolitan ldeql in the Age of Revolution and

Reaction, 1776-1832 (2006) makes explicit the cosmopolitan bearings of fem-

inism, abolitionism, and Jewish emancipation, in addition to compelling a

revision of the claim that cosmopolitanism rests with a (vaguely defined)

elite. The dissemination of voices that call for racial, gender and religious

equality in the public sphere promoted by print and cofieehouse culture

dËfies an elitist circling of cosmopolitanism. Esther Wohlgemut's Romantic

Cosmopolitanism (2009) evinces awaïeness of the unstable definitions

attachéd to the cosmopolitan attitude in the long eighteenth century. This

study brings precision by defending two claims: that British Romantic cosmo-

politanisrn, largely coinciding with the years of the French Revolution and the

Napoleonic wars, does not represent a rupture with Enlightenment cosmopo-

hta;ism, and secondly, that it incorporated attention to the local, the nation

and patriotism.te These bookJength studies followed, after a hiatus of more

tharrtwenty years, Thomas Schlereth's The Cosmopolitan ldeal in Enlighten'

ment Thought (Ig77),which argued for the emergence of a class of European

literati simultaneously with political and economic internationalism' Schler-

eth's learned investigation of European and transatlantic networks was

improved upon by textually-minded analysis such as Wohlgemut's and Scri-

lreier's, which turn to literary texts, fi.ctional or autobiographical and link cos-

mopolitan ideas to questions of form. This textual engagement shows both the

resilience and adaptability of cosmopolitanism.

The main field of inquiry that the present issue is inspired by and hopes to

enrich is explored by Adriana craciun's British women writers and the

French Revolution: Citizens of the World (2005). Craciun and Mellor, more

than other scholars, take an interest in the cosmopolitan orientation of

works written by women and the cosmopolitanism developed through

women's representations. Except for one article, which examines the notion

of cosmopolitan solidarity embodied by the mixed-race female "citizen of

the world" of an anonymous novel, the articles in this issue focus on the

writing produced and lives lived by women writers of the long eighteenth

century. They also retain an interest in the literariness of the texts discussed,

taking into account relevant formal qualities'

Two key attempts to define typologies of cosmopolitanism in Enlighten-

ment Europe facilitate our analysis. First, Pauline l{eingeld's distinction of

six varieties of cosmopolitanism in late-eighteenth century Germany and

Margaret C. facob's five axes in Early Modern Europe that "seized on the

notiln of cosmopolitanism as a form of virtue".2o Kleingeld, acknowledging

that her contribution refers to just "a segment" in the complex trajectories

of eighteenth-century cosmopolitan ideas and practices, distinguishes

between moral cosmopolitanism, international federative cosmopolitanism,
cosmopolitan law, cultural cosmopolitanism, market cosmopolitanism and
Romantic Cosmopolitanism. |acob's trans-European survey groups what
she calls "cosmopolitan behavior" along the axes of religion, science,

markets, freemasons, and revolution. In her work, the long eighteenth
century features prominently. The very title of her book Strangers Nowhere

in the World is drawn from one of the century's definitions inDiderot's Ency-
clopédie (1752):the cosmopolitan is "étranger nulle part".2l The articles in this
issue are mindful of the divergences within this entry (an almost verbatim
replication of tbe I72I Dictionnaire of Trévoux) that signals that the cosmo-
polite appears to be both the rootless individual, as well as the person capable

of growing roots anywhere in the world. Our approach has been to refrain
from speaking of cosmopolitan orientations in pure and absolute terms.
Rather, we examine specific circumstances that are lived out in relatively cos-
mopolitan ways, in order to show that cosmopolitanism converses with the
local, and, as Richard Holton rightly argues, "this applies not merù to prac-
tical, but also to philosophical categories, which are equally grounded in time
and space, whatever their universalistic aspirations".22

Angela Sanmann-Graf offers a good example of the immediate influence
of universal aspirations on the work of German writer Sophie yon La Roche
and how these aspirations affected human rights for women and non-
whites. Sanmann-Graf focuses on the notion of a "just love of humanity"
as the foundation of La Roche's understanding of a female citizen of the
world, or Weltbilrgerin. For La Roche the condition of slavery that European
Christians had imposed on their fellow humans becomes the testing ground
of a "just love of humanity". In her activities as editor, translator and writer,
La Roche was deeply attracted to the abolitionist ideas of the Quakers.
Sanmann-Graf reveals a network and circulation of ideas behind La
Roche's work that she deploys not only to advocate for a decidedly cosmo-
politan position that brings together European and non-European perspec-
tives, but also closely links her abolitionist commitment with her dedication
to women's rights.

Leah Grisham's essay investigates "plantation cosmopolitanism" in Mary
Robinson's Angeline (1796) and Charlotte Smith's "The Story of Henrietta"
(i800), highlighting connections between cosmopolitanism, or perversions
of it, and slave economy in the British colonies. Grisham reminds us that
slave economy made cultural and material cosmopolitanism r,rrlnerable to
the sort of appropriation that furthered corruption and consumption, and
opposed cosmopolitanism's call for a universally shared humanity. Both
Robinson and Smith articulate a critique of plantation cosmopolitanism
through female protagonists who are treated as exchangeable commodities
or are touched by the uncertainties of race produced by slave economy. In
this realiry rebellion towards oppression appears to offer, as Kant argued
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and the Maroon uprisings and later the Haitian Revolution showed, stePping

stones toward a more cosmopolitan world order'

Enit K. Steiner ponders the term "citizen of the world" by turning to cos-

mopolitan 
"pprouih", 

to justice that align local and universal justice in the

*oïy_oor'iovel The woman of colour (1s0s). The essay expands on the

notion of embodied cosmopolitanism proposed by Mellor. Steiner argues

against the mutually e*clusive relationship between cosmopolitanism and

sJtiaarity and for the allegorical function of the cosmopolitan solidarity

embodied by the mixed-race, middle class, female protagonist. By theorizing

the notion of .osmopolitan solidaryin a tropological narrative, Thewoman of

colour tropicalizes Errlight.n-.nt cosmopolitanism in that it draws on alle-

gory to request the raàical fulfillment of Enlightenment cosmopolitanism

iirrâogn thË abotition of slavery in the British colonies and not merely the

abolition ofthe slave trade.

In,.The Feminized cosmopolite Eiron in Elizabeth Hamilton's Translation

of the Letters of a Hindoo na1àh çtzse1", Elizabeth Taskers offers an expanded

understanding of "ernbodied cosmopolitanism". satire is Paramount to

Tasker's argÀent, for it creates gender fluidity through the device of irony

and the chLacter of the eiron. Hamiton's protagonist Zâârmilla enriches

eighteenth-century cosmopolitanism by bringing a feminized outsider's per-

sp"ective and spiritual knowledge to bear on his transnational encounters

with a cast of foreign and British characters. satire enables individuals of

the counterflow - real or fictional foreigners who visited Britain - to voice

a critique of colonial exploitation, even from within a rather accepting pos-

ition of the British India Company'

Natasha Duquette's essay establishes Helen Maria williams's Dissenting,

as opposed to "revolutionarl/" cosmopolitanism, by illustrating how williams

Uro"itrt patterns of Dissenting sociability and conversation with her to France

duririg tùe Revolution. Duquette finds fruitfrrl Kwamé Appiah's view of con-

,"rr"t-1on, across religious or national boundaries, whether in person or via

the reading of a liter-ary text, as "properly'' cosmopolitan if they result in a

respectful icknowledgment and allowance of difference. William's life in

Paris, in freedom or captivity, cultivates such conversations through the

activity of interpersonal interactions and through writing and, translation'

Her htspitable Dissenting cosmopolitanism - in London and then in Paris

- could be understood along the lines of Elijah Anderson's notion of "cosmo-

politan canopies". ultimately, the essays shows that williams maintained that

ihe ideal of liberté must include the multitudes of enslaved and indigenous

people, e.g.like the Peruvians.- 
rirr"uy, carmen casaliggi examines a different facet of late-eighteenth

century cosmopolitanism in Germain de Staël's Coppet and her fiction

Corinie, or haîy (1807). Rather than situating cosmopolitan life exclusively

in the life of the traveller and taking the nomad as the only representation

of the cosmopolitan, Casaliggi's essay stresses the sustainable cosmopolitan-

ism that unfolds in de Staël's host country Switzerland. Here, mobility

appears to have changed direction: the world travels to de Staël's salon in

Coppet and the exchanges there imprint on de Staël an enduring influence

that she then resends into the world through her novel Corinne. The character

of Corinne is, for Casaliggi, a presence of reconciliation between domestic and

cosmopolitan orientations. Corinne's very vocation as an improvisatrice

underscores the foreignness of an otherwise homely heroine.

Ultimately, the writers of these essays hope that the present issue proves

right Michael Scrivener's conviction that "[one] could do worse than studying

Enlightenment cosmopolitanism in search of a useable past for the intellectual

models of multiculturalism in the global viJlage-.z3
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ABSTRACT
This article deals with Sophie von La Roche as a female cosmopolitan by
addressing a central but hitherto barely examined text from her journal
Pomona for Germany's Daughters (Pomona fùr Teutschlands Tôchter). The text, a
plea for the abolition of slavery entitled The Exercise of o Just Love of Humanity
by Joseph the Second in Europe - ond in America by o Quoker Antoine Benezet,
proves to be a concealed translation from the Lettres d'un cultivateur américain
(1783) by 5t. John de Crèvecæur. This makes La Roche one of the first people
to have mediated the reception of this author in German. Against the
background of the German reception of Crèvecceur in the late eighteenth
century, this article demonstrates how La Roche pedagogically adapts her
contribution for her predominantly female readership. 5he not only advocates
for a cosmopolitan position that brings together European and non-European
perspectives, but also links her abolitionist commitment with her dedication to
women's rights. For the first time, 'The Exercice" will be recognized as early
evidence of La Roche's cosmopolitan thinking. lt can be linked to her
emigration novel Appearances at Loke Oneida (1798), where the act of
translation as a cosmopolitan practice turns out to be an essential part of her
story-telling.

KEYWORDS Sophie von La Roche; "Pomona fùr Teutschlands Tôchter''; cosmopolitanism; translation;
Hector St. John de Crèvecæu[ abolitionism; "Appearances at Lake Oneida"

Recently, the writer, editor, and translator Sophie von La Roche (1730-1807)

has been repeatedly characterized as a cosmopolitan, and this not only in
relation to her language skills and European travels.l Whereas for a long
time her Anglophilia was in the foreground, particularly present in her epis-
tolary novel Geschichte des Friiuleins von Sternheim (1771);2 at least a partial
reassessment of La Roche's image is now emerging, which has hitherto been

mainly based on her late emigrant novel set in North Am erica, Apytearances at
Lake Oneida (Erscheinungen am See Oneida,ITïS).3 However, the question of
whether or not La Roche represented decidedly cosmopolitan positions earlier
in her career has been only sporadically, if variously, discussed up until now.
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This is especially the case for her journal Pomona for Germany's Daughters

(Pomona fùr Teutschlnnds Tôchter, 1783-84), which includes portraits of
France, England, and Italy and numerous translations of literary and edu-

cational texts. Gudrun Loster-Schneider's and Wilfried Barner's assessments

of the cosmopolitan ambitions in Pomona were rather restrained; in their
view, while it exhibited "Europe-centric curiosity"a and thus "European per-

spectives",s it "did not realistically expect Germany's daughters to make cos-

mopolitan excursions".6 Further, in addition to emphasizing Pomona's

"European perspective" within its Anglophilia,Hlary BrownT recognized cos-

mopolitan perspectives evidenced by the large number of translations (Elystan

Griffiths has made the same point).8
By analyzing a contribution in Pomona which has been so far largely neg-

lected, the present article aims at showing why and in which respect La Roche

can, in fact, be identifred as a female cosmopolitan. In her text entitled The

Exercise of a Just Love of Humanity by loseph the Second in Europe - and

in America by a Quaker Antoine Benezet ("Uebung gerechter Menschenliebe

von foseph dem nveyten in Europa - und in Amerika von einem Quaker
Antoine Benezet"),e La Roche opens her horizon beyond Europe and con-

fronts her readership with a highly topical political issue of global relevance:

slavery (America) and serfdom (Bohemia) and the injustices respectively

associated with them.

Referring to Pauline Kleingeld's distinction between six varieties of cosmo-

politanism in late eighteenth-century Germany,r0 La Roche's position can, in
a first step, be described as a form of "Cultural Cosmopolitanism", ideally rep-

resented by thinkers like Georg Forster and |ohann Gottfried Herder and

based on two fundamental convictions: human equality and cultural plural-
ism. Thus, Kleingeld defines "cultural cosmopolitanism" as "the view that
humanity expresses itself in a rich variety of cultural forms, that we should
recognize different cultures in their particularity, and that attempts to
achieve cultural uniformity lead to cultural impoverishment".ll Starting

from the basic assumption of a "common humanity" shared by all human

beings, regardless of their ethnicity, class or religion, Forster, Herder and La

Roche consequently refuse prejudices about a "natural inferiority of non-Eur-

opeans" and refute all forms of slavery slave-trade and serfdom.

These cosmopolitan convictions exemplarily become manifest in La

Roche's "Exercise of a fust Love of Humanity" (hereafter "Exercise"), pub-

lished in the eighth issue of her monthly magazine Pomona in 1783. Here,

La Roche positioned herself in the incipient Europe-wide debate on cosmopo-

litanism, even before the publication of key cosmopolitan texts such as Imma-
nuel Kant's ldea for a Universal Hktory with a Cosmopolitan Purpose (1784)

and Christoph Martin Wieland's Secret of the Cosmopolitan Order (1788). La

Roche, distrustful of the ideas of a world-encompassing brotherhood which,
however, excluded women and serfs through their elitist and selective

constitution (thus demonstrating their own absurdity), insisted on a non-
elitist position explicitly including the idea of female cosmopolitans.

The present article intends to demonstrate, for the first time, that La Roche
articulated cosmopolitan ideas already inher magazine pomonain 17g3, thus
long before her oneida novel (i798) and that she combined these ideas with
her commitment to female education and social participation. Against the
backdrop of Kleingeld's concept of "cultural cosmoporitanism",lt will be
shown that La Roche put her cosmopolitan ideas into (literary) practice in
her triple role as a writer, translator and editor. Thus, La Rochels cosmopoli-
tanism proves to be not a mere idea, but, in Margret c. facob's words, a "lived
category",r2 a "liyed experience" and an "iniellectual endeavo[r],'13 that
becomes manifest in the productive interplay between her own literary writ-
ings and foreign textual sources - both in the "Exercise" and oneida.

The "Exercise" as Concealed Translation and Adaptation of
Crèvecæur's Letter

The nearly five-page long contribution entitled "The Exercise" turns out to be
essentially a concealed translation. with the research tools available today, the
original source can be found quickly; the illusion must have been far less trans-
parent for the readership of Pomona,since the title obscures all traces leading to
the source tsd. At the core of "The Exercise" is one of the Lettræ d'un cultiva-
teur américainbythe French-American writer Hector Saint ]ohn de crèvecæur
(1735-1813), which had been pre-published in the Mercure de France in
January 1783. The fictitious letter tells the story of the euaker walter
(warner) Mifflin (1745-1799), one of the first American landowners to
become aware of the injustice of slavery which red him to free his slaves.ra

crèvecæur, who decisively influenced the European image of America with his
letters from the New world, is considered to be one of the most widely read Amer-
ican authors of his time.ls His complete series of letters appeared in two different
versions - English and French (Letters of an American Farmer, l7g2 I Lettræ d'un
cultivateur américain, 1784) - and were raprdly translated into several languages.
However, in the first extensive German translation by IGrl GotÉied schreiter in
1784, the story of Mifflin and the slave |akob is missing.r6 The unveiling of
La Roche's concealed translation fromrZS3 shows that the beginning of the recep-
tion of crèvecæur's abolitionist story must be set six years earlier, as until now it
was assumed that the first translation appeared only in l7gg.r7 while it was

"lt 
udy known that la Roche appreciated crèvecæur's writings, her reading of

the cultivateur was previously thought to have happened in the context of the cre-
af,on of oneida in the 1790s. "The Exercise" proves that La Roche had already dis-
covered the successfirl author about fifteen years earlier.

The present article combines a historical perspective with a translation
analysis in order to illuminate both the role of the "Exercise" jn pomona



and the cosmopolitan ideas it implies. La Roche's individual approach will be

elucidated through a comParison with two other German versions by |ohann

Ernst Kolb (1789) and fohann Gottfried Herder (1793). Two claims will be

pursued here. First, the criticism of slavery in the 'Exercise" reflects a core

theme of enlightened cosmopolitanism and initiates the German reception

of a key text by Crèvecæur. La Roche's free translation invites Pomona's

female readership to broaden their Eurocentric perspective and to consider

actual political issues. Second, La Roche's reception of Crèvecæur in

Pomona initiates a cosmopolitan current in her æuvre which will be

present up until her late novel Appearances at Lake Oneida.

The "Exercise" and the German Reception of Crève<æur

Published in the eighth issue of Porn ona, "The Exercise" has not yet received

detailed analysis and its original source, one of Crèvecæur's letters, has been

hitherto unidentified. Consequently, Angela Kuhk's wide-ranging-study of the

German-speaking reception of Crèvecæur does not mention it.l8

The original source for "The Exercise" is a fictitious letter written from the

point of viËw of a Russian traveler to America called lvan.le The letter entitled

Deuxième lettre de lvan A-X, Barlkle Pounty, 14 Novembre was not only pre-

published in Mercure de France in |anuary 1783, btl-also appeared a month

iater in L'Esprtt des lournaux" François et Etrangers.2o It cannot be said with

any certainty which of these magazines was available to La Roche. But it is note-

worthy that, in view of the limited number of antislavery writings available in

Germany in the 1780s, La Roche's concealed translation of Crèvecæur's letter is

of great importance. To my knowledge, she was the first to publish a German

translation of Crèvecæuris text on slavery. Thus, it was not just "Gôtze, Kolb,

Herder and Kotzebue"2l who had brought the subject into German. The

second German translation of MiffIin's story was published in 1789 in Kolb's

collection Stories of the Customs and Destinies of Negro Slnve*z under the

title "The Quaker Mifftin and his Negro".23 Herder on his part realized a

poem called "The Birthday'" based on Kolb's version, which is included in

hrs Lettus for the Advancement of Humanity (1793-1797).24

The following comparison between La Roche's translation and the versions

by Kolb and Herder will highlight the translators'diferent approaches.

The Pomona Translation Compared to Kolb's and Herder's

German Versions

The "Exercise" presents itself as an original worh but ploves to be a hybrid

between translation and adaptation. Pomona's readership might have assumed

that the text has been written by La Roche herself because no other authot's

name is mentioned. In view of the many references between the "Exercise"

and her Oneida novel (see below), it seems even more obvious to assume that La
Roche is the author. For reasons of space, the following analysis focuses in par-
ticular on two central aspects: how does La Roche pedagogically adapt her
version for her female readership? And how does she reinterpret the act of
facob's liberation in order to get around the specifically religious motivation
articulated by the Quaker Mifflin? Selecbive comparisons with Kolb's and
Herder's versions will shed further light on la Roche's approach.

First, it is striking that La Roche omitted the names of both Ivan and Crè-
vecæur, the ficttious author and the real author of the letter. Since Crèvecæur
was barely known in Germany in 1783, one can assume that his name would
probably have gone unrecognizedby Pomona's readership. This lack of sym-
bolic capital is one possible erplanation why La Roche refrained from men-
tioning Crèvecæur and focused entirely on her cause: the commitment for
the worldwide abolition of serfdom and slavery. To this end, she drafted an
extensive, cosmopolitan title: The Exercise of a Just Love of Humanity by

Joseph the Second in Europe - and in America by a Quaker Antoine
Benezet, which emphasizes the equality of all human beings and love of
humanity as a global phenomenon. Further, tvvo names appear in the title:
Joseph II and Antoine Bénézet representing the "|ust Love of Humanity" in
Europe and overseas. La Roche anticipates the fact that this transatlantic par-
allelization - which also provides the framework for her contribution - may
seem unfamiliar to her readers by inserting a long dash between the chiasti-
cally entangled elements of the title. The innovative potential of the "Exercise"
is contained in precisely this leap from Europe to America.

A comparison of the different titles chosen by the translators highlights
their extremely heterogeneous approaches:

Crèvecæur (1783) La Roche (1783) Kolb (1789) Herder (1793)

Der Quaker
Miflin und sein

Nege?7

Der Gebuftstag2s

Crèvecæur's fictitious letter presents itself as a historical document with a

date and location. This deliberately created illusion of authenticity undergoes
significant changes in the German versions. While La Roche portrays the "]ust
Love of Humanity" as a world-encompassing phenomenon that transcends
religion and class, Kolb and Herder render Mifflin's story in a literary way,
a fact which should be understood against the background of the respective
publication contexts: Kolb's Mifflin translation appeared inhis Stories of the
Customs and Destinies of Negro Slaves, while Herder's adaptation constitutes
one of his five Negro-Idylk (Neger-Idyllen).2e

Interestingly enough, Kolb's title emphasizes the status quo of /acob's
enslavement instead of underlining the abolition of exploitative property

Deuxième Lettre de lvan-A- Uebung gerechter Menschenliebe von
X, Barlisle Pouny 14 Joseph dem nueyten in Europa - und in
Novembre 177325 Amerika von einem Quaket Antoine

Benezef6



relations, which is the topic at the heart of the story. Herder, for his part,

translates Mifflin's story into a poem of blank verse with a crucial content-

related addition. In his version, Jacob's liberation coincides with the (epon-

ymous) "birthday" of walter Mifflin - an idea which cannot be historically

confi.rmed. One possible interpretation would be that both the Quaker and

|acob celebrate their birthday on the liberation day because, in a metaphorical

sense, they both begin a new life through |acob's release Mifflin ends the

injustice he had committed, and facob is basically born again once he gains

his freedom. The motivation behind the choice of the title becomes clearer

once the final verse of the poem is considered, because it states that Mifflin

understands his "good deed" less as a "gift" than as a "duty".3o In a certain

sense, Mifilin gives the birthday present more to himself than to Jacob.

Overall, the comparison shows that La Roche, uniike Kolb and Herder,

employs the title of her translation to guide her readership in moral and ped-

agogical matters. Although the aesthetic choices of the two later translations

certainly take the expectations of their readers into account, their purposes are

not unequivocally clear from the beginning. La Roche's proglammatic title is

followed by a brief statement on Emperor |oseph II, who in 1781 had "used

his royal power for the noble command of abolishing serfdom".3l As I will
show later, this statement refers to a previous contribution in the same

issue of Pomona dedicated to the reforms made by the Austrian heir to the

throne. The Quaker Antoine Bénézet serves as a counterpoint to |oseph II.

He, Bénézet, is said to have "written a book about the injustice of buying

people as properly. He travelled the country preaching his princip^les, and

Aro got wiat he desired when every Quaker liberated his slaves".32 Here,

La Roche summarizes the historical impact of the Huguenot Antoine

Bénézet (I7I3-I784), who fled to Philadelphia via Holland and England.

Together with John Woolman, Bénézet founded the abolitionist movement

in America, and in 1773 enforced the abolition of slavery in Pennsylvania.

The presentation of Bénézet is followed by the story of Mifflin and ]acob,

which, according to lvan, "moves one to tears"'33 The German renderings

of this "melodramatic narrative"34 could hardly be more different, as the

scene of ]acob's liberation shows:

Crèvecceur (1 783) La Roche (1783) Kolb (1789) Herder (1793)

La Roche is the only author to preserve - albeit in shortened form - the
moving description of ]acob's emotional outburst which is caused by
extreme fear. Apparently, the editor of Pomona places top priority on
the sympathetic identification of her readers. While Herder launches
straight into direct speech without providing any commentary, Kolb sig-
nificantly transforms the passage in a didactic, intrusive manner. He
attempts to pre-condition reader response and call forth their appropriate
sentimental reaction. By replacing the description of facob's tearful and
incredulous astonishment with the narrator's distanced comment ("Man
wird leicht einsehen..."), h. reduces the degree of empathy. Kolb's trans,
formation is surprising since his Stories about Customs and Fates of the
Negro Slaves are described in the subtitle as A Moving Reading for Good
People, thereby expressly declaring to any reader that emotional appeal is
his goal.

What makes Crèvecæur's story about a freed slave so particular, is the
fact that |acob is apparently afraid of his future life as a free man.

|acob argues, amongst other things, that he would be thrown back on
his own in case of sickness, while previously he had been able to rely
on the devoted care of Mifflin's wife. |acob's temporary resistance to
freedom proves to be a very ambivalent phenomenon. One has to be
careful not to abuse such a narrative to excuse or erren whitewash the
slave-keepers from the oppression, injustice and cruelty they are guilty
of. In a certain way, Crèvecceur's story tends to exonerate slave-keepers
like Walter Mifflin and his wife who are depicted as responsible
and caring.

At the same time, one has to consider the fact that Mifflin and his
wife belonged to the Quakers and that their caring attitude towards
their slaves (good supply with food and clothing, medical care and
comfort in case of illness) certainly stem from their religious convic-
tions. In this sense, Crèvecæur's description of their behavior seems
credible. Furthermore, as the Quakers published a first anti-slavery res-
olution already back in 1688,3e it can be assumed that some of the
slave-keepers of this religious community actually held a self-critical
position toward slaves labor even before the abolition was enforced in
1773. Nevertheless, it remains to be noted that Crèvecæur - and with
him La Roche - risk to convey a distorted image of slavery by telling
an antislavery story in which freedom is not unambiguously embraced
by the slave population.

Crèvecæur, on his part, especially emphasizes the caring attitude of
Mifflin's wife towards the slaves through the use of direct speech. In
the given scene, it is |acob who remembers her words of consolation

Jacques, surpris d'une scène si

nouvelle, si touchante, si inattendue,

fondit en larmes, comme si on lui eût
dénoncé le plus grand des malheurs.

lleffet soudain de l'étonnement, de la
reconnaissance & de plusieurs autres
sentimens lui gonflèrent le cæur, &
produisirent même des mouvements

convulsifs, ll pleura amèrement, & à

peine put-il exprimer: Ah, mon maître,
que ferai-je de ma liberté? (7)3s

Jakob, erstaunt und
gerûhrt, wein! und

wird bis zu
Konvulsionen
bewegt, als ob ihm

das grôste Elend

angekùndigt wûrde.
O mein Herr! was soll

ich mit meiner
Freyheit machen?
(802f6

Man wird leicht
einsehen, daB

Jakob diesen
Antrag nicht mit
trocknen Augen
annehmen konnte.
"Herr, sagte er,

lieber Herr, was
soll ich mit meiner
Freyheit machen?"
(55)37

"Hen! Lieber
Herr! antwortet
lakob, was/ Soll
ich mit meiner
Freiheit tun?"
(684) 38
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during his illness. The German translators render the emotional appeal

very differently:

Crèvecæur (1783) La Roche (1783) Kolb (1789) Herder (1793)

wuMtsN'5 wHr ilN(J t9l t9

religiously-motivated love of humanity, but puts forward the equality of
rights, regardless of people's skin color. Interestingly, in the same sentence,

La Roche omits Crèvecæur's term "brother", thereby rejecting the male con-
notated cosmopolitan metaphor of "brotherhood".

In sum, La Roche adjusts Crèvecæur's antislavery argument depicted in
the given scene not only by dissolving the mutual dependency between abo-

litionism and Quakerism, but also by strengthening the role of common
rights like the legal age. All these aspects lead to the titular 'just love of
humanity" that, on the one hand, embraces every human being no matter
his or her ethnicity, and that, on the other hand, can be exercised by every-

one regardless of his or her class affiliations (including noblemen like

foseph II) or religious convictions.
However, La Roche's attenuation of the religious component of the Mifflin

story does not result in a complete removal of the religious frame, as is shown
by the following comment towards the end of the text:

Crèvecæur (1783) La Roche (1783) Kolb (1 789) Herder (1793)

Quand nous étions

maladet notre bonne &
tendre MaÎtresse venoit
à côté de notre lit nous

disant toujours quelque

chose de consolant Eh

bien, Jacques, eh bien,

mon bon garçon, qu'est-

ce que tu as? Ne te

décourage Point; le

Médecin vo bientôt venir;
j'aurai soin de toi; souffre

avec patience, c'est le -
premier remède. (10)N

Tu aurois dû, comme nos

frères blancs, être libre à

vingt-un. La religion &
l'humanité m'enjoignent
de te donner aujourd'hui
la liberté, & la justice

m'ordonne de te payer

huit ans & demi de travail,
qui, à 270 liv. par an [...1
fait la somme de 2295 liv.
que je te dois (9)a

[...] wenn wir krank

waren, so kam unsere
gute trau an unser Bett,

trôstete uns. und sprach

uns Muth ein. - Jakob!
guter Junge! - was fehlt
dir? fûrchte nichts, der

Arzt kommt bald, und ich

will auch Sorge fùr dich

tragen. Sey indessen
geduldig, dieB ist das
erste Hûlfsmittel.-
(802f.)41

Du hàttest sollen mit
21 Jahr frey seyn, wie
die Weisse. Aber du
sollst es heut werden,

und ich gebe dir das

Geld, welches du in
diesen acht Jahren

durch deine Arbeit
verdient hâttest, in
der Summe von 2295

Livr. - (801)as

Sind wir krank so sorgt
unsere gute Frau lieblich

fùr unt sie besorgt
unsere Verpflegung und
trôstet uns durch ihre

milden Reden. (55f.)a2

ln Krankheit
pflegete/ Mich Eure

Frau als Mutter,
trôstete/ Mich

liebreich. (684)43

La Roche keeps the direct speech of Mifflin's wife in her German version

and thereby trighlights the importance of female care that coincides with

her own ideal of womanhood as it appears throughout Pomona. Kolb's

version, on the contrary sums uP the words of Miftlin's wife as "gentle",

and therefore strikes one aS much more abstract. Herder's version also does

not retain the direct speech, although this is more the exception than the

rule in his text.

l,a Roche's translation is not only marked by an increased attention

towards Pomona's female virtue, but also by a particular stance vis-à-vis

Mifflin's religiously motivated renunciation of slavery. This is made clear in

the announcement of |acob's liberation:

Crèvecæur (1783) La Roche (1783) Kolb (1789) Herder (1793)

L'homme peut-il
offrir un encens plus

agréable à la
Divinité? (1 1)Æ

lst es môglich, theure
Leserinnen! DaB ein Mensch
Gott ein gefâlligeres Opfer
geben kann, als die
Gesinnungen eines solchen
Herrn, und eines solchen
Sklaven? - wer sollte nicht
wtnschen. vor den Augen
seines ewigen Richters dieses
Zeugnis aus dem Munde
seiner Untergebenen zu
erhalten! - wie sûB miissen
die letaen Augenblicke eines
Walter Miflin und seiner Frau

seyn! (805)ae

Kann ein Sterblicher der
Gottheit wohl ein gefâlligeres
Opfer bringen, als dieser
Walter Miflin mit der Freiheit
seiner Schwarzen? lst dieser
Freygegebene fest bei
seinem Vorsatze geblieben,
so hat er gewiB auch nichts
durch Jakobs Freylassung
verlohren. Konnte der Sklave

aber seinem Herrn mit so

vieler Ergebenheit und
Zuneigung dienen, wie
konnte man da zweifeln, daB

der Freye nicht dem Manne
treu dienen sollte, dem er
das Kostbarste aller Schâtze
zu dancken hatte, (57f.)50

Religion und Menschheit
befehlen mir, dir nun die
Freyheit zu geben, und die
Gerechrigkeit, daB ich dir
fûr acht und ein halb iahr
...2295 Livres bezahle

$446

Menschheit und
Religion spricht dich

oleich allen weiBen

illenschen frei (684)a7

Crèvecæur identifies religion and humanity as central motivations for the

Quaker Mifflin to free ]acob. While Kolb and Herder remain close to the

French original, Roche eschews using external arguments to legitimize

]acob's release by basing Mifflin's actions solely on his recognition that all

human beings should begin a self-determined life at the legal age of twenty-

one. Thus, 1a Roche does not exclusively stick to the argument of a

Crèvecæur uses a rhetorical question to present |acob's liberation as the highest

form of sacrifice that Mifflin could ofer God. la Roche, addressing her female

audience direct\r expands the focus to bring not just Mifflin but also facob into
view. In La Rochds yiew, it is "the convictions [Gesinnungen] of such a master

and such a slave" that make both men pleasing in the eyes of God. Here, she rein-
troduces the figure of a judging God every human being has to respond to. Herder
on his part does not translate the rhetorical question. Koh, who notes that Miftlin
"has surely not lost anything thtough ]acob's liberation", as |acob will continue to
work for his former master as a paid laborer, makes the religiously motivated
renunciation of the slave trade conditional upon an economic perspective the

preservation of the slave-holders' economic interests. This purely opportunistic
perspective disavows all other religious or ethical motivations.
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La Roche,s efforts to ground her abolitionist activism in a "just love of

humanity,, and to give ii a broader ethical foundation than a merely reli-

gious, ihristian one, are diametrically opposed to such considerations'

it. ir,utu, term .Just love of humanity'' sums up La Roche's cosmopolitan

*iulr- against.étfdo* (in Bohemia) and slavery (in America), combining

Europeun-and non-European issues. The last sentence of the "Exercise"

â"fr.,rrrg Mifilin togetheiwith his wife, shows that La Roche explicitly con-

ceived of this activism across gender divisions and not just across class and

religion. The exclamation "hoi sweet must be the last moments of a Walter

MifiIin and his wife!', suggests that MiffIin's wife, who, we know as readers,

cared about the physicdîelbeing of the slaves, shares her husband's aboli-

tionist convictions.
It is important to note that La Roche's "Exercise" dOeS not aPpear in iso-

lation in ihe eighth issue of Pomona but follows another antislavery text

about the abolition of serfdom through )oseph II: the short contribution

"On the abolition of serfdom in Bohemia - by " young lady of merit

(ueber die Aufhebung der Leibeigenschaft in Bôhmen - von einer verdienstvollen

iurgrn Dami)" is signed by "]uliana von M"'.The youngfemalt t1tot 
apPar-

'"rrtiy pr.f".ed to only reveal her gender and not her frrll name." Yet we can

ia""tiry her as ]uliana Giovane d-e Girasole, née baroness von Mudersbach

iri?â]r*Orl.u, îhis was one of her first publications and in it she celebrates

,.the abolition of serfdom in Bohemia 1...] as a triumph of freedom"'s3

The publication of Mudersbach's text reveals another crucial aspect of La

Roche's worldview: her support of a young female author and the abolition

of slavery go hand in hanâ. La Roche secnres publication for a hitherto

unknown female author and, at the same time, advances the question of

slavery into the foreground. The Mudersbach text on |oseph II and her Crè-

vecæur translation complement each other by illustrating La Roche's convic-

tion that the renunciaton of slavery and serfdom can be religiously motivated

- but does not need to be. Further, La Ro.he's editorial logic follows her ped-

agogical principles: Having first introduced her readership to the abolition of

,Jrào_in Europe (goheÀia), she then, in a second step, turns their attention

towards the abolition of slavery in America'

La Roche's Cosmopolitanism: Ftom Pomona to Lake Oneida

Sophie von La Roche had already positioned herself as a cosmopolitan and as

anabolitionistinPomonanVsZ,whichisfifteenyearsearlierthanpre-
viouslythought.ThisisimPortantbecauseitclearlyrefutestheassertion
that iomoni left aside issues exceeding the private sphere.'" The given

article has shown that La Roche included political topics like slavery and

serfdom and strived to sensitize her female readership for the injustice the

slave keepers in America as well as the aristocracy in Bohemia were guilty of'

The cosmopolitan impulses present in the "Exercise" shine through in La

Roche's emigration novel Appearances at Lake Oneida (i798), especially in
two perspectives: First, the island in Lake Oneida where the French couple

named Wattines, escapees from the French Revolution, decide to settle, is

depicted as a "colonial contact zone"ss for European and Indigenous

people. According to Linda Dietrick, "the island [is] a space of transition

and mediation. Its boundaries are permeable and open to fruitful cultural

interchange that is noncoercive and reciprocal".s6 The "fruitful cultural inter-

change" in Oneida becomes manifest not only in human encounters, but also

in the intellectual exchange related to the "cosmopolitan book collection"
(kosmopolitische Textbibliothek) the Wattineses brought to America.sT In
the following, I will focus on the references between Oneida and the

Pomona project on three (interconnected) levels: the choice of authors and

sources; the subject of abolitionism and translational practice.

It comes as no surprise that the library of the Wattineses, this "treasure of
all sciences collected for millennia", also draws upon sources that were intro-
duced in Pomona,for example fames Thomson's poem The Seasons.ss Aside

from specific works, the focus was on foreign journals like Universal Magazine

or Mercure de France, and here again especially on the volumes from 1783 in
which Crèvecæur's Deuxième lettre de lvan A-X was published.se These

volumes also play a role in Oneida and show that La Roche maintained inter-
est in them through various stages of her æuvre.60

Certain authors enjoy a special status within the Oneida novel, including

Crèvecæur and his Lettres d'un cultivateur américain According to her cor-

respondence, La Roche obtained the book in 1797.6r As Gudrun Loster-

Schneider has shown, the depiction of the male protagonist Carl Wattines

as the "ideal type of a gentleman farmer" and certain aspects of his life
were influenced by Crèvecæur.6' Further, one can see the interplay between

the "Exercise" and the late novel on the level of citations from Crèvecæufs
Lettres. In a scene towards the end of the third volume of Oneida, the
German traveller Friedrich, who sojourns with the Wattineses for several

months and records their experiences in the New World, reads a letter to
the Wattineses in which Crèvecæur praises America as a propitious, promis-

ing land for Europeans. The French original reads as follows:

N'est-il donc étonnant que parmi tant de Savans Européens, aucun n'ait encore

daigné venir nous visiter? - Et pourquoi serions-nous si ignorés? - Notre étendue

géographique ne nous annonce-t-elle pas à tous les autres peuples? La somme de

notre industrie n'est-elle pas enregistrée dans les douanes angloises? - Non, c'est

vers la Grèce dégénérée, c'est vers I'antique Italie que cheminent tous les voya-

geurs. - Encore si I'on pouvoit recueillir dans ces contrées quelques étincelles

de leur ancien génie, si I'on pouvait y retrouver le tombeau des Socrates & des

Aristides, des Catons & des Fabius, je leur pardonnois, - je passerois la mer
moi-même pour offrir mon encens à ces précieuses reliques.63
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It's interesting to note that La Roche makes her protagonist Friedrich use her

own German translation of Crèvecæur's letter (while creating the illusion that

he's quoting from the French original, as the Wattineses do not (yet) under-

stand German):

Warum kommen die Europâer nicht zu uns, neue Tugend und Glùck zu sehen?

Warum gehen sie in das ausgeartete Griechenland, in das alte ltalien, wo sie

nichts mehr von dem alten Glanze finden, wo niemand das Grab des Socrates

und des Aristides, des Catons und des Fabius zeigen kann? sonst wi.iLrde ich

selbst diese Reise machen [...].64

As a comparison with Crèvecæur's original text shows, La Roche slightly

shortens her German version, omits some questions and makes an important

addition. Right at the beginning, La Roche introduces the terms "virtue and

happiness" ("Tugend und Glùck') that do not exist in the French original.

In La Roche's view, virtue and happiness characlerize the inhabitants of the

New World and make it a counterpoint to Europe, where the tradition of
Greek and Roman thinkers seems to be forgotten and where, one could

add, the French Revolution has spread violence and tyranny the Wattineses

had to flee from.
One of the "American" keyvirtues La Roche might have had in mind is the

striving for the abolition of slavery another common topic of the "Exercise" in

Pomona and in the "cosmopolitan book collection" of her Oneida. Church-

men who fought for the abolition of the slave trade, like Abbé St' Pierre,

and Quakers like Antoine Bénézet are mentioned repeatedly alongside

Crèvecæur.
Friedrich once reads to the Wattineses a shortened excerpt from Herder's

Letterfor the Advancement of Humanity (No.Il5,1797) that explicitlyhonors
the accomplishments of the Quakers for the liberation of slaves. Here is the

shortened version read by Friedrich:

Herder sagt, da8 ldie Quiiker] von Penn an eine Reihe verdienstvoller Mânner

nennen, welche zum Besten der Menschheit mehr gethan haben, als tausend

anma8ende Weltverbesserer: die thâtigsten Bemtrhungen zu Abschaflung des

Negerhandels und des Sklavendienstes kamen von Quiikern, und auf dem

Denkmal im Vorhof des Tempels allgemeiner Menschlichkeit [...] werden

die Namen von Quâkern glânzen.6s

Herder's concept of "allgemeine Menschlichkeit" seems to resonate with La

Roche's vision of a 'just love of humanity", as both terms overcome racial,

ethnic and class categories. By quoting Herder's letter No. 115 in her

Oneida, La Roche reunites different ways of the German-speaking reception

of Crèvecæur's antislavery wïitings. In 1783, she translated Crèvecæur's

story of the Quaker Walter Mifflin and his slave for Pomonai ten years

later, Herder used the same source for his poem The Birthday included in

his Letter No. 114. In 1798, in turn, Friedrich, one of the protagonists of La

vvvtvtEt\ ) vvnt ilt\u v) z5

Roche's novel, quotes from Herder's Letter no.115, emphasizing the Quakers'
role for the abolition of slavery. This quote reveals the complex interplay of
different text sources on abolition in Oneida.

Numerous translational acts like this are depicted in La Roche's novel where
Friedrich translates a text for the Wattineses and vice versa. In some scenes, the
protagonists use German translations from French or English sources made by La
Roche herselû in others, they use (more or less modified) original German texts.
\Mhile the readership of the Oneida novel is exclusively confronted to a German-
speaking text corpus, it has to imagine that all the sources have been translated
into French, the language Friedrich and the Wattineses communicate in. These
(real or imagined) translational acts are not only relevant as a form of intercui-
tural dialoge and exchange within the given scene. They also reflect La Roche's

own literary practice, intertwining the activities of writing translating and adapt-
ing. Her contribution "The Exercise of a |ust Love of Humanity" is one striking
example for this interplay between foreign sources and her own world of ideas.

Translation proves to play a major role in La Roche's æuwe and in her cos-
mopolitan thinking, and this in two respects: On a content-related level, it is
about the dissemination of cosmopolitan ideas like human equaliry the striv-
ing for abolition etc.; on a performative level, the translational act as creative
transfer across cultural and language borders turns out to be itself a cosmo-
politan practice par excellence. In an earlier worh I have shown that La
Roche, in her magazine Pomona, not only discusses cosmopolitan ideas like
the striving for the abolition of slavery and serfdom, but also reflects on her
cosmopolitan self-image. In her translation of a satirical tale from the
French author Fanny de Beauharnais, she grabs the opportunity to secretly
insert the new ideal of a female cosmopolitan ("Weltbiirgerin").66 Behind
the mask of the faithful translator, La Roche puts this notion into circula-
tion.67 This idea of a female citizen of the world reuniting cosmopolitan con-
victions and traditional female virtues will continue to influence her writings,
from the Pomona project through her novel Oneida. Beyond elitist and
non-egalitarian concepts, La Roche insists on a female cosmopolitanism put
into practice: By intertwining her own writings with (free and sometimes
concealed) translations of texts often carrying cosmopolitan values, she

strives for a creative mediation of literary works crossing linguistical and
cultural borders. In this sense, for La Roche, cosmopolitanism represents a
"lived category" (Jacobs, 18), i.e. a posture she theoretically reflected upon
and employed practically - with a feminist-minded inflection.

To sum up, La Roche's cosmopolitanism, as it becomes manifest in
Pomona and in her Oneida novel, can be described on at least five levels:

1. La Roche explicitly promotes cosmopolitan values like cultural pluralism
and human equality directly linked to her striving for the abolition of
slavery and serfdom - either in her own or in translated texts.



2. Imbued with these yalues in her triple role of writer, translator and editor,

La Roche incarnates the figure of a female cosmopolitan and "Weltbùr-

gerin" and invites her readership to identifr with it.
3. The act of translation as a form of cosmopolitan practice is an essential

part of La Roche's story-telling, as Friedrich and the Wattineses frequently

translate and adapt foreign texts by Crèvecæur or Herder in order to share

enlightened ideas about human equality and virtue.

4. In La Roche's own translations, she foregrounds characters incarnating

female and cosmopolitan values, like Mifflin's wife, and thereby insists on

the compatibility of traditional female virtue and cosmopolitan thinking.

5. Her magazine Pomona offersyoung female authors like ]uliana Giovane de

Girasole the opportunity to publish their works on political issues like

serfdom. Apparently, La Roche's striving for abolition and her commitment

to the empowerment of women cannot be separated. From Pomona to

Oneida, she practiced a form of intersectional solidarity avant la lettre.68

These five levels simultaneously prove the independence and the intercon-

nectedness of La Roche's cosmopolitan position whose complexity awaits

further investigation.
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Die Quacker,an welche der Brief denkt, bringen von Penn an eine Reihe

der verdienstvollesten Mânner in Erinnerung die zum Besten unsres

Geschlechts mehr getan haben, als tausend Helden und pomphaftg-Welt-

verbesserer. Die tâiigsten Bemiihungen zu Abschaffung des schândlichen

Negerhandels und Sklavendienstes sind ihr Werh wobei inde8 ûber-

haript auch Methodisten und Presblterianer, jeder schwachen.oder

starken stimme jedes Landes ihr verdienst bleibt, wenn sie taubsten

Ohren und hârtesten Menschenher zen, geizigen Handelsleuten, hierùber

etlvas zurief. Eine Geschichte des aufgehobenen Negerhandels und der

abgestellten Sklaverei in allen weltteilen wird einst ein schônes

D;kmal im vorhofe des Tempels allgemeiner Menschlichkeit seyn

[...]; mehrere Quakernamen wJrden an den Pfeilern dieses Vorhofes

mit stillem Ruhm glânzen. (695f.)
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tion littéraire, Théories N' 58 (2018): 125-46'
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AESTRACT
This article examines the ways in which slave owners appropriated a superficial
manifestation of the cosmopolitan ethos for their own ends in Mary Robinson's
Angelina: A Novel (1 796) and Charlotte Smith's 'The Story of Henrietta" (1800).

Plantation owners such as Smith's Mr. Maynard and Robinson's Sir Edward
Clarendon are not interested in promoting cosmopolitan ideals of shared
humanity across difference but use a façade of cosmopolitanism to get rich
while suppressing the rights of all subordinates - including slaves and
women. Rather than simply using slavery as an analogy for the subjection of
British women, or vice versa, this essay shows how both writers are invested
in tracing the extent of corruption that the slave trade and plantation
cosmopolitanism wrought on everyday life in England, especially for women.
Slavery created an economic system that rendered the slave owner all-
powerful. As in lmmanuel Kant's writings on cosmopolitanism, violence -
particularly inspired by contemporary slave and Maroon uprisings - plays a

vital role in purging society from tyranny and moving toward an enlightened
cosmopolitanism.

KEYWORDS Charlotte Smith; Mary Robinson; slavery; cosmopolitanism; violence; Maroon wars

This essay examines Mary Robins on's Angelina: A Novel (L796) and Charlotte

Smith's "The Story of Henrietta" (1800) within the fraught nexus of cosmo-

politanism and the plantation system.l These narratives expose the ways in
which slave owners appropriate visible markers of cosmopolitanism as a

means to signal and enable authority: a habit I term plantation cosmopolitan-
ism. The respective plantation cosmopolites - the villains within the narra-

tives - are uninterested in espousing cosmopolitan ideals, such as sustained

engagement with other cultures or a respect for shared humanity across difer-
ence, but instead adopt a superficial façade ofcultural engagement to perpe-

tuate their own interests. Robinson's Sir Edward Clarendon fills his estate with
Orientalized, commodified objects that, rather than demarcating a commit-

ment to cosmopolitanism, betray his eagerness to obscure the source of his
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wealth.Mr.Maynard,smith'svillain'objectifiestheenslavedwomenonhis
plantation;hehasmanyintimateinteractionswithrepresentativesofother
iot or., that are 

""ploit"ti'"e 
rather than cosmopolitan' Indeed' Robinson

and Smith show that plantation cosmopolitanism hinges on oppressing sub-

oràir,"t" groups, such as the enslaved u"d *o-ttt' and it is in the connections

,fr"r" rruri*irr"s forge between oppressed groups that the authors' own cosmo-

politan persPective emerges'

Itisusefultodelineatehowthisessayunderstandscosmopolitanismand
fro* - precisely - plantation cosmopolitanism perverts it'-Drawing on the

workofGalinTihanov,EnitrarafiliSteinerexplains:..the.cosmopolitan
favorsinteractionovermulticulturalisolationism;thatis,thedisengaged
liuir,gne"ttoeachotherofdifferenceandotherness'Cosmopolitanism

""ùî*f.ag"s 
and incorporates differ:nce.;" it is premised on a shared

human constitution".'fi'" concept of a "shared human constitution" is

especiallyimportanttocosmopolitanism,sconfigurationinthisessay,since
it insists humans share a toÂ-o" humanity that demands respect when

differentcu]turesinteractwitheachother.However,achievingthisstateis
*-pii.ut"a, according to Niamh Reilly' when the subjects are historically-

oppressed members oisociety, such as women. Reilly's essay "cosmopolitan

Feminism and Human nighis" defines a more inclusive, feminist version of

.,moral cosmopolitarrirm"ihut is grounded in applications of cosmopolitan-

ism in whictr "all persons are equal moral' reasoning' and autonomous

i"ing, Consequently, eYeryone is entiilea to be treated with equal concern

and not as means to ends anô equally' everyone has a duty to treat others

;;;;;" *"y": Feminist .or*opoiitunism focuses on how cosmopolitan

notionsofsharedhumanityandcross-culturalinteractionareappliedto
livedrealityinanemanclpatory,anti-patriarchal,anti-capitalistmanner:
ideologies in which Angetiia: Â Norrl- ufld "The story of Henrietta" are

;"dy invested. These narratives show how plantation cosmopolitanism

ufpîopriu,., markers of cosmopolitanism to further the comrpted self-inter-

est of the plantation owner. TÀe first section of the essay explores material

manifestationsofplantationcosmopolitanismthatplantationownelsutilize
in their attempts to disguise the power-hungry inner workings of the slave

trade. The latter portioni of the essay, then, explore the ways in which planta-

tion cosmopotitanis; in fact subverts the very ethos it claims to adopt

through violations of -o'"t cosmopolitanism perpetuated against the

enslaved and women: plantation cosmopolitanism necessitates oppression.

Material Manifestations of Plantation Cosmopolitanism

nobleman who plans on marrying Sir Edward's daughter Sophia to replenish

his dwindling bank account) puts it, Sir Edward is the "most complete savage

in the universe" whose "name is proverbial in the city for everything low,
sordid, illiterate, and unfeeling".a However, as Robinson shows, the significant

fortune he's amassed via the slave trade (he is, in fact, described as the wealth-

iest merchant in London) facilitates social acceptance through an appro-

priated, corrupted vision of cosmopolitanism.
As an absentee planter, Sir Edward reaps the financial benefits of slavery

while holding a high social position in the metropole. Absenteeism held a con-

tentious place in British society, which Eric Williams refers to as "the curse of
the Caribbean":

Mary Robinson Angelina: A Novel ( 1796 Sir Edward Clarendon ls intro-

Returned to England, the planters' fondest wish was to acquire an estate, blend
with the aristocracy, and remove marks of their origin . . . Their colossal wealth
permitted lavish expenditures which smacked of vulgarity and excited the emy
and disapproval of the less opulent English aristocrary.'

Absentee plantation-owners like Sir Edward were disparaged for the ways

they amassed and flaunted wealth, yet this wealth undoubtedly bought
social influence. As Simon Gikandi notes, "through their patronage of art
and taste, the slave-owning plantocracy, like Indian nabobs, laundered its

ill-gotten money and refashioned its identity".6 Seemingly free from the

taint of slavery, absentee planters thus attempted immersion into polite
society.

The degree to which such ostentatious luxury and money laundering, as

Gikandi terms it, are in fact perversions of cosmopolitan cultural engagement

incapable of disguising the oppressive reality behind the pelf is on display in
Angelina: A Novel. Robinson shows how Sir Edward corrupts the notion of
being at home in the world and attempts to display the world within his

home; he is nothing more than a "black traffic[ker]" who commodifies cul-
tural exchange.T This is especially obvious at Clarendon Abbey, Sir

Edward's country seat, which Sir Edward renovates in a gaudy, Orientalized
style. The East played an important role in the development of Enlightenment
cosmopolitanism; as Gerard Delanty remarls, "[m]any of the major philoso-
phers of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century were greatly

interested in and inspired by Asian cultures ... which cannot all be dismissed

as a fascination with the pursuit of the exotic".8 Such philosophers perform
what Amanda Anderson terms "inclusionary cosmopolitanism", which
"finds expression through sympathetic imagination and intercultural
exchange", rather than through a more Eurocentric, exclusionary lens.e

Attempting to gain the appearance of a global, inclusionary cosmopolite

through his home-improvement projects, Sir Edward's attempt is exposed

as shallow materialism contingent upon the profits of slave labor. The

gothic-style Abbey and grounds are grand, but Sir Edward's renovations
In S

who buys
CTASS bore, and absentee plantation owner

duced AS a cruel father,
with his ill fortune. As Lord Acreland (a
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strip the estate of its charm and render it ridiculous. A crass Corinthian

poÀ.o is one example; he believed it would add stateliness, but the result is

an awkward architectural mash-up contingent on Europeanized configur-

ations of Eastern architecture. Another augmentation is the Turkish pavilion'

a free-standing, luxuriously-decorated, Orientalized structure for entertaining

guests. "[A] leaden Mercury . . ' a bust of ]ulius Caesar, or Pompey, or ]upiter"

Idorning the top will, he thinl$, add the finishing touch, but again the

uncouttitackiness of his aesthetic is revealed.r0 Sir Edward's insatiable appe-

tite for exotic buildings and viands are combined via the pinery and enclosed

orange gïoves erected on the premises, meant to impress guests with exotic

fruiti while upcoming renovations include tearing down a Roman-era arch

to make way for a Chinese Pagoda.
An outgrowth of materialist cosmopolitanism, Sir Edward s plantation cos-

mopolitanism provides an example of what Marx and Engels later critique in

Thi Communist Manifesf.o. "The bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of

the world market given a cosmopolitan character to production and con-

sumption in every country", they explain, alienating meaning, craft' and

erren the laborer from products and using the profits of their exploitation

for their own benefit.lt In Sir Edwards, however, Robinson shows that cosmo-

politan ideals themselves are not necessarily the root of social inequality

except where they become corrupted. Sir Edward's international, Orientalist

tastes highlight his appropriation of cosmopolitanism; his interactions with

other cultures are used for their status-conferring value. Sir Edward has no

interest in genuine cultural exchange with anyone from Turkey or China'

for example, but he appropriates Western interpretations of their cultures,

as he (erroneously) believes these home design elements showcase his

wealth, authority, and good taste while removing the stains of slavery.

commercializing cosmopolitanism to further plantation interests was a

popular practice inthis period; Robinson's depiction of Sir Edward is likely

Lspired by families such as the Becgords, who gained a fortune through

their West Indian sugar plantations and subsequently bought their way into

society. In fact, the BecKords were often viewed as England's wealthiest

family, which furthers the connection between them and Sir Edward, Eng-

land s wealthiest merchant. Alderman Beckford was a massively wealthy

]amaican sugar planter who successfully parleyed his fortune into political

power after moving to London in 1723, where he was twice elected Mayor.

in fias he purchased the Fonthill Estate, which he extensively renovated in

his own oniqo. style. Gikandi describes it as: "clearly a house built on

creole money; its penchant for ostentatiousness was a sign of the owner's

desire to display new wealth' that featured an "unabashedly orientalist

interior, complete with an entrance known as the Egyptian Hall and a

Turkish Room".tz In 1795, just one year before the publication of Angelina:

A Novel, Alderman Beckford s son william (author of the 1786 novel
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Vathek, An Arabian Tale) erected Fonthill Abbey on the property, which
rivaled the Orientalist luxury of his father's estate with a Turkish Room
and a "suite of Oriental apartments, opulently furnished with Chinese and
|apanese effects".l3 William considered himself a cosmopolitan; Fonthill
Abbey was undoubtedly meant to showcase his extensiye travels, the cultures
he experienced, and the art he acquired along the way.'n The fictional Sir
Edward mimics the opulence of the BecKords and their ilk He "mistakes pro-
fusion for hospitality, and magnificence for taste: his attention fatigues and his
conversation disgusts". L5 In Angelina: A Novel,materialistic, Orientalized dis-
plays of wealth only highlight distance from genuine cosmopolitan engage-
ment with other cultures, evidencing instead crass, Orientalist consumerism
built upon the bacls of the enslaved.

Smith's "The Story of Henrietta" also includes commentary on the ways in
which plantation cosmopolitanism mimicked outward manifestations of cos-
mopolitanism as markers of power while concealing its inextricable connec-
tion to slavery. Unlike Angelina: A Novets absenteeism, readers are here
introduced to Smith's depiction of life on the plantation itself. Though they
differ in their specifics, both Sir Edward's and Maynard's usages of plantation
cosmopolitanism hinge upon appropriating cosmopolitan symbols as mech-
anisms for displaying power: whether political, as in Sir Edward's case, or
over the lives of his subordinates, as in Maynard's. In fact, the latter's repu-
tation for luxury precedes him, as the Captain of the ship conveying Henrietta
from England to |amaica "speaks of the luxury of the table at my father's
house; of the number of slaves kept solely for domestic purposes; of the quan-
tity of wine consumed at his table, and of his consequence in the island".l6
Like Sir Edward, Maynard augments his personal comfort with the profits
of his plantation. This outward luxury is framed in opposition to any positive
personal traits. "But why do I hear nothing of his benevolence; of his private
friends; of his kindness to his people, and of his being beloved as well as

feared?" Henrietta muses in response to the captain's panegyrics toward her
father's wealth.l7 Plantation wealth - and plantation cosmopolitanism - are
antithetical to any sense of humanity or morality, according to Smith, since
West Indian plantation homes - and their contents - projected the might
of their owner.l8

In "The Story of Henrietta", Smith reveals plantation cosmopolitanism as a

mechanism by which this projection occurs, especially in terms of the people
with whom Maynard populates his home. Though his first and second wives
are deceased, Maynard has many children "by a variety of other women of
every various shade, from the quadroon to the negro ofthe Gold coast, he
had many other children, who were brought up by their mothers on his
estates".le These individuals, Henrietta is shocked to find, are her half-siblings
her father utilûes as house slaves, perhaps due to their sex, beauty, or half-
English parentage. Women on the plantation, then, are doubly enslaved:
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their labor is exploited - both in the fields and in the home - and, as Henriet-

ta's discovery attests, they are victims of Maynard s sexual caprices'

Writing of Ch"tlott" Smith's commitment to cosmopolitanism, Anne

K. Mellor-argues that she (and other female Romantic writers) cfiibit aPtac-

tical versiorof cosmopolitanism that effectively models how British society

could move forward in a "lived daily practice" of "embodied" cosmopolitan-

ism through embracing "international, interfaith and inter-racial marriages"

that resuliin "hybridized children", as Steiner references in the Introduction

to this volume.2ô Mellor focuses on positive constructions of lived cosmopo-

litanism in Smith's late novels Desmond (1792), The Bankhed Man (1794),

and The Young Philosopher (1798), but in "The story of Henrietta" readers

see a corrupted.rersion tf this ideology at work in Maynarô whose interracial

relationships are inherently exploitative. In fact, Henrietta notes "the awk-

wardness f f.lt *h.r, I was fitst under the necessity of addressing myself to

them, seemed very wonderful to the people here, who see nothing extraordi-

nary or uncommon in such an aïïangem ent".2t She is disconcerted by their

pr.r"rr." in her home, as they provide dailY reminders of her father's violence,

fut for others on the island lt is simply a matter of course that Maynard

exploits enslaved women in this manner' Philip D' Morg11 explains that

*hit" -"r, in the caribbean had sexual relationships with black and creole

women at high rates, usually through rape or similar coercive measures' so

Malmard's situation is common.22 These "strange female faces 
_of 

many

shaâes" higtrlight an uncanny proximity to cosmopolitanism via the façade

of multicultùal relationships they invoke, yet, wrought in sexual and

chattel slavery the predatory nature of these interactions strips away any sem-

blance of an 'iemboàied' cosmopolitan ethos.23 Maynard is unconcerned with

the innate humanity of the women he uses, nor does he truly appreciate their

cultural differences, but instead objectifies them as symbols for his Power as

the plantation owner.

\7

Digging Deeper: Social Oppression and Plantation

Cosmopolitanism

As the above discussion of Maynard reveals, plantation cosmopolitanism is

characterized by deep abuses of power in addition to its superûcial façade

of cosmopolitan engagement with other cultures. The power that plantation

.or-opoiit"r, like Sir Edward and Ma'nard, garner from their ulili'y to dis-

goire tire immorality of their wealth is applied to eYeryone under their control'

ihe remainder of this essay highlights the extent to which plantation cosmo-

politanism is contingent opott uttà reinforces the oppression of women and

,lu-r"r, keeping in mind neiliy's argument that feminist "moral cosmopolitan-

isrd' dernands "aU persons are equal moral, reasoning' and autonomous

beings":notionsstrippedawaybyplantationcosmopolitanismbut

reintroduced in the conclusions of Robinson's and Smith's novels.2a These
authors are unique among their contemporaries in that they show material
connections between chattel slavery and the oppression of British women,
rather than calling on slavery as a descriptor for the mistreatment of British
women that is removed from in-depth consideration of the slave institution:
a common rhetorical move in the late eighteenth century.2s Robinson and
Smith show that, despite enacting a cosmopolitan façade, Sir Edward's and
Maynard's plantation cosmopolitanism violates core cosmopolitan tenets.
As Amanda Anderson has shown, cosmopolitanism "insist[s] on the need
for informing principles of self-reflexivity, critique, and common humanity",
and it "places a value on reciprocal and transformative encounters between
strangers variously construed".26 Plantation cosmopolites disregard cosmo-
politanism's call for shared humanity and self-reflexivity, as Reilly and
Anderson describe, and instead hinge their bid for power upon actively
oppressing both the enslaved and women who fall under their rule. In
Angelina: A Novel and "The Story of Henrietta", this anti-cosmopolitan
oppression is perpetuated explicitly for commercial profits and the interest
of the plantation.

In Angelina: A Novel, Sir Edward's daughter Sophia is depicted as the
primary victim of his oppression, but his sense of authority over her is
rooted in his role as a slave owner. The novel's primary conflict occurs
because Sir Edward, who believes "a name is everything", demands Sophia
marry Lord Acreland so he can reap the benefits of Acreland's aristocratic
lineage, which he believes will provide him with more political clout.27 The
novel posits such behavior as mercenary: "[w]e constantly behold young
women of little birth, and great fortune, as indelicately exposed to sale, as

our horses or our hounds", Lord Acreland observes, remarking on the ways

in which young women of means are mercilessly bartered via marriage for
political and aristocratic connections.2s Though recently knighted, Sir
Edward is "eager in the pursuit of more substantial honors" and sees

Sophia as his opportunity for gaining these, which he believes will further
increase his standing in society.2e

Determined to avoid this unwanted marriage, Sophia runs away from Clar-
endon Abbey, for which her aunt, Lady Watkins, praises her, noting that it
shows an "independent spirit".30 This is meant as a compliment, but Sir
Edward's reaction is telling. "'Independence is the stalking horse for all
sorts of absurdities"', he exclaims, "'I should like to know what would come
of my plantations if such doctrines are encouraged ... Hav n't I made a
fortune by slavery! and I warrant independence had nothing to do in the
profrts of black traffic"'.3r Quashing any sense of independence in his slaves

is crucial to his success; Sir Edward applies that same principle of dominance
to his relationship with his daughter. His comments reveal connections
between the slave industry and the treatment of wornen within the domestic
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commoditF and Maria as the culmination of generations of race- and gender-
based oppression.

Violence's Role in a more Cosmopolitan World Order

The connection between Henrietta and Maria is just one of the mechanisms
through which "The Story of Henrietta" advocates for a more cosmopolitan
order to replace the plantation cosmopolitanism women and the enslaved
faced. The fates of Henrietta and the enslaved are also linked through the vio-
lence that releases them from Maynard's reign of terror. According to one of
the most prolific philosophers of cosmopolitanism, Immanuel Kant, violence
is an unfortunate but necessary step in propelling societies toward
cosmopolitanism.

[F]inally, after devastations, revolutions, and even cômplete exhaustion,

[Nature] brings them to that which reason could have told them at the begin-
ning and with far less sad experience, to wit, to step from the lawless condition
ofsavages into a league ofnations.3e

Violence and war, then, are stepping stones for societies to reach cosmopoli-
tan right and peacefirl prosperity. As Michael Scrivener says,

[t]he hidden purpose ofwars, Kant argued, as bloody and barbaric as they were,
was to develop necessary aspects of human nature until the species would be
compelled to find cosmopolitan law as the most suitable form of international
relations.ao

In Smith's âccount - as in Robinson's, discussed below - violence proves
useful to those oppressed by Malmard.

Drawing on ubiquitous contemporary accounts of slave rebellions, includ-
ing the Second Maroon War (|amaica, L795-6) and the'Haitian Revolution
(Saint Domingue, 1791-1804), Smith's depiction of slaves and Maroons high-
lights the justification for violently rebeliing against their tyrannical master in
hopes of obtaining a society in which their humanity is not erased. Maynard
spends most of his time "'engaged, deeply engaged, in quelling those unhappy
people whom they call Maroons"', since, as Henrietta explains, they encourage
and harbor runaway slaves.al So horrific are the "'modes of revenge"' he uti-
lizes to suppress the Maroons and runaways that Henrietta must leave the
room when he discusses them. However, as readers find out later, it is this
very violence that leads to Malmard's downfall. Denbigh narrates:

I found one of Mr. Maynard's plantations had been destroyed by the Maroons, (to
whom he was particularly obnoxious,) joined by some of his own runwaway-
negroes; that, urged to more than his useful exffalagance of passion by this
outrage he had indulged his vindictive temper in great and unjustifiable severities
towards the people upon all his estates; severities which served only to irritate the
minds even of those who had till then most faithirlly adhered to him. a2
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It is Maynard s violence that turns his slaves against him; they band together
and revolt, killing him and opening the door for many slaves to escape into the
Maroon communities, mirroring contemporary slave uprisings. As the above
quote makes clear, however, their violence is justified by Maynard's extreme
cruelty: it is warranted, retributive violence. Furthermore, when Denbigh
claims "all upon" Maynard's estates suffered "great and unjustifiable severi-
ties", he refers to more than the slaves: this encompasses the liminal half-
daughters of the estates and Henrietta, as well. "'Misery"', Henrietta's uncle
explains, "'is, indeed, the certain concomitant of slavery. It follows with unde-
viating step the tyrant who imposes, and the slave who endures the fetters"'.43
The destruction and misery wrought by the slave trade are profuse, infecting
every aspect of life on the plantation. As the miseries of those oppressed by
slavery are intertwined, however, so too is their freedom. The slave revolution
nullifies the betrothal between Henrietta and sawkins, subsequently facilitat-
ing her marriage to her beloved Denbigh. Esther Wohlgemut aïgues "the 'cos-
mopolitan purpose' behind Kant's idea of a universal history is thus the
development of humanity's capacity for reason, its ongoing process towards
enlightenment".4 It is, I argue, this "ongoing process" at work in Smith's
novel. Whiie the ending does not necessarily bring a comprehensive cosmo-
politan world order, what it does show is progress toward a world in which
individuals - especially women and Africans (and their descendants) in the
West Indies - are closer to having their humanities recognized, rather than
denied.

Existing criticism of "The Story of Henrietta" often asks if an abolitionist
message is present within the narrative. George E. Boulukos, Adriana
Craciun, and Moira Ferguson conclude that, ultimately, there is no abolition-
ist stance within the text; as Boulukos puts it, "brutalization can produce
enlightenment in whites, but only serves to confirm the inherent brutality
of Africans".as These critics draw on the fact that Smith's representation of
West Indian slaves collapses into racist stereotypes, especially in the house
slave Amponah who threatens to rape Henrietta and the violent Maroons
who capture her when she runs away from the plantation. Such depictions,
I suspect, stem from the sources that Smith consulted while researching

famaican slavery such as Edward Long's massively-racist The Hktory of
lamaica (1774). Smith appears to accept his depictions of African slaves
and their West-Indian born descendants - especially men - as potentially
threatening and lascivious, which she then capitalizes on in part to heighten
the terrors that Henrietta experiences. This racism should not be excused, but
it should be considered in relation to the narrative as a whole, which fosters
connections between the enslaved and Henrietta. usefully, /oel Quirk dis-
tinguishes eighteenth-century abolitionist ideology from cosmopolitanism,
noting that though they often overlap, cosmopolitanisrn centered on shared
notions of equality and humanity, rather than just the end of the slave
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trade; abolition was a political stance that often maintained racist assumptions

about the inferiority of Africans even among those who believed the trade

immoral.a6 Cosmopolitanism, then, is more focused on finding the humanity

within difference and respecting that humanity despite the circumstances,

making it a more usefirl analytic for deciphering "The Story of Henrietta"

than abolitionism.
Smith's biography also reveals personal connections to the slave trade that

both complicate her relation to the abolition movement and reveal a deep-

seeded disdain for the slave trade and its agents. Smith's father-in-law

Richard owned several Barbadian sugar plantations that Smith dealt with

directly after her estrangement from her wastrel husband Benjamin. Often

desperate for money, the revenues from these plantations were at times her

only hope of income. While, on the one hand, it is somewhat shocking to

read letters in which Smith matter-of-factly discusses selling enslaved

persons, on the other hand her letters betray the hatred and mistrust she

felt toward plantation overseers; she was often frustrated by her epistolary

encounters with them, finding them rude and unhelpful. She also suspected

someone in Barbados was embezzling money from the plantations but was

unable to pinpoint the source. Indeed, shortly before her death she referred

to "Barbados traders" as "Men who are notorious for their total want of
honesty and who do not even affect the semblance of it".47 Additionally,

she blamed the Smith plantations for the death of her son Charles, who

died there while looking into the plantation's mismanagement. In fact, in
1804 Smith suggested that her son might have been murdered by someone

on the plantation, writing of charles' dealings with a local agent in Barbados

that: "of His death, the wretch took advantage, & such is my opinion from

long & fatal experience of the people in Barbados that I should not be sur-

prised if his death had been hasten'd".48 So low was Smith's opinion of the

men who ran the British West Indian sugar industry that she believed them

capable murder or foul play for financial gain. It is no wonder, then, that in
"The Story of Henrietta" such men are represented as the worst examples

of insurmountable corruption. Though the letters in which she addresses

her family plantations are characterized by their anger toward the overseers

and exclude discussion of the immorality of the slave trade itself, fictional

works like "The Story of Henrietta" address the topic openly.

In studying Smith's personal dealings with sugar plantations in connection

to the narrative, we see that the sugar industry corrupts everything it touches,

including family relationships and governing institutions that care more

about proûts than humanity and which turn a blind eye to the violence of
slavery and the mercenary marriage practices to which young women were

subjected. In "Henrietta's Tale" unauthorized rebellion, as opposed to insti-

tutional changes, emerge as the only possibility for escaping unjust opPres-

sion. As Henrietta is justified in her refusal to obey her father's command

that she marry Sawkins and in her decision to run away to escape his tyranny,
so too are the slaves and Maroons vindicated for deposing the figurehead of
the plantation system. In this sense, "The Story of Henrietta" should be
read as an anti-slavery text, but one in which emancipation (from slavery
and from tyrannical family ties) is initiated by the subjects themselves
rather than through any institutional assistance.

Though it takes place in the heart of England rather than within a planta-
tion setting, Angelina: A Novel also includes a discussion of slavery that yolks
the shared humanity of the heroine and those enslaved on her father's planta-
tion. As Sharon Setzer concludes, "there is not simply an analogy between Sir
Edward's attitudes toward his slaves and his daughter but a causal connec-
tion".4e In Robinson's account, the subjectivity of the enslaved is especially
emphasized. Lady Watkins expresses a wish that men with "black hearts",
like Sir Edward, would be exposed to the public and sent to Africa, where:

they would then behold the miseries they deride; they would then confess, that
the poor negro can feel the scourge - can faint in the burning rays ofnoon - can
hope, can fear - can shrink from torfure and sigh for liberfy as well as the
European.so

She humanizes slaves and highlights the miseries that men like Sir Edward
bring, referring to the physical "torture" they endure, the emotional trauma
of the slave eliperience, and their innate desire for liberf. Humanizing
African slaves in this way presents a more egalitarian ethos to counter scien-
tific theories of race which, as Roxann Wheeler has shown, crystalizedby the
1780s.5r

Robinson, like Smith, employs a measure of retributive justice that removes
Sir Edward from his position of authority based on associations with slave
uprisings, linking Sophia's freedom from her father to a more cosmopolitan
world order in which the humanities of both women and the enslaved are
respected. Near the end of the novel Sir Edward imprisons Sophia in a
tower as punishment for her refusal to marrlr Lord Acreland. |ust when her
situation is at its worst Sir Edward must travel to London to deal with
"losses of considerable consequence, news of the most unpleasant nature"
from the West Indies that "require[s] his immediate attention".s2 Readers
do not learn the exact nature of this "unpleasant" news, but from Sophia's
reaction we know it is bad: Sir Edward faces financial ruin. Given the publi-
cation date of Angelina: A Novel, (1796) readers are likely meant to associate
this disturbance with a slave or Maroon uprising. Both the Haitian Revolution
and Second Maroon War were on-going In I796.As Miles Ogborn points out,
these disturbances featured heavily in print news coyerage, making it likely
that readers would have associated Sir Edward's troubles with contemporary
accounts of the West Indies.s3 Furthermore, Sir Edward's last name - Claren-
don - is also the name of the |amaican county where one of the first major



through their forced labor on the plantation. sir Edward's approach to plan-
tation cosmopolitanism involves his commodification of cultural exchange in
a slightly different manner: through his obsessive, orientalized displays of
wealth within his home. Deposing these trrants - in violent fashion - releases
British society (at home and abroad) from the hold of slavery and the oppres-
sion it encourages.
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ABSTRACT
This essay discusses the implications of the phrase a "citizen of the world" in the
anonymous novel lhe Woman of Colour (1808), a novel that begs attention for

locating moral world citizenship in the mixed-race female body. The essay

ponders views of cosmopolitan justice, emphasizing those based on

cosmopolitan solidarity. lt proceeds by first, historicizing the phenomenon of
solidarity within the abolitionist movement prior to 1807; and second, by

drawing attention to a process of literalization that debunk skin myths in the
name of a shared humanity and in the service of the abolition of slavery in
the British colonies that would be achieved in 1833. The essay's final
proposition is to read the woman of colour and her cosmopolitan political
catechism in the tradition of Christian allegorical exegesis. This tradition
rejects abstraction and guards intact the (interracial) embodiment and

historicity of text.
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Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an ines-

capable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever

affects one directly affects all indirectly.
Martin Luther King |r., "Letter from a Birmingham ]ail", 19631

when Martin Luther King Ir. predicated the non-violent African American

struggle for equal civil Rights on an understanding of justice as one single

garment vulnerable to its suffering threads, he was pointing to a kind of rela-

tionality that signals the hallmark of the cosmopolitanism produced by

Enlightenment philosophy. His words echo those of Immanuel Kant in Per-

petual Peace (1795), from which twentieth-century scholarship of globaliza-

tion draws the idea of cosmopolitan justice and peace:

The growing prevalence of (a narrower or wider) community among the

peoples of the earth has now reached a point at which the violation of right
at any one place of the earth is felt in all places' For this the idea of cosmopo-

litan right is no fantastic or exaggerated ionception of right'2
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In this essay, Kant put in the possession of every human the right to visit any
spot of the planet and not be harmed by the laws of the host country. This was
a freedom of mobility, however, that Kant restricted by disallowing the
freedom of settlement. The reason that Kant was as determined to claim
the right to visit as he was to curtail the right to settle lies with the European
imperial expansion that occurred once visitors usurped the right to become
settlers in foreign lands. The relationality of justice and the concern with a
world in need of justice towards those whose rights have been violated by
the rapacious European colonial enterprise connects Kant and King, and,
by implication, the trading, shuftling and bondage of human bodies during
the transatlantic slaye trade. Kant and King may seem a spectacularly mis-
matched pair, keeping in mind Kant's infamous racism. However, a diachro-
nic reading of Kant's thought, as the one offered by Kantian scholar Pauline
Kleingeld, makes this pairing compatible. As Kleingeld shows, Kant had relin-
quished many of his racist assumptions by the time he wrote Toward Perpe-
tual Peace (1795): from then on, "[h]e explicitly strengthens the juridical
status of individuals regardless of race".3 It is this shift that enables him to cri-
tique European practices like colonialism and the slave trade and strengthen
the position of non-whites through the notion of cosmopolitan right and
justice.

My interest in these cosmopolitan approaches to justice - that is,

approaches that align local and universal justice - in the (post)colonial
context is prompted by a novelistic cosmopolitan endeavour only recently
made available to contemporary readers. I refer to the anonymous novel
The Woman of Colour,published in London in 1808 only a year after the abol-
ition of the British slave trade, and edited by Lyndon J. Dominique in 2008.4

The title's woman of colour, Olivia Fairfield, is an orphaned mulatto heiress,
the offspring of a West-Indian planter and an African slave. She is the native
human product of slave economy in the West Indies, the offspring that |amai-
can historian Lucille Mathurin Mair calls "problem children, requiring special
handling" by colonial law.s After her father's death, Olivia must travel from
lamaica to England to fulfil a condition in his will that entails her inheritance
to marriage to a white British cousin. The novel is extraordinary on several
grounds and not least because it centres on a coloured protagonist by
opting for the epistolary form that made Pamela, Clarissa, and Evelina, house-
hold names. The Woman of Colouf s narrative consists of the packages of
letters that Olivia Fairfield sends to her white governess in |amaica, letters
that record her passage to and encounters in the metropole. The novel also
contributes to the historical and aesthetic imagination related to a group of
people that has left little trace, people of colour living in Britain at the
height of the nation's slave economy. Thus, literary imagination complements
historiographical research like Kathleen Chater's Untold Histories (2009) that
seeks to gain insights into the ways people of colour lived and colour of skin



affected their lives and integration in white society. In particular, the novel

contributes to imagining the lives of mixed-race people, a group that

Chater finds the least recorded.6 The novel is also a rare representation of

interracial marriages unfolding in the heart of Britain, and not in its colonial

margins, where, alcording to Felicity Nussbaum, contemPorary writers rele-

gatelnterracial alliances.T The time of publication is doubly significant: first,

ihe ,rovel appeared in the years of the unfinished business between the abol-

ition of the Jave trade (i807) and the abolition of slavery in the British colo-

nies (1833). second, it predates by 23 years the focalization on female black

subjectivity that would emerge in slave narratives l:/I<e The History of Mary

Prince, A West Indian Slave (1831).

The choice of an anonymous novel in a collection of essays that privileges

women,s writing begs explanation. The title page, attributing the novel to

E. M. Foster, a pro[Àc and conservative woman writer of the late eighteenth

century, wodd justify this choice, had this attribution not been refuted by the

editors of The nngtish Novel 1770-1829.8 h is striking that only The Monthly

Reyiew,one of the three contemporàry reviewers, assumes the author to be a

woman.e possibly this reviewer knew of Mrs. E. M. Foster's earlier works, or

found the matter of the story close to a woman wÏiter's sensibility and style' At

least, among readers who took the word of The Monthly Review,the novel cir-

culated as one written by a woman. I do not wish to stress this point more

than it is necessary to emphasize the centrality of readership and reception

that motivates my choice of the novel. It is the cultural labour, first, set in cir-

culation by the letters of the woman of colour and, second, elevated to allego-

rical function by the editor of the letters that make this enterprise a woman's

endeavour. Thepresent reading then privileges the gender work produced by

the femate protagonist in the cognitive archive of its readership over the

gender of the author, important as this may be in other respects'

Out of the wealth of themes broached by The Woman of Colour,I dwell on

the cosmopolitan impulse of solidarity and argue its allegorical function' Alle-

gory and inhabitants of the colonies constitute the focus of Srinivas Aravamu-

àan's seminal study Tropicopolitans: Colonialism and Agency, 1688-1804.I

take from Aravamudan his insistence on the agency of the tropicopolitan,

the colonized subject who is a "fictive construct of the colonial tropology

and actualresident of the tropical' object of representation and agent of resist-

ance".to Despite this shared point of departure, our method and conclusions

differ. Aravamudan argues that, read allegorically, the figure of the tropicopo-

litan tropicalizes the Enlightenment, "challeng[ing] the developing privilege of

the Enlightenment cosmopolitans", which leads him to cast the term tropico-

politan as the Other of the cosmopolitan. Such distinction should ensure that

the tropicopolitans be not subsumed by or subordinated to the figures of the

metrofohtan and cosmopolitan, figures which channel nationalist L]rar,a-

tives.ri Subordinated to the cosmopolitan, the tropicopolitan would

succumb to the metaphor of the white-washing that is at the heart of the tro-
pical allegory scrutinized by Aravamudan. The cosmopolitan, as the big Other
of the tropicopolitan, helms and closes the body of his study. However, for a
figure that serves as the contrasting backdrop against which the contours of
tropicopolitans emerge, Aravamudan's cosmopolitan is sorely undertheor-
ized, especially in a century that kept revisiting the term, imbuing it with
new associations. Its absence in the index of Tropicopolitans is symptomatic
of this methodical omission. It is to this omission that the present essay

speaks, by theorizing the notion of cosmopolitan solidary in a tropological
narrative, however aware that it is a modest contribution to a heterogeneous
philosophical field. Read in the light of solidarity in |amaica's planter society,
the narrative of The Woman of Colour tropicalizes Enlightenment cosmopo-
litanism in that it requests and allegorizes the latter's radical firlfi.lment rather
than annulment.

The subtitle of this essay may constitute an oxr/rynoron, since solidarity and
cosmopolitanism share common ground but can also be mutually exclusive.
Indeed, solidarity can work against the inclusive principle that defines cosmo-
politanism. The common ground they share is an ethos of care and moral
responsibility. But, while solidarity can describe obligations toward a commu-
nity with which one is affiliated, cosmopolitanism responds to obligations
towards the whole human community that go against one's partiality for
one's community.t' Solidarity can be the opposite of cosmopolitanism
when particular affiliations, ethnic, national, religious, take precedence orrer
one's commitment to the worldwide human community. In this logic,
where cosmopolitanism invokes a global outlook through detachment from
local partialities, solidarity can defend the interest of particular communities,
often communities to which one is related through some principle of likeness,

such as ethnic, religious, economic, etc. By contrast, cosmopolitan solidarity,
as one of the deûnitions goes, motivates persons to engage in "redistributive
arrangements" of justice "drastically different from those that would maxi-
mize their own self-interest".13 My argument in this analysis of The

Woman of Colour considers a particular white-oriented solidarity and a cos-
mopolitan, black-oriented solidarity. Building on Dominique's insights, I
select what I believe to be the most telling moment on solidarity and cosmo-
politanism in the novel: a confrontational dialogue between the biracial pro-
tagonist and a little white boy who bluntly associates coloured skin with
uncleanliness.ra I read this moment as looking forward to actions that
strive for inclusion and claim the equal and inalienable dignity of the coloured
body, actions that would lead to the abolition of British slavery but also be

part and parcel of the ideology behind movements like the Civil Rights. I
suggest that we read the novel allegorically, whereby the bi-racial body atypi-
cally - that is, against empirical evidence - performs cosmopolitan solidarity,
prioritizing one of its two competing heritages in the name of universal
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justice. To prioritize in this context means to avoid the "fallacy of the possible

middle", a most acute temptation to comPromise between the two extreme

positions occupied by the hybrid subject, white/British and black/African.ls

In this novel, the bi-racial body voices the extreme position of black-oriented

solidariry in itself an expression of cosmopolitanism. Before arguing this

crucial point, I briefly place solidarity and the approaches to justice that

open this essay in the light of the abolitionist discourse of the late eighteenth

century.
While Kant puts faith in a nature that pursues the rectification of injustice

and a cosmopolitan distribution of rights, King's public address both berates

lawmakers and appeals to the solidarity of the masses with the African Amer-

ican cause of Civil Rights. King's non-violent appeal for nationwide solidarity

is cosmopolitan because it bridges the local an)rwhere and the universal every-

where and hopes for white and upper-class black Americans to surmount the

comfort of race and class privilege. Although wary of presentism, I refer here

to King's appeal for solidarity because it is grounded in anti-racism and deli-

vers a good definition for cosmopolitan solidarity, challenging readers "to rise

above the narrow confrnes of our individualistic concerns to the broader con-

cerns of all humanity".r6 Rising to this challenge aims to transform meaning-

fully the interconnected world, in King's words, from a geographical

"neighbourhood" into a "brotherhood".17 In comparison, although a touch-

stone of cosmopolitan law and right, Kant's piece leaves little to no room

for the cosmopolitan solidarity of worldwide brotherhood. Kant's rather

counterintuitive faith rests on the assumption that humans' unsociable socia-

bility causes social conflict, but this social conflict has the beneficiary outcome

of forcing humans to use reason and, eventually, after periods of warring, to

recognize the unreasonableness of war. Compelled by individualistic con-

cerns, humans come to identifi' world peace as the most satis$ring condition

towards which all rational governments and social arrangements should gear.

|ust as individuals, exhausted by antagonism, abandon the state of nature to

form a state, so states subscribe to the cosmopolitan federation, which is the

strlrcture that best serves the self-interest of states and individuals.rs Solidar-

ity, for Kant, grows out of self-interest.

Self-interest and solidarity feature prominently in the transatlantic aboli-

tionist discourse. They are both present from the early days of abolitionist

sentiment in the seventeenth century and throughout the eighteenth

century. Self-interest would principally appear as financial benefit and as a

religious fear of divine retribution. Self-interest as fear invoked a Christian

God that would reckon with the slave-trading nations for the sins ingrained

in slave labour. As Christopher Leslie Brown astutely remarks, "Often activists

took up the issue of slavery less because they cared about Africans than

because they regretted its impact on society, on the empire, on public

morals, or on the collective sense of self'.le This strand of the abolitionist
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discourse foregrounds white affiliations and the moral health of white com-
munities, eclipsing concern for Africans. Although planters felt threatened
because they saw in this attitude the breach of white solidarity, reminding
their compatriots of the immense national wealth accumulated by slave
economy, the self-interest at the root of this strand of abolitionism was dis-
tinct from forthright solidarity with slaves. Financial self-interest would resur-
face at several moments during the last third of the eighteenth century and
muddle the story of the complicity of abolitionism with economy. The
most recent contribution in explaining the relationship between abolitionist
action and economic profit comes from David Beck Ryden, whose book-
length study sheds light on the grounds and strategies that brought to fruition
the abolitionist bill in the House of commons and the House of Lords in 1806.
Ryden demonstrates that "the humanitarian argument" based on solidarity
with African slaves dominated in the House of Commons. However, in the
House of Lords, which had refuted earlier bills that were argued on the injus-
tice of the slave trade, the argument of financial self-interest carried the day.
Knowing his audience, Lord Grenville defended the bitl before the Lords
urging them "[t]o abolish the importation of Slaves from the Coast of
Africa, not for humanity, or upon considerations of justice, but upon the
ground of policy, and to prevent the ruin of those islands".20 Grenville,
aware that the Lords had been impervious to appeals for solidarity with
slaves, emphasized the financial hazard of speculations fuelled by the
decline of sugar economy under the pressures of the Haitian Revolution
and brought the House to the conclusion that imperial fiscal prudence and
self-interest demanded the abolition of the slave trade. Finally, what Grenville
proposed was prudential solidarity with plantocracy.

Solidarity mattered in the daily practice of the transatlantic slave trade. The
planter class anxiously sought to uphold the appearance of white solidarity in
front of the enslaved population, while eroding solidarity among slaves
through a system of negative incentives (infliction of pain, execution, or post-
mortem violence) and positive incentives (promotion of few selected slaves as

skilled labourers, companions, as well as recipients of material gifts and pri-
vileges).2l Accordingly, white unity was to be potentiated by the erosion of
slave solidarity, so that the slave community would come to believe in the
cohesive and impenetrable sturdiness of white investment in slave
economy. Despite its motivation (self-interest or solidarity with blacks), abo-
litionist sentiment and action were doubly damaging to plantocratic rule,
tearing at the fabric of white unity and shifting solidary sentiments towards
the slaves.

In light of this historical development of solidarity, I turn now to The
Woman of Colour, where the biracial protagonist enjoys a privileged position
but also articulates what Aimé césaire considers to be a political form of soli-
darity of négritude that is horizohtal. As Souleymane gachir Diagne explains,
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Placing a handkerchief in the child's hand and compelling him to observe and
experiment with her own skin literalizes the dirt implied in the metaphorical
whitewashing that circulated in print and oral culture. Literalization here is a
bringing out in the open of myths that feed discrimination, a literalization of
skin-related similes like King's approach to injustice which is "Like a boil that
can neyer be cured as long as it is coyered up but must be opened with all its
pus-flowing ugliness to the natural medicines of air and light".3s The child-
subject, the recipient of racial slurs and metaphors, moves from the
margins of cultural spectatorship to the centre stage of the event. He
"should prove the truth" of dark skin, Olivia insists when she gives him the
handkerchief (79). Empiricism is applied to teach the white boy about
African genetic heritage. This simple experiment demonstrates what Robert
Boyle, Fellow of the Royal Society, had concluded in his Experiments and Con-
siderations Touching Colours (1664) that the difference between white and
black skin is skin-deep and not the result of climatic conditions or divine
curse: "the Seat of that Colour seems to be but the thin Epiderme, the
outward Skin". 36 Underneath this thin layer of difference, Boyle confirmed,
there is the commonality of human flesh.

After demystifyug the mysophobia of white racial hygiene, Olivia's teach-
ing asserts commonality in origins. Drawing on the religious discourse of The
Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade (1797), she grounds a
shared humanity in the same divine agency of creation. The physical
contact with her lap, the maternal receptacle, triggers the unfolding of new
ideas in the child. The scene resembles that of Wiliiam Blake's poem "Little
Black Boy", where "She [the mother] took me on her lap and kissed me",
before explaining through a Christian creationist metaphor that God has
clothed humans with clouds, some blach some white, to cover the souls
until the time comes where all clouds disappear.3T The insertion of such an
emblematic scene in which a child is the subject of anti-racist teaching
concurs with the rise of anti-slavery sentiment in the children's literature of
the late-eighteenth century. The Woman of Colour absorbs within the body
of the novel the rising genre of children's literature, putting faith in a gener-
ation that in the 1830s would declare the institution of slavery untenable. But
there is a significant reversal in this absorption: while children's literature
assumed a knowledgeable, morally-superior adult audience whose teaching
targeted the young, this scene of childhood from The Woman of Colour has
an immediate double audience: the child and the adults. In view of this audi-
ence that includes and rebukes the adult, this scene of instruction has some-
thing in common with the interludes of anti-colonialist philosophes such as

Diderot, interludes known as political catechism (catéchisme politique).38
Her anti-racist political catechism is but "half a victory" until she has
proven that not just biracial skin but the skin of her black servant is not
dirty, until the little boy reforms his opinion: "She [Dido] is very dilty",
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inscribes the failure of satire: derisive laughter cannot get to the heart of "the

moment of panic [...] where cultural difierences contingently and conflic-

tually touch".uo It is striking that the black body continuously stands as the

emblem of cultural incomprehension (and, therefore, of apprehension) in con-

tqrts as historically removed as that of a nineteenth-century novel, the experi-

ence ofa postcolonial subject like Fanon, but also as early as in Iohn Locke's

Essay concerning Human tJnderstanding( 1690), where Locke sees the confron-

tation of the child with the black body as a crisis of definition marking the

child s transition from simple to complex ideas'

Locke explains that "the child can demonstrate to you that a Negro is not a

man, because white colour was one of the constant simple ideas of the

complex idea he calls man".3r The child in The Woman of Colour displays

a simple understanding of the human but also literalizes the prejudices

that, as Roxann Wheeler has demonstrated, from the I770s onwards corre-

lated moral and mental capacity with skin colour, and even half a century

earlier in the colonies reduced black slaves to chattel as did the famaican

Slave Act of 1696.32 Such associations lie behind Olivia's fear of epidermtliza-

tion throughout the novel, the fear of repelling her future husband ("my

person", as in appearance or complexion, "may disgust him!", 53), before

the child enters the scene claiming that black skin is black from dirt. Her

fear is justified when her husband confesses: "I started back with a momentary

feeling nearly allied to disgust for I beheld a skin approaching to the hue of a

negro's, in the woman whom my father introduced to me as my intended

wife!" (Woman of Colour 102). Consequently, Olivia's reaction to the child

centres on the boy who literalizes the racial prejudice brewing in adult

silence. But what is Olivia Fairfield's reaction to the child? Is she petrified

and unable to react like Fanon, and like him, does she feel responsible for

her "body, race and ancestors"?33 First, Olivia refuses all adult attemPt to

silence the child and handles this moment as what King called a moment

of "creative" tension that brings out in the open prejudice in its literal

shape.3a Second, Olivia's reaction stays attuned to her dual heritage. Like

her white ancestor, Richardson's Pamela, she draws attention to her body

as a source of truth. To demonstrate the truth of the bodies of her African

ancestors, she tests British prejudice on her coloured body. Literally. White

body on black body:

"I took him on my lap, and holding his hand in mine I said? You see the difer-
ence in our hands"?

"Yes, I do, indeed', said he, shaking his head. "Mine looks clean and yours looks

not so very dirty".

"I am glad it does not look s o very dirty" , said I; "but you will be surprised when

I tell you that mine is quite as clean as your own, and that the black woman's

below, is as clean as either of them". (78-9)
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colour 8r). what imparts a cosmopolitan impulse to solidarity here is the her-
oine's conscious alignment with her African heritage. without negating her
white lineage, she nonetheless abandons the historically prudent choice for
|amaican mulattos and sheds white solidarity based on a principle of
human equality that unmasks epidermal myths. Her words, .,my 

more
immediate brethren", seal her choice to insert herself primarily into the
family of Africa and consciously make this branch of her heritage more
"immediate". There is no fantasy or "fallacy of the middle ground" here, no
compromise befween white profit-thirsty interest and black emancipation,
no pro-slavery ameliorationist project is coveted. However, olivia's dual
roots are intact, as she simultaneously inserts herself into the discourse of
brotherhood of the French Revolution, which, according to Hauke Brun-
khorst, appropriated for the political realm the |udeo-christian idea of soli-
darity among a community of believers, where there was neither |ew nor
Gentile.al The brotherhood of white European Enlightenment itself is
shown to be the unfinished business behind the institution of slavery.

The very structure of the novel, opening with an epigraph from wifliam
cowper's The Task (1784), - an indictment of the white man who "finds
his brother gurlty of a skin not colour'd like his own", - and concluding
with a hortatory epilogue, requests the fulfilment of incrusive brotherhood,
including women (woman of colour 51). The epilogue echoes the epigraph,
formally sustaining the pronouncement of solidarity of the mulatto protago-
nist. olivia aborts her father's courtship scheme, a fact deplored by the con-
temporary reviewers at the expense of the novel's emancipatory agenda, and
decides to return to |amaica as a widow, after discovering that she has been
living in concubinage with her already married cousin. A widow in full pos-
session of her inheritance and reluctant to marry another virtuous white
suitor. on her passage back to the Fairfield estate, she contemplates her
mission and future work for the improvement of the situation of "our poor
blacks" (Woman of Colour 1SS). This inclusive marker - .,our', - could
stand for a biracial female household, including Dido and olivia's white
governess, led by the mixed-race widow. Financially unencumbered widowhood
represents a state of significant female empowerment and agency in novels by as
diverse women writers as sara scott, Frances Brooh Mary wollstonecraft and
|ane Austen.42 Moreover, the future of a socially-engaged, wealthy widow at
the head of a predominantly female household dissociates olivia from the
stereotFpe of the Tragic Mulatto that rose to prominence in American literature
throughout the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century.n'The open
future of The Woman of Colour sheds with remarkable relief the yicissitudes of
courtship, turning toward the problems of black folks in the colonies. In doing
so, the novel's ending eschews one of the key charges raised against the stereo-
type of the Tragic Mulatto, that of detracting from the hardships of blacks
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quickly correcting himself with due embarrassment, "I mean very black" (80).

When her sister in-law sneeringly dismisses Dido as "a poor negro", Olivia
counters: "She is the most faithful of creatures [...] and I love her dearly"
(80). As someone with her own story, although a secondary character, Dido
appears personalized, not a cipher, but a woman whose life is interwoven
with the Fairfield estate. Being born to enslaved parents on the estate,

Dido's and Olivia's lives have been bound together. To the surprise of her
sister in-law, Olivia acknowledges this bond and the foundational equality
between Dido and herself. Olivia extrapolates from Dido's life the fate and

future of slaves, attributing any existing differences to socialization and econ-

omic privilege: "God Almighty created them men, equal with their masters, if
they had the same advantages, and the same blessings of education" (80).

Created by the same God, possessor of the same human principle, masters

and slaves share "in the same garment of destiny'', to say it with King's words.
The novel is sensitive to white solidarity in that it evinces knowledge of

pro-planter logic in the assumptions of Mrs. Merton. Racial prejudice and
pro-planter logic lead Mrs. Merton to expect Olivia's faithfrrlness toward
her planter father and the slave economy that makes a mixed-race planter's
daughter a covetable match for her white cousin. Planter logic requires the

daughter of a West Indies planter to be an anti-abolitionist. The educated

mulatto, the product of plantocratic benevolence, is expected above all to
place her solidarity with her white parentage. On a more pragmatic level,
Mrs. Merton also reminds Olivia that abolitionist action goes against

Olivia's self-interest because it kills the very source of riches that enables

her to move in British society and to claim equality. Dislikeable though
Mrs. Merton may be, her shrewdness inures the reader against the fantasy

of mixed-race offspring as a progressive presence, or, as David Hollinger
puts it, "the country's salvation".3e Lucille Mathurin Mair's research on the
biracial woman in plantocratic famaican society refutes this fantasy. Mair
describes the mulatto's relationship to her dual heritage as one of pual resent-

meni\ confrrming thus Mrs. Merton's assumption:

If the mulatto nursed a resentment against the white society that would never
frrlly accept het she bore an even greater resentment against the black ancestry
which made her unacceptable. If, on the one hand, she could exploit her
command of white male attention, on the other, she could exercise the
extreme of prejudice and discrimination against her black kin. In a crisis, she

could be relied on to throw her lot in with the white interest, whifr-âlwîfr
prômisèd piômotion, which accommodated, albeit uneasily the brown skin,
as long as it wore its mask.ao

In view of this sobering empirical indication, Olivia's solidarity is unusual.
Her solidarity becomes cosmopolitan when the "feelings of humanity" and
Christian principies impel her to reject "this disgracefi.rl traffic" and "be

anxious for the of more immediale brethren" (Woman
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Traditionally, allegory has been viewed as the negation of start-
ing with t gods atdÀetgggnot as his-
torical entities but as stand-ins for struggles of love and power between
mortals. This is classical allegory, presupposing a metaphorical meaning
that has priority over and replaces the literal.a6 To allegorize, in this tradition,
is to say one thing and mean another. But there is another tradition of alle-
gory, as Deborah Madsen shows in Rereading Allegory (1994), one that
builds on a metonymical relationship between literal and extended meaning
that relies on the historical facticity of the text and does not privilege the
extended meaning over the literal. In this tradition, allegory does not say

one (literal) thing and means another (extrinsic) thing, but one thing involves
another, inflects and has inferences for it. The problem with classical allegory
is that it "renders the text arbitrary by radically undermining the literal reality
of the narrative".47 Madsen shows that the metonymic tradition is the fruit of
Christian exegesis, which could not agree to see in the events and characters of
the New Testament purely fictive creations, as the classical interpreters had
treated Homer's universe. I rcad The Woman of Colour within this tradition
of metonymical relationship, in which "the mundane story is an instance
rather than a representation" of a bigger picture (as it is in the classical, meta-
phorical model). This is a formal quality and a way of interpretation that roots
the novel furthermore in Christian Enlightenment modes of reading.

My point is to say that the narrative of The Woman of Colour stands in
continuation of the world that surrounds and motivates its existence rather
than standing in for an extrinsic meaning to be found outside this world.
The editor's intervention worls as a commentary on Olivia's story. The
relationship between them is metonymical, by "relating text [i.e. story] to
commentary in a single narrative continuum", and by creating a space for
readers to enter this continuum rather than place themselves above its histori-
city.48 The editor continues the inclusive and cosmopolitan impetus of the
story in a world where slavery survives and racism persists, by expanding
the novél's audience from British readers to any "skeptical European [sic]",
and by soliciting solidarity not just toward |amaican slaves or mixed-race
population, but toward any "despised native of Africa" (Woman of Colour
189). This may be the reason why, amidst the novel's garishly multicultural
cast of characters from the western and eastern ends of the empire, only
the allegorical mixed-race woman is called "the child of humanity, the
citizen of the world" (103).

Notes
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The precedent that The woman of colour sets for the stereotype of the
Tragic Mulatto deseryes thorough discussion. For reasons of space, I
confine my analysis to the following considerations. First, the novel is a
double-edged precedent: on the one hand, it belongs to the set of abolitionist
writing that employed the figure of the "tragic octoroon" to elicit empathy for
the enslaved and propagandize their liberation.a on the other hand, the
novel's abandoned marital scheme skirts but also surmounts the stereotype,
by transforming the mulatto from a figure of pity to a figure of double eman-
cipation. Here, gender matters greatly, because for women who are subject to
double colonization, that is, under the rule of colonial masters and men in
their own communities, emancipation from the white master must come in
tandem with emancipation from the father or husband. Second, gender
matters with respect to the novel's solidary and assertive mulatto protagonist.
werner sollers, after surveying a wide-ranging and at times contradictory
scholarship on the Tragic Mulatto, postulates that western literary tradition
has produced a gendered paradigm of the stereotFpe: the mulatto as the
"fonvard-looking, prophet of the future" is often a defiant, unacknowledged
male prophet "who denounces accidents of birth and trammels of the past",
driven by "a tempestuous, patricidal, or fratricidal disposition". The female
mulatto, beautifrrl but burdened by the biracial inheritance that hinders mar-
riage, expends her mental and libidinal energies in melancholia, self-sacrifice,
and suicide.as The protagonist of The woman of colour amalgamates femi-
nine beauty and melancholia in face of thwarted love with masculine
defiance and prophetic denunciation of racial injustice and reform. Her
defiance is not the open war waged by the patricidal or fratricidal mulatto
hero, but the slow, pacifist resistance that patiently worls to bring the prin-
ciples of Christian Enlightenment to their radical ends.

Due to such amalgamation, I think it more judicious to speak of the
mulatto of rhe woman of colour as an allegorical rather than stereotypical
figure. The epilogue which comes in the form of a dialogue between the
editor and a friend suggests an allegorical reading. The pronouncement of
the editor conspicuously dismisses the question of the letters' authenticity,
however, without negating historicity. This historicity is couched in the
editor's wish, a wish with wide-ranging consequences and worldwide applica-
bility, that motivates the editor to propose these letters to the reader. A wish,
one could argue, redolent of the fantasy of salvation through the mixed-race
offspring. But rather than of fantasy, it befits the political catechism mounted
by the mulatto protagonist to speak of allegory that seeks to call forth reform.
Thus, the function of the mulatto protagonist is performative rather than
representative. The editor enters the narrative with a plea that the woman
of colour be read as an instance of n*rat mixed-race offspring could or
should be rather than as a reflection of what the group represents or
stands for.
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ABSTRACT
The eponymous Asian narrator of Elizabeth Hamilton's epistolary Oriental satire
embodies the role of a feminized cosmopolite outsider who seek to understand
British Enlightenment culture of the late eighteenth century. The Rajah's letters
offer a narrative of colonial counterflow through which Hamilton details an
agenda of benevolent colonialism and spiritually-based cosmopolitanism.
While recent studies have integrated genre and interdisciplinary approaches
into their political analyses of Hamilton as a Scots lrish woman writer, satirist,
and Orientalist scholar, this essay applies theories of classical and modern
satire and cosmopolitanism to read Hamilton's Hindoo Rajah as a free-
roaming feminized eiron and cosmopolite. Through her genteel Eastern

citizen of the world, Hamilton subtly asserts that politeness and virtue are

foundational to Enlightenment cosmopolitan identity and, furthermore, that
cosmopolitan spirituality is a necessary ingredient to civil society. The Rajah's
insistence on religious foundations for universal benevolence indicates
Hamilton's cultural biases. However, as a free-floating feminized eiron, the
Rajah significantly broadens the potential of "embodied cosmopolitanism"
beyond the tropes of cross-cultural matrimony and hybridized offspring,
which critics have already noted in the work of post-French Revolution British
female authors.

KEYWORDS Satire; eiron; orientalism; enlightenment cosmopolitanism; cosmopolitan stranger; colonial

counterflow

In his introduction to Cosmopolitanism and the Literary Imagination, Cyrus

Patell opines that "Cosmopolitanism is best understood ... as a structure of
thought, a perspective that embraces difference and promotes the bridging of
cultural gaps."r How to embody the ideals of cosmopolitanism-its simul-

taneous celebration of difference and commonality-is the challenge ofliterary
cosmopolitanism. During the age of the Enlightenment, one literary trend sig-

nificant in this regard was the rise of the fictional cosmopolite figure as an indi-
vidual citizen of the world. While Enlightenment philosophers debated tlle
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briefly reviewing Hamilton's background and recent critical interpretations of
political satire and genre-mixing in TLHR,I then situate the Rajah as a
gender-fluid device of irony, in accordance with classical and modern satire

theory, and as a kind of religious cosmopolite within the intellectual realm

of eighteenth-century colonial cosmopolitanism. I argue that Zâàrmilla intro-
duces a feminized outsider perspective and spiritual knowledge in his trans-

national encounters with a cast of Indian and British characters. The

narrative thread across his early letters, written in India, and later letters,

from Britain, evinces a feminized trajectory of learning for the Rajah, who

remains a passive cosmopolite stranger throughout the novel. In the final

section of my essay, I contend that the Rajah's embodiment and performance

as a cosmopolitan stranger venturing across the globe significantly broadens

Mellor's designation of embodied cosmopolitan, as presented in her essay

"Embodied Cosmopolitanism and the British Romantic Woman Writer,"
where she suggests limiting the term to refer strictly to interfaith, interracial,
and international marriages, and "hybridized children" in the works of post-

French Revolution British women writers.6

Elizabeth Hamilton as Female Satirist

To further contextualize TLHR as a cosmopolitan satire first requires to

situate Hamilton's multi-cultural position as a Scots-Irish female satirist
writing in the 1790s. Born in Belfast, Ireland, in 1758, Hamilton was still a
young child when her parents died. She was separated from her two older sib-

lings and sent to be raised in Stirling, Scotland by her aunt and uncle;

however, the family kept close ties, and Hamilton maintained a strong dual

connection to her Irish and Scottish heritage. After the passing of her aunt

and uncle, Hamilton spent her late twenties and thirtes reunited with her

brother Charles, a military officer and respected Orientalist who worked for
the East India Company. Under Charles' mentorship, Hamilton immersed
herself in the work of Britain's leading scholars of Orientalism and pursued

a comparative study of the Bible, the Hedeya, the Koran, and renowned
works of Orientalist scholarship.

After Charles' sudden death from tuberculosis in 1792, Hamilton began

writing Translation of Letters of a Hindoo Rajah, her first novel, to work
through the loss of her brother, finally publishing the work in 1796 when

she was thirty-eight. Hamilton's dedication of her novel to Warren Hastings,

the first British Governor-General of India, whom she portrays as the liberator
of the Hindus in Northern India, is somewhat ironic, given the satire's critique
of British cultural elitism.T Sonja Lawrenson states that perhaps Hamilton's

support of Hastings and the colonial activities of the British East India
Company stems from her desire to show loyalty to the memory of her
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place of universalism, nationalism, individualism, and multiculturalism within

the concept of cosmopolitanism, the fictional cosmopolite surfaced as an edu-

cated, benevolent, anJpofitically-neutralworldtravellerwho, through episodic

journeys and dialogs, côdd embody and interrogate the cosmopolitan ideal' As

Mary Ellen McMurran notes, "from the 1760s to the 1790s, the cosmopolite

developed as a cïeature of rhetoric rather than as a robust theory."2 Anne

K. Melior points out that the cosmopolitan individual, or cosmopolite, was sup-

posedly"debchedfrom national and communal allegiances" but also culturally

ioded as "European, educatedand male."3 Thus, the cosmopolite materializes a

conundrum inherent within Enlightenment discourse, which is how to recon-

cile the dominance of Western tasculinity with the egalitarian rhetoric of

cosmopolitanism.
Thàughout the eighteenth century, European authors challenged cosmo-

politan ,Ër"oryp", throogh imaginative literature in which the cosmopolite

iould be critiqued, dissected, and transformed' Montesquieu s Persian

Letters (t72t),ôtu", Goldsmith,s citizen of the world (1762), and Elizabeth

Hamilton's Translation of Letters of a Hindoo Rajah (1796) all enact cosmo-

politan critique through a satire olcolonial counterflow starring an educated

isian male àurist.a In each of these works, the Eastern cosmopolite joumeys

to Europe and recounts his travels in a series of fictionalized letters' In this

way,theEuropeanauthorassumesOrientalmasksofimaginedEasternper-
sonas ostensibly to enact indirect critiques of his or her own culture but also to

reassure ,eadeis of the potential for Western progress-if the satirized pro-

blems are corrected. As Ros Ballaster notes, Montesquieu's letters expose pro-

blems tn "the nature and exerclse of political authority" 1n pre-revolutionary

France while Goldsmith' S letters 1S to dramatize "the anti -colonial Tory con-

servative case for IBritain'sl scholarly and intellectual- rather than mercantile

or missionary-engagement with distant
rr5

terrrtones. - In Translation "f
Letters "f

a Hindoo Rajah (hereafter referred to as TLHR) Hamilton's

letters also offer political and intellectual critiques of her own society She

overtly defends Britain s colonization of India and participa tion ln the

Rohilla war of the I770s AS Christian mlsslon, but she also higtrlights the

superioritY of Hindu moral values compared to secular Enlightenment

ofphilosophy Hamilton' s exPanslve novel strives for cultural authen-
systems

Oriental study than do Montes-ticity and, ln fact, engages more deeply 1n

quleu Goldsmith's. Offering many authentic details on Indian Hindu
s or

feminizedculture, Hamilton S Oriental motifs also subtly introduce cosmo-

politan perspective into late eighteenth -century conversations on colonial

politics, religion, and the treâtment ofwomen. LJltimately Hamilton S episto-

l"ty satire argues 1n favor of cosmopolitan spiritualiry which she locates 1n

charitable acts, rural domestic life, and the major texts of world religions.

This essay examlnes the central character of the TLHR, the Rajah Z{ar-
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this reading finds Hamilton's novel aligned with liberal religious reform in
"championing both local affection and universal benevolence, setting them
not against each other but together against selfishness."Is Thus, Straight's
analysis of universal religious themes suggests cosmopolitan affinities in the
novel. In addition, recent studies have examined innovative features of
genre-mixing n TLHR. |eanne Britton analyzes Hamilton's use of scholarly
footnotes as an act of remediation meant to educate readers about Hinduism,
almost as an aside, as a feature through which "Oriental forms ... fuel dom-
estic satire."l6 These genre-based studies reveal Hamilton's ironic and
multi-faceted stand on what we might today call "culture wars," which she

delivers through a variety of epistolary yoices joined in satiric dialogue.
The epistolary personas of TLHR consist of several fictional upper-caste

Indian Hindu males who recount their interactions with British people and
culture first in British colonial India and then in the British Isles. The majority
of these letters are presented as narratives of the eponymous Rajah Zààrmilla.
The Rajah's identity as an elite aristocratic male, and his predominant activity
of travelling the world for the purpose of intellectual enlightenment, mark
him as an eighteenth-century cosmopolite. However, his Eastern ethnicity
breaks the Enlightenment cosmopolite stereotl?e and marks him as a femin-
ized male character.

The Rajah's markers of femininity include his flowery and polite speech;

his lack of citizenship and legal status in Britain; his great interest in
women's rights and female education; and his affinity for the feminine pictur-
esque aspects of travel rather than the pragmatic masculine concerns of profit
and business. Howeyer, the Rajah is not completely feminized; he also par-
takes enthusiastically in the masculine disciplines of philosophy and religion.
The gender-fluidity of the cosmopolite Rajah grants Hamilton access to mas-

culine public discourses-of international politics and the literary tradition of
satire-while retaining feminine sensibilities and domestic care. As Claire
Grogan notes, the Rajah "creates tensions and paradoxes" and "blurs the dis-
tinction of male and female."tt The Rajah's feminine traits subvert his royal
masculine authority and rather accentuate his modesty and politeness,

which extend from the humbleness demanded by Hindu protocol. To
explore this deeply ironic figure, I now turn to satire theory.

The Feminized Eiron as Enlightenment Cosmopolite

In its most well-known literary formulation, Northrop Frye identifies the
eiron as a stock'figure of ancient Greek comedy noted by Aristotle as "the

man who deprecates himself' and gains the sympathy of the audience
through witty sarcastic asides.l8 However, Frye's definition is incomplete in
depicting the eiron figure in its original ancient context, an omission which,
I obscures classical yariations on the eiron's behavior and
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political and intellectual authority.t After publishing TLHR, Hamilton pro-

gressed on to a career as a celebrated author known for Christian values,

keen wit, and politically-inflected writings'

In their .riti."l ediiion of TLHR, Pamela Perkins and Shannon Russell

acknowledge Hamilton's conservative positions on the ]acobin/anti-Jacobin

debate *Jnritirh Indian colonialism, but they caution against oversimplified

characteizations of Hamitton s politics, noting the breadth of her interests in

ohilosophv, religion, literature, and science, and her progressive views on

i.-ut"'educatioi.e Following Perkins and Russellls edition of TI.FIR, and

several other critical editions of Hamilton's major works, a steady stream of scho-

larship on Hamilton has focused largely on her work as a political novelist'l0 Most

critics note th atin TLHR Hamilton does not present a straight-line conservatve

bias against progressivism but rather an interweaving of positions on a range of

issu"r. As Cluire Grogan explains, Hamilton's satiric novel broadly seeks to "warn

her readers of the dangeri associated with xenophobic conservatives, English

|acobins, revolutionaryagitators, and New Philosophers, all of whom (in her

view) advocate or incite iolent measules and encourage intolerance."ll

while parodying the genres of travel narrative and epistolary novel, Hamil-

ton's Orientalist satire projects myriad vices and follies-from greed to non-

sense-as the sure outcome of secular materialism. As her primary target'

Hamilton attacks progressive systems of rational.philosophy, which she

terms the "Colossus oiSkepticism" and "Atheism."l2 In contrast to her cri-

tiques of secular progressivism, Hamilton exalts the devoutness and consist-

"*y of Hindu 
-culiure 

in India's northern region and simultaneously

supports British imperialism in India. some critics, however, have read

Hamilton's clear appreciation of the colonized culture as evincing an under-

current of ambivalence toward British colonial authority' Lawrenson, for

example, suggests that Hamilton's own experience of otherness as a Scots-

*o*un subsumed into British society, augmented by her "kinship with the

Irish" and her friendships with mainstream lrish literati, such as Maria Edge-

worth and politically radical Ulster men and women, complicates efforts to

read her political inclinations as staunchly pro-British'l3

In addition to historicizing Hamilton's background to gain insight into her

political satire, critics have applied genre-based and interdisciplinary analyses

io discover different facets of the novel. Grogan algues that methodologies

focused on the late eighteenth-century gendering of genres Prove more

effective than those focused on political binaries for studying women novelists

iike Hamilton who occupy u piiti.ully middle-ground position'l4 Religion, as

a central topic in nLHR" offers thematic interdisciplinary opportunity for

critics. Fusing the study of religious genres and Enlightenment philosophy,

Juiie straight places TLHR in context with eighteenth-century treatises on

Christian universal benevolence, which called for "the human rights of all
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with his author: his belief in universal benevolence and his insistence on the

morality of a supreme deity.

Hamilton bolsters the Rajah's credibility as an eiron through multiple
textual elements of Oriental scholarship, including, most notably, her infor-
mative preface, entitled "Preliminary Dissertaton;" a glossary of terms; and

extensive footnotes. As Britton argues, Hamilton's frequent footnotes remedi-

ate the novel's epistolary voices and offer an "alternative presence" interjected

through an editorial voice.23 Behind the Rajah, lurks an implied author with a

satiric eye. Together, they accomplish the eiron's dialectical pu{pose and also

participate in Ashley Marshall's notion of the purposefrrl dispensing of "dis-

tributive justice," a satiric device that surveys a target for "positive as well as

mostly negative examples."2a As a device for justice, the cosmopolitan eiron in
TIHR pursues a course of qualitative typology, arranging his observations

from the frequently negative selfish behaviors he observes to rare sightings

of wisdom, charity, and love. The episodic encounters that the novel's

letters describe exemplifr a t'?e of negative capabiliry in which the eiron

must conceive of the greatest good through examples that, in one way or

another, are decidedly not good. The scope of Zâârmùla's observations

includes matters of philosophy and religion; national, urban, and rural
social practices; the behavior, treatment, and education of women; parenting,

children, family, and aging; travel and scenery rational and empirical

approaches to science; literature; poyerry, suffering, injury and death; and,

most importantly, love and friendship.
Like Swift's Gulliver, 7Ààrmlla brings fresh curious eyes to provincial

locales and customs while behaving as a polite and carefrrl listener. Unlike
Gulliver, however, Zâârmllaretains his autonomy and distance as an outsider

looking in. Zâârmilla's experiences fit with Frye's description of "the ingenu

form" of satire in which the eiron is an outsider from "another world" who

is unfamiliar with the target society." In this way, Zâàrmila represents the

"cosmopolitan stranger" who, as Vince Marotta describes, develops an "in-

between knowledge" that allows him to be "both remote and near, detached

and involved, and indifferent and concerned."26 The cosmopolitan eiron,

then, is a stranger who functions as a destabilizing ironic voice. Like Chaucer's

unnamed narrator in The Canterbury Tales, Sancho Panza in Cervantes' Don

Quixote, and the female scribe who is Cavendish's avatar in The Blazing

World, Zàarmtlla is a vehicle of satiric irony comically juxtaposed against

the "theories and dogmas" that should goyern sociefy but which ultimately

fail to do so.27

The purposes ofsatire, according to Augustan neoclassical theory are (1)

to expose the real-world folly and vice, (2) to entertain with humorous exag-

geration, (3) to convince and correct based on moral standards, and (4) to

elicit open-ended inquiry and provocation.2s Like eosmopolitanism, satire

interrogates the relationship between universal standards and local practice.
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functions. Within classical literary theory as C. fan Swearingen explains, eiron

was originally used in pre-socratic dialogue as "a term of rebuke, meaning

'dissembling scoundrel'," but after Plato introduced Socrates'moral dialectic

performances, the figure of the eiron became q/non)zlnous with Socrates and
l.u-. to denote a philosophically subtle and aesthetically sophisticated

manner of articulation".le This Aristotelean designation of the eiron fits the

profrle of the Enlightenment cosmopolite; however, another little known

àrp..t of the Socratic eiron, as Swearingen notes, is its association with the

feminine "maieutic" symbolism of midwifery and its ability to engage audi-

ences with the language of "communal enterprise and mutual care."2o

Hence, Hamilton employs the Rajah as a satiric midwife to elicit cosmopolitan

recognition in her target audience of readers.

In line with the feminine connotations of the eiron as a type of nurturing

dialogic midwife, I am using the term feminized eiron to represent a figure

whose primary role is as a facilitator of conversation, rather than as an auth-

ority figure. Because classical and neoclassical rhetorical theory insist on

female silence, furthermore, the feminized eiron's actions are necessarily

self-effacing rather than just self-deprecating. The Rajah's role in Hamilton's

satire is more that of a commentator, not a participant. As a feminized eiron,

the Rajah Zààrm:iila is not overtly managerial or self-deprecatng; he is not

operating on the Socratic model of an intellectually superior arbiter orches-

trating or seeking to elicit evidence of what he already suspects. Rather, he

is an unknowing optimist in search of truth. He is ignorant of British

culture, but he is not a foolish buffoon. He remains composed, and he is

clear on his own Hindu principles, which he hopes share in common morality

with Christianity. The Rajah gains further credibility as an eiron, and as a

satiric protagonist, in his willingness to seek first-hand experience'

Zâârmiila's encounters with other characters provide occasions for

Hamilton to employ the device of rhetorical questioning to_gently expose

the folly of muliiple alazons (deluded or foolish characters).2l In rambling

picaresque episodes and picturesque vignettes, the Rajah roams as an unat-

tached stranger weighing provincial views and theories of multiple alazons

against the authority of ancient spiritual texts. The alazons include Indian

and enghsh characters who boldly assert provincial and myopic points of

view. The alazons tend to be one-dimensional, fixated, and fated as "predes-

tined victims," not of the eiron but of the author as "ironic fiction-writer."22

At the beginning of the novel, the Rajah himself is deluded by the picture

perfect accounts of British life he receives from Captain Percy, which

might suggest that the Rajah also qualifies as an alazon, thereby blurring

the distinction between the eiron and the ùazon. However, the Rajah's

openness to revising his preconceived impressions of the British as he evalu-

ates their observable behaviors shows evidence of his capacity for change.

The biases he maintains the narrative are those he shares
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that Hamilton idealizes colonialism and shows allegiance to Warren Hastings,
especially in her introduction and footnotes, but in terms of narrative devel-
opment Zâarmilla's character transcends colonialism by leaving the colony
and initiating a counterflow narrative. His cosmopolitan journey, in fact,
launches a gradual critique of the colonizer, which suggests that, even while
Hamilton voices her support of Hastings and the British East India
Company, she is uneasy in her views of British colonialism.

The Eiron at Home

While critics often focus on the colonial counterflow aspect of Zâarmilla as an
Eastern traveller in western Europe, the narrative begins in Zààrmilla's native
land of Bengal. The story opens right after the decisive battle of the Rohilla
war in which the British expel the occupying force of Afghani Muslims
from the area.36 In his first letter, Zàârmilla establishes himself as a pacifist
but also sympathetic to the yictorious British colonists and critical of the
corrupt Afghani occupiers. Zâàrmilla offers a feminized point of view in his
general assessment of military "heroes" as men of "guilty passions" carrying
out "atrocious deeds" for greed and sport whose sole aim is the enslavement
of multitudes.3T Although Hamilton's identification with the position of the
colonized in her imagined vision of India cannot fully comprehend local
Indian circumstances, it gestures toward a cosmopolitan recognition that
local culture should be respected and not assimilated into Britain's.

Several recent critical readings of TLHR agree that a critical counternarra-
tive exists beneath Hamilton's overt apology for Hastings and the British East
India Company. Lawrenson reads Hamilton's political stance as similarly
ambivalent to that voiced by her brother Charles in his translation of the
Hedaya, or Guide: A Commentary on the Musselman Laws (I79I), which sup-
ports the "intellectual credibility and moral legitimacy" of the imperialist
activities of Hastings and the British East India Company but also shows
empathy to the colonized region of Rohilkhand by "invoking the language

of colonial trauma."38 |ulie Straight suggests that Hamilton may be implying
disapproval of colonial militarization through her revision of British colonial
India into a feminine picturesque portrait of "a benevolent empire of justice

and liberty."3e The voice of the eiron allows embedded criticism to exist sim-
ultaneously with overt support.

Despite subversive undercurrents, ?lËIR legitimizes British imperial power
through Zâârmilla's passionate praise of the impeccable Captain Percy, an
injured British officer who explains Christian doctrine and the teachings of
the "Shaster"-Zààrmifta's term for the Bible.a0 From his conversations
with Percy, ZààrmùIa acquires an idealized view of British politics and laws,
Christianity, and European culture, which he sees as existing in a sort of cos-
mopolitan harmony with his natiye culture of Hindoostan. Zàârmilla's initial
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As Gilbert Leung argues, cosmopolitanism is not only a "philosophy of per-

petual peace" in the Stoic and Kantian tradition but also "a call to perpetual

prouo.ution" as practiced by the Cynics and noted by Nietzsche.'e The pro-

vocation inherent in the Cpic tradition of cosmopolitanism naturally

aligns with satire's purposefi.rl irreverence, inquiry and judgement'30 In the

vein of the Cynic cosmopolite, Zâârmilla's activity of travelling and question-

ing regional practices equates to a pursuit of active foeedom.

The Rajah also fits the mid-eighteenth century innovation of literary cos-

mopolitanism in which, as Esther Wohlgemut elaborates, an educated charac-

teï engages in a benevolent "politics of mobility' involving world travel in

search of local excellence and the moral improvement of self and others.3l

Zâàrmilla's desire to gain an international view of the world along with his

sincere interest in learning about others of all types mark him as both a cos-

mopolite and an eiron. Milan Vidakovic identifies the eiron as "an indepen-

dent thinker, someone with the pragmatic approach of questioning ... and/or

forging an alternative narcative."3z In his many encounters with a parade of
alazons across a range of locations, Zàârmilla's keen attention on domestic

care and community signiff his satiric pu{pose specifically as a feminized

eiron. However, as a feminized character and a foreign tourist, he does not

have the power to enact any social improvements in Britain.

Hamilton further expands her satiric model of the cosmopolite by adding

spirituality as a key element of his identity. Through the Rajah's numelous

citations of Hindu texts and elements of Oriental scholarship, TLHRpartici-
pates in a christian-Hindu version of what Gerard cohen-vrignaud calls

"biblical Orientalism," a Romantic device of allegory "which refracted

current affairs through Hebrew and Christian holy texts," offering prayers

as "possible solutions" to political problems and furthering "retro- Whiggish"

ug.nd"t by aligning them with the words of "prophets."33 Hamilton employs

biblical Orientalism as an allegorical device for comparing sacred Hindu texts

to the Bible to demonstrate shared morals between Indian and British culture.

In this, Hamilton emulates other eighteenth-century British Orientalists for

whom the ideal of colonial cosmopolitanism included preservation of indi-
genous customs within the larger Christian imperial framework. Colonial cos-

mopolitanism, as Van der Veer explains, involves a "translation and

conversion of the local into the universal," which can be a movement of "secu-

larity" or alternatively "a discourse around the concept of spirituality."3a

Regarding spiritual arguments for colonialism, one has only to look across

world history to see that religious conviction has often provided a justification

for colonialism as a cosmopolitan endeavor.

With respect to colonial cosmopolitanism in TLHR' Padma Rangarajan

acknowledges Hamilton's appreciation of Hindu culture but argues that the

novel ultimately devolves from cosmopolitan ideals by upholding the neces-

sity of the colonizer and the colonized.3s I would agree with Rangarajan
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a useless education consisting ofpiano, painting, French lessons, and an over-
riding concern with fashion. Although clearly bigoted against the British, the
Brahmin provokes thought about the current state of irreligion and female
education in British society, and he foreshadows satiric episodes of the coun-
terflow narrative.

The Eiron Abroad

After the death of his wife, Zààrmilla undertakes his quest to England to see

for himself English men and women living their lives in the "age of reason."

As Rangarajan notes, the Rajah's perspective as a "foreign puzzled traveler"
exemplifies the eighteenth-century rhetorical device through which satirists
spotlighted the follies and "oddities" within their own cultures.as Hamilton's
counterflow narrative offers a distinctly female point of view on things that
were depicted as vices inherent in eighteenth-century British culture. Hamil-
ton's everyday targets, as Grogan states, include novel reading, "women who
prefer pets to children, card playing, gambling, newspapers, critics, gossip,

libel, philosophical groups, religious sects, and the dangers of generally irre-
sponsible or unsociable behavior."46

Some of the novel's most poignant critiques center on the treatment of the
poor and the elderly, a universal challenge faced by all societies. In a London
church, for example, the Rajah witnesses a feeble old widow who is forced to
stand during the church seryice because those who owned pews would not
allow her to sit in them. This is one instance in which the Rajah does more
than observe; he explains, "I took the liberty of ... opening the door of the
pew" and "invited the poor sick stranger to a seat."a7 The Rajah later
reflects that, in England, "poverty is considered as one of the most heinous
of crimes," and he finally admits that the Brahmin was not wrong to cite
the corruption and lack of compassion in English society.as Undermining
the glowing portrayal of English society that Zàârmilla had received from
Captain Percy in India, the church scene clearly critiques inhumane practices
within Christian ecclesiastical spaces and communities.

In keeping with the didactic and feminized undertone, in the latter half of the
novel, Taàrmilla's encounters with an array of variously educated learned lady
alazons serve to critique female education and character formation. One such

character, Miss Ardent, a woman of late middle-age impresses Zâarmilla with
her detailed knowledge of Indian culture, her conversations with gentlemen
philosophers and iiterary critics, and her handshake with its 'idegree of frank-
ness as masculine as her understanding," but, he notes, she engages too liberally
in the drinking of wine.ae Miss Ardent is an enlightened woman whom Zââr-
milla befriends but also yiews with a light degree of censure. In the age of
reason, as Zààrmila e4plains, Miss Ardent believes "the perfection of female

understanding will be universally acknowledged," and "she pants for that
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acceptance of Percy's feminine picturesque account of British colonial India

seems designed to legitimize British imperialism, and even the Rajah's later

first-hand discoveries of British hypocrisy diffuse critiques away from ques-

tions about colonialism and toward the negative effects of secularity within

Enlightenment progressivism.

Political commentary is laced in every episode of TLHR. Even before Zââr-

milla leaves India, the narrative launches into a debate on the rights of women,

which begins with the eiron's wonder and surprise at Percy's account of

British *orrr"t who, in accordance with Christianity, are granted the status

of "rational beings!" and "free agents! ... exalted to perfect equality with

man."41 The narrative portrays Indian culture as restrictive and insinuates

that the British treatment of women is more progressive; however, Zâârmilla's

later observations highlight that British women do not possess perfect equality

with the men in their society and that Percy's narrative is a purposeful irony

on the part of the author. The subject of women is one of many of the cultural

constructs that Captain Percy's glowing narrative coYers. But as long as the

eiron remains at home in India, he is unable to determine the veracity of

Percy. Contemplating travel, the Rajah writes'

Why should I remain in doubt as to the truth given me by the young Christian?

why should I not satisfy my mind by a farther acquaintance with his coun-

trymen, by which alone I can discover, whether his words have ... emanated

frôm the ireart of integrity? ... ff the sun of science, which rose with radiant

splendor on our eastern hemisphere, now beams its fervid rays upon the

ràgions,of the west, why should I be prevented from following its glorious

course( --

His phrasing implies a hopeful bias in favor of confirming British glory but it
also illustrates the eiron't t 

"Uit 
of raising rhetorical questions'43

In asking questions, the Rajah is not seeking permission to go to England

nor requesting to h""r ïeasons not to travel. Rather, the passage "stresses the

superiority ofdirect experience to second-hand report," which Straight notes

as-a running theme of the novel.aa In blatant contrast to the typical eight-

eenth-century female's lot of stationary domesticity, the gender-fluid cosmo-

polite can follow the "sun" and roam freely across the globe to validate
^captain 

Percy's picture of life in Britain. As a foil to Percy's account, Hamil-

ton introduces her first alazon,a worldly Brahmin who writes to Zâârmilla to

challenge the Rajah's received impressions of British culture. The Brahmin

,.pr"r"rrt, the top tier of wisdom in Hindu society; however, the tone of his

leùers establish his unwavering provincial attitudes. Yet, he raises valid cri-

tiques about the hypocrisy of British colonial practices and the irreligion of

ttre English upper class who, he claims, ignore their Shaster (Bible) and its

teachings. The Brahmin argues that, like India, British society also has a

caste system and that the British women are not exalted but rather receive
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and particularly British people of both sexes, which leads to his travels and his
forging of diverse friendships and transnational allegiances. His concern for
social reforms, especially for charity to the poor and for female education,
exemplifies a hybrid-Hindu, christian, and proto-feminist-philosophy of
moral virtue, which he continually underscores with his belief in a Supreme
Deity and a higher spiritual realm. He venerates local charitable acts and
human compassion in the name of God, reflecting on these as the highest
practices of embodied spiritual cosmopolitanism. Zâârmilla states, "though
vice and folly have the appearance of being everywhere predominant,... it
is only the superficial observer, who will from thence infer the non-existence
of wisdom and virtue." The capitalized attributes of "wisdom and virtue"
function here as pseudonFns for "God." In Hamilton's satire, religious faith
is one necessary ingredient for the cosmopolitan individual; acceptance of cul-
tural difference is another, but only to a point-atheism and Islam are pre-
sented as undesirable and anti-cosmopolitan beliefs. Nevertheless,
ZÀârmilla's tolerance allows him to accept the flaws in secular society, as
shown in his soft critiques of dilettantes such as sir caprice Ardent, Mr.
Axiom, and Mr. Pazzledorf-of whose actions and philosophies he disap-
proves. zâârmila still recognizes their humanity and esteems them as friends.

In his open, gender-fluid demeanor and identity as a satiric eron, zâàr-
milla succeeds as a flexible vehicle of embodied cosmopolitanism. In fact,
the feminized eiron as a cosmopolite offers a more stable device of embodied
cosmopolitanism and, ironically, a more radicalizedpotentiality for intercul-
tural encounters than that of the mixed marriage and heterogeneous offspring
found in the works of some of Hamilton's contemporaries. while the biologi-
cal model of literary cosmopolitanism, as suggested by Mellor, demonstrates
realistic cross-cultural physical bonding, it does not necessarily further cos-
mopolitan values or practices, especially if the subjects settle into a static
regional location. Furthermore, such biologically-determined representations
move naffatives more toward outcomes of utopian cultural assimilation that
potentially threaten the preservation of the local and indigenous rather than
toward cosmopolitanism. A literal notion of cosmopolitan embodiment as the
product of cross-cultural marriage and breeding is a limited biological rep-
resentation. However, the metaphorical possibilities of biological imagery
can create further avenues for literary cosmopolitanism.

In a letter to her friend, Mrs. Gregory Hamilton describes ILËIR as her
"black baby" and "child of my brain."ss Hamilton extends the maternal meta-
phor to her feelings for her titular character when she ponders "whether my
poor Rajah shall sleep in peace on his native mountains, or expose himself to
the dangers of criticism, by a trip to England." In this correspondence to her
friend, the satirist likens her novel and her cosmopolitan eiron to her own
children. From this emotional connection, we can construe Hamilton's fem-
inized cosmopolitan concern for the global and the local. As Rangarajan
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blessed period."so Miss Ardent's "panting" enthusiasm is meant to mock the

Wollstonecraftian streak of radical-feminism that was emerging in the 1790s.

Hamilton also uses Miss Ardent as a satiric device to explore the debate

between nature and nurture. The comic highpoint of this debate occurs

when the foolish learned lady joins in an experiment with a group of radical

empiricist philosophers who attempt to train sparrows into behaving like

honey bees to pràve the effects of extemal circumstances.sr Unfortunately,

the erperiment fails and causes the deaths of several hundred baby sparrows.

This ridiculous experiment suggests that overly dogmatic thinking will lead

only to nonsense and that unbridled scientific thinking can be dangerous.

Further along, however, Miss Ardent's ideas about the power of nurture are

somewhat redeemed by the success of her pupil Miss Olivia, a forthright and

outspoken girl, who shows bravery under great duress and saves a man's life.

olivia does not accomplish this rescue alone; she worls as a team with her

gentle and more traditional sister, Caroline, who is the pupil and protégé of
another older educated woman, the exemplary Christian female figure of

Lady Grey. Zâârmilla's letters describe Lady Grey as a woman of great learn-

ing; a "solid resource" to her husband, with whom she works as a "partner" in

the management of their estate and the education of their children; and a

figure of "fortitude" who continues her duties alone with power and

efficiency when her husband's health declines and he dies.s2 The capable

and steady managerial sryle of Lady Grey serves as a countelpoint to the

exuberance of the radical Miss Ardent, but both women represent the impor-

tant roles that learned ladies play in female education. The irony of Lady Grey

is that, in the age of reason, she chooses religion over philosophy, a position

that much surprises the incredulous Rajah. Lawrenson suggest that Hamilton

is positing a "liberal feminist theology," based on a "latitudinarian" worldview
"in which biblical revelation and enlightenment ideals are not only compatible

but intimately related".53 As Perkins and Russell find,'Hamilton's "treatment

of women's education and role in society" is "more complex" than the views of
any one character in the text.sa Through the dialogic representation of mul-

tiple learned lady characters, as mediated through the gaze of the cosmopoli-

tan eiron, Hamilton recommends a progressive view of female education but

one grounded in Christian principles. While her argument for female edu-

cation was potentially enlightening for women worldwide, Hamilton's insis-

tence that cosmopolitan benevolence can only be achieved through

practices that conform to Protestant values effectively denies people who do

not share these values the abiiity to perform cosmopolitan activities.

Embodied Cosmopolitanism

As a gender-fluid Eastern cosmopolite who is sympathetic to Christianity,
Zâârmilla embodies an intense interest in learning about Western culture,
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issues of cultural hybridity are amajc'. preoccupation in Hamilton's orien-

tal satire. As with other Irish and Scottish writers in her era, such as Maria

Edgeworth, Hamilton explores cosmoPolitanism as a colrectiYe to the

Buikean narrative of "homogeneity and historical continuity," which pre-

cluded distinctive Irish and Scottish identities within the British common-

wealth.sT Zâârmilla's measured interactions with a multinational cast of

characters from England, India, scotland, and even France and Ireland

suggest Hamilton's desire for a diverse intellectual climate, as well as the influ-

"rrl!, 
of Scottish Enlightenment teachings.ss Through epistolary commen-

tary the Rajah and his peers circuitously underscore and question

hegemonic British colonial benevolence, and illustrate that in the 1790s, the

universal focus of Enlightenment cosmoPolitanism met with a new Romantic
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Furthermore , Zâàrmùla as the feminized eiron Privileges the optimal con-
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lizes the gendered cosmopolitan individual. Hamilton achieves this inte-

gration tÀrough an epistolary narrative which braids the traditions of

losmopolitanism and satire together with a proto-feminist voice to make
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as a foreign citizen of the world, the Rajah ZàâtmilTa is both an insider and
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acter is driven by "superior principles" while his constant su{prise at "the gap

between principles and actions," or the contradictions between his under-

standing of Christian ideals and the situations he encounters in India,

englanÀ and Scotland, form the satire and the humor.60 The narrative

defi.ts philosophical positions as real-life experience filtered through the per-

."ptiotr of the feminized Rajah who ends his journey with the following advice

to future travellers:

Thou wilt perceive that in Europe, as in Asia, an affected singulariqv often

passes for ùperior wisdom; bold assertion for truth; and sickly fastidiousness

ior true delliary of sentiment ... Thou wilt see that the passions of men are

every where the same.
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away from its imperialistic beginning to a theologically-focused feminist cos-

mopolitan mindset. However, his conclusion that civilizations worldwide are

rit"il"tly driven by the volatile and unruly "passions of men" suggests a bleak

recogniiion of female Powerlessness and a resignation that this will not

change.
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not participate formally in politics as members of parliament, since they did
not receive communion in the state Church of England. Williams, as a Dissen-

ter with strong cosmopolitan interests in cross-cultural conversation, was

drawn to the hopes that the French Revolution held out for greater inclusion,

of women as well as people of various classes, of Dissenting Protestants as well
as Catholics, in the processes of government. These hopes sustained her

during her time of imprisonment, when she was edified by hearing a hymn
collaboratively composed and sung by two Girondist political prisoners: Pro-

testant Marc-David Alba Lasource and Catholic Charles Alexis Pierre de

Genlis Sillery. Williams's transcription of this French hymn and translation
of it into English was an act of creative Dissenting cosmopolitanism. Williams
also began translating her friend Bernardin de Saint-Pierre's novel Paul et Vir-
ginie (1788) whiie in prison, and the sonnets she inserted into its narrative

place a yearning for home in tension with imagery of international migration
and cosmopolitan consciousness.

Earlier that year, in a letter from Paris datedT May 1793, Williams drew a
connection between what she presents as the unjust ffeatment of Protestant

Huguenots in seventeenth-century France and attacks on religious Dissenters

in England during the early 1790s. From her perspective in France, Williams
recalls the Birmingham riots of 179I, during which the home of Dissenting
theologian and scientist |oseph Priestley was burnt down by a reactionary
"Church-and-King" mob. She deploys the memory of these riots to illustrate
howviolence can emerge from those defending a state church, as well as from
revolutionaries. Williams concludes a series of justifications for the French

Revolution, in rebuttal to Edmund Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in
France (T790), by writing:

The last example I have to ofer is also interesting to Mr. Burke, as it respects the
"Majesty of the Church." - A century ago the spirit of persecution drove from
France multitudes of its best and most industrious inhabitants, the Protestants;
as the same spirit of fanaticism lately discovered in England by "the savages of
Birmingham," against the best informed and most valuable of its citizens, the
Dissenters, is likely to promote from thence a similar emigration.l

Within her response to Burke, Williams quotes from a letter written by Cathe-

rine Hutton, a novelist and Dissenter living in Birmingham. Harassed by roy-
alist English rioters, whom she termed "the savages of Birmingham", Hutton
hoped they would "be quiet".2 Implicitly challenging Edmund Burke's xeno-

phobic comparison of French revolutionaries to "American savages",3 Wil-
liams quotes Hutton's phrase to remind her readers of the English capacity

for fiercely erratic and inhumane behavior at home. Inverting Burke's projec-

tion ofviolent behavior oufwards onto colonized Indigenous peoples via racist

stereot'?es inhis Reflections, Williams recalls a story of brutality at the heart

of English society. She worries a cruelly nationalist "spirit of fanaticism" will
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By October 1793, when she was held hostage in prison along with fellow

expatriate British subjects in Paris, Helen Maria williams had apparently

mo,red from her position as an actively observing subject, a keen chronicler

of revolutions in both the Americas and France, to a more restricted object

of surveillance during the Reign of Terror. As a Presbyterian Dissenter of

mixed Welsh and Scottish background, Williams had been raised by her

widowed mother in the small Northern English town of Berwick-upon-

Tweed. with roots on the margins of English society, williams was sensitive

to societal practices of exclusion and oppression. Dissenters in England were

excluded from education at oxford and cambridge, for example, and could
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ABSTRACT
ii"i"n ùaria Williams's ability to engage in various forms of cosmopolitan

conversation - both embodied and imagined - arose from her connections to

diverse religious communities. A socially conscious Presbyterian Dissenter,. of

icottist' uni Wulrh background, Williams expressed convictions regarding

what we would now r"co{nit" as human rights. Through her early- verse, she

advocated for the autono-my of indigenous South Americans and for Africans

hàd i; slavery. Once she turned hei attention to the French Revolution, she

was attractedio its ideas regarding abolitionism, women's participation in.the

prOfi. ip6u*, and forms oiiestivity uniting Protestants and Catholics. When

i.pri*n"a along with other British citizens, essentially held h.ostage at a time

of ïur, she mairitained her faith in revolutionary principles through forms of

cosmopolitan creativity. Such activity, which .included listening to and

iÀr.iining a collaborâtively composed French hymn, refl-ected her identity

is a religÉus dissenter. Twenty-first century theories of cosmopolitanism

*fri.n foàur on sociability - suih as Kwame Anthony Appiah's definition of

càsÀopolitan conversation as imaginative encounter and Elijah Anderson's

uù"ntiàn to cosmopolitan canopies - can help frame Williams's collaboratively

creative activities within her prison cell. Her hospitality, transcription'

tianslation, and poetic composition arose from acts of sympathetic

imagination rooted in her Dissenting cosmopolitanism'
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his verse amidst mountainous Andean spaces. Williams represents Zamor as

the most effective leader in Peru; he gathers his people in communal singing
and leads them across a national boundary en mqsse into Chile. He is a Per-
uyian version of the Welsh bard as resister of colonial injustice, as exemplified
by the titular figure of Thomas Gray's The Bard: A Pindaric Ode (1757), a

poem quoted by Williams in her lulia, a novel interspersed with poetical
pieces (1790). As a writer with Welsh familial ties, Williams was aware of
the folklore regarding Welsh bards as resisters of social injustice. In notes

within a commonplace booh Thomas Gray recorded how when the English
King Edward I conquered Wales he immediately "hanged up all their
Bards, because they encouraged the Nation to rebellion".T The Welsh and
Scottish poet Helen Maria Williams relishes the idea of the Celtic songuniter
as inciter of revolution against English domination, and so she imagines an

indigenous anti-colonial bard in Peru ia her character Zamor. Though on
one level evincing an innovative cross-cultural hybridity, Williams's construc-
tion of Zamor does risk the pitfalls of cultural appropriation. Zamor reflects
what Robbie Richardson has recently identified as "a desire to appropriate
the Indian into British subjectivity in the form of the hybrid Indian-
Briton".8 Such a desire for appropriation does risk effacing the autonomy of
real indigenous men and women and their concrete histories.

Williams envisioned Zamor, however, partly in hopes of bolstering the
momentum of the actual indigenous revolution catalyzed in 1780 by a politi-
cal leader with his own hybrid identity: the mestizo Tripac Amaru II. Political
historian Sergio Serulnikov suggests,

... to restore the meaning of the Tupamarista experience, we must do nothing
less than recover the political dimension of the event, thinking of the place of
the Andean peoples and their leaders not as somewhat passive agents of larger
economic trends and systems of thought, but as what they really were: political
actors.e

This is essentially what Williams was attempting to do through her 1784
poem with its cast of differentiated and sftong Andean characters: Zamor,
Aciloe, Manco-Capac, Cora, and Ataliba. |essica Damiân comments, "Wil-
liams contends that Andean sovereignty under Tripac Amaru would lead to
liberation of the mines on the New Continent."lo In writing Pera, Williams
was not simply projecting Celtic aspirations onto imagined literary figures;
by raising social consciousness regarding the suffering of Andean peoples,

she was attempting to ameliorate the daily lived experiences of indigenous
communities in South America.

In the late 1780s, as Williams's writing matured in the years leading up to
the French Revolution, she further developed literury imagery of oppression
and captivity that would later resurface in her prison writing. By 1788, her
understanding of British complicity in colonial violence deepened with her
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lead to further destruction, forcing Dissenters currently living in England to

relocate internationallY 
hurch _

Williams vividly iliustrates how religious dissent from a state c

whetherindivergencefromtheprenchCatholicChurchintheseventeenth
..","ry or the ihor.h of England in the early 1790s - can trigger attacks

ug"i.tri religious others, thus iorcing them to emigrate as a group' As a Dis-

senter, Williams was aware of how emigration could occur as a free choice

made by those with the privilege and means to relocate internationally or

as a flight from violenc" ,à,, u' a last resort by migrating religious minorities'

Thus,herDissentingcosmopolitanismnaturallyincludessymPathyforvul-
nerable communities on the^move, especially those attempting to escape reli-

gious Persecution.
Her early poem Peru (I784),for example' depicts the mass migration of

indigenousPeruviansintoChileafterviolentattemptstoforcetheirconver-
sion. In peru, wiTliams's Dissenting background informs her portrayal and

critique of violently imposed colonialist religious systems. shesymbolizes rig-

oroorty enforced state-backed religious oppression through.the fictional

cathoiic priest valverda, whose 
..lips unhallowed breathe their impious

strain, /And pure religion's sacred voice profane" (Canto 3' lines 23-24)'4

From her perspective 
-as 

a religious Dissenter, williams critiques valverda's

attemptsutforcedconversion-ofindigenousPeruvians'Shetheninsertsthe
Domùican Bishop Bartolomé de ias casas into her poetic narrative in

order to counter valverda. In her blend of history and fiction she literalizes

the ameliorative effect of las casas's Brevisma ReLaciôn de la Destruyciôn de

Iaslndias(1542),whichwaswritteninanattempttohaltthegenocidalvio-
lencedirectedtowardsindigenouspopulationsinSouthAmerica.LasCasas
himselfdidnotevertravel-toPeru;butWilliamsimagineshimphysically
fr"s"nt in the Andes as a way of rendering concrete his texcs effectiveness

àt ,purkirrg ameliorative totiul th""g"' Williams's poetic picturing of a

ipu*rn Caltholic bishop rescuing indigenous men and women from oppressive

circumstances evinces ir", gro*i-.g cosmopolitanism. ]uan s,lnchez argues that

las Casas functions in the Àle of an "honourary Protestant's within Williams's

peru.However, williams's audience would have recogpized las casas as catho-

Iic due to popular printings of his text in English translation. williams's sym-

fathetic dËpi.tiotr àf hs Casas as an enactor of social justice in fact presents an

imDortant exception to what critics present as her general tendency to critique

ô"'rh"fi-.u ùiiliu-r', appreciation of Catholic engagement in collaborative

social action, across religious differences' would also motivate her later tran-

scription and translatioriortn" French hymn sung together in the Luxembourg

prison by the Catholic Sillery and Huguenot Lasource'

lnPeru,Williamsincorporatesanaspectofpoliticizedsongwhenshe
introducestheindigenoussongwriterand|eaderZamorintoherplot.
Zamor displays "ricilest gifts of mind" (3' 776)' as he composes and sings
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would unite people of varying religious convictions. Williams delighted in the
sight of Catholics and Protestants gathering together for revolutionary festiv-
ities.l7 Hers was not a narrow form of Protestant dissent. She clearly admired
the diversity of cultures, religions, ages, and genders present in the cosmopo-
litan gatherings of revolutionary Paris. Several critics have commented on
Williams's labeling of herself as "a citizen of the world" in the first volume
of her Letters from France. Deborah Kennedy, for example, presents this
phrase as evidence of Williams's "internationalist position".rs For Lisa

Kasmer it illustrates her attempt to link all humanity through sympathetic
bonds transcending national histories.le However, the connections between

Williams's familiai background as a religious Dissenter and her empathy
for marginalized and l'ulnerable migrant communities around the globe

have not been fully considered. What Adriana Craciun rightly identifies as

"Williams's revolutionary cosmopolitanism"2o and David Sigler labels with
admiration as her "consistent cosmopolitanism"2r has cultural roots in pat-
terns of Dissenting cosmopolitanism.

During her return to London in 1791, after her initial trip to Paris, Wil-
liams hosted gatherings with fellow religious Dissenters of Scottish back-
ground, such as poet |oanna Baillie and her brother physician Matthew
Baillie, as well as noyelist Henry Mackenzie, at her Hampstead home on
the outskirts of London. The Presbyterian minister who first encouraged Wil-
liams to publish her poetry, the Rev. Dr. Andrew Kippis, also attended these

meetings. Kippis's sermons, published in 1791, intertwine Dissenting spiri-
tuality with practical topics, such as how to act justly with compassion. His
titfe Sermons on Practical Subjects (179L) reflects this aim of lived application
in the real, and increasingly politicized, communities of the early 1790s.

Steven Blakemore notes that the French Revolution "revivified the ideological
battles of the seventeenth century, allowing British dissidents to promote the
old radical agenda (extended suftage, parliamentary reform, and religious
freedom) in the seemingly new language of natural rights".22 Kippis does

indeed use the language of rights in his sermons, and specifically when he

addresses the topic of freedom. In a sermon on *The 
Advantage of Religious

Knowledge", Kippis emphasizes the importance of rational enquiry in main-
taining citizens' "sacred rights of conscience" and "the freedom of their
minds".23 In another sermon titled "The Blessedness Attending the Memory
of the Just", Kippis extols "freedom of the soul".2a In her letters of the 1790s,

Williams was also expressing a keen commitrnent to liberfy of conscience,

inquiry and religion, and a desire for compassionate justice, convictions
which arose from her Dissenting background and, specifically, the mentorship
of Kippis.2s There are no extant detailed records of the conversations which
took place in Williams's Hampstead home in I79I,but no doubt they would
have touched on what she had seen in France and her desire to return.
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greater awareness of England's involvement in the slave trade. She came to

reùizewhat she had earlier naively celebrated as the "sublime"ll sails of the

British global economy could be attached to masts of slave ships' Melissa

Bailes oùserves how in her elegy for |ames Cooh titled "The Morai" (1788)'

"williams distinguishes cook s Pacific encounters from both the brutality

of Spanish conquest in the New World and, more audaciously, Britain's con-

temporary enslavement of Africans."t'Written in the same year as her elegy

for book, her Poem on the Bitt Lately Passed for Regulating the slave Trade

(17gg) juxtaposes imagery of "freedom" (line 94), found through escape or

death, with tableaux of Africans "bound in hopeless chains!" (line 6)' Her

poem is a cry for "mercy" (47) towards the men, women' and children

being traficked across the Atlantic.
In tzgo, after she had herselfjourneyed from England to France by choice,

along with her mother and sister, Helen Maria Williams was drawn to asPects

of the French Revolution that she saw as holding out hope for previously mar-

ginalized or oppressed communities around the globe' In her Letters Written

ln France to a Friend in EngJand (I7gO), she depicted French revolutionary

principles creating "a line of connection across the divided world".r3 As an

anti-slavery activist, she admired Honoré Mirabeau's proposal for the abol-

ition of the slave trade in 1790. Specifically, williams appreciated his

expression of sympathies for "the African race".l4 Her compassion for Afri-

cans held in slavery and her call for their freedom arose naturally from her

Dissenting ties; religious Dissenters in England, such as the Quakers, had

been at the forefront of abolitionist efforts since at least the mid-eighteenth

century. Aware she maybe perceived as disloyal to England due to her attrac-

tion to revolutionary Paris, in het Letters she queries:

... is it not something to be thankfirl for, that we exist at this enlightened period

... ; when particularlenets of religious belief are no longer imputed as crimes;

when the hrr*"n mind has made as many important discoveries in morality as

inscience...;wheninshort,(andyouarenotoneofthosewhowillsuspectthat
I am not all the while a good Englishwoman) when one can witness an event so

sublime as the French Revolution?15

Despite the risk of being no longer perceived as a "good Englishwoman", Wil-

liams voiced her attraction to multiple aspects of the revolution's early stages,

including both a growth in religious tolerance and the prominence of Catholic

female intellectuals in French society. Though Williams remained attached to

"the particular tenets" of Presbyterian Dissent, she admired the proliÊc Catholic

essayist, novelist, and multi-lingual translator Stephanie-Félicité de Genlis

Sillery for her ability to speak abiut pottics "in the spirit of philosophy''.r6

Due to her background as a Presbyterian Dissenter, williams was keenly

aware of past oppression enacted upon religious minorities by the Catholic

majority in France, yet she still hoped French revolutionary principles
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williams continued her practices of Dissenting cosmopolitan conversation
while she was imprisoned during the Reign of rerror in L793. Britain was at
war with France from February 1793 onwards, and after the seizure of roulon
by British forces, the committee of Public safety ordered the imprisonment of
all English subjects living in France.32 on 12 october 1793, caughtbetween
two warring nations, williams was arrested, along with her sister and
mother, and subsequently sent to the Luxembourg prison. According to her
letters, williams shifted from excitedly surveying revolutionary festivity as a
"sublime spectacle"33 to ironically feeling likà a "sud speita.le" as she
climbed the Luxembourg's steps.tn Mury Fawet argues that williams was
engaged in performative theatricality, "making a spectacle of herself'35
during the revolution. This is true of williams's 1790 letters, but williams's
later phrase "sad spectacle" imbues her experience of involuntary imprison-
ment with self-deprecating irony. From within the prison, williams continued
to function simultaneously as a curious and open observer of revolutionary
sociability and as a hospitable Dissenting salonnière. In a letter written
from switzerland in september, 1794, she remembers the remarkable socio-
economic, politicd, and ethnic diversitywithin the Luxembourg prison, recol-
lecting, "our prison was frlled with a multitude of persons of different con-
ditions, characters, opinions, and countries and seemed an epitome of the
whole world."36 How could williams have become 

"*ur" 
oi the varying

opinions of her prison mates if she was not engaging in "properly conducted"
cosmopolitan conversations with them, in Appiah's terms? she recalls the
prisoners eating, discussing ideas, and walking together. They shared "the
comforts of the repast" and "conversed" as they would have in her parisian
salon. They also strolled together and appreciated aesthetic aspects of their
prison, such as the "view of the gardens", gazing "from the windows on the
walks below, where, perhaps, they recognized a relation or friend, who
being denied the privilege of visiting the prison, had come to soothe them
by a look or tear of sympathy".37 surveilled by their captors, the prisoners
found relief in surveying the landscape outside. The prisoners' aesthetic
experiences are tinged with sorrow and arxiety, however, as many were await-
ing execution. williams records the resilience of French sensibility and kind-
ness but also reminds readers of her grief during what she labels "the days of
my captivity''.38

williams's background as a religious Dissenter informed her willingness to
secretly meet with two political prisoners - Marc-David Alba Lasource and
charles Alexis Pierre de Genlis Sitlery - in order to encourage them as they
faced probable execution and to hear them sing a hyrnn addressed to God.
Presented with the reality of their own mortality, the men came together
across religious differences to comPose what was essentially their own
elegy, Williams' S translation of its lyrics into further bridge
over cultural and differences.

English forms a

AS a British
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Once settled permanently on the continent, Williams began hosting salons
in her Parisian apartment. Her hospitality extended to guests who had been
actively engaged in defending vulnerable communities around the world,
such as the Venezuelan revolutionary general Francisco de Miranda. He had
fought for independence from colonial rule in South America before arriving
in Paris and visiting Williams. The culturally diverse and vibrant salons
hosted byWilliams anticipate the concept of cosmopolitan canopies articulated
by twenty-first century sociologist Elijah Anderson. Anderson explains how
within the cosmopolitan canopies of urban locations, "parties recover and
regroup, come together, continue to model civility in public, and are constantly
erposed to one anothet's humanity".26 The challenges and delights of inter-
actions across cultural and religious diferences are key aspects ofsuch sociable
sites for Anderson. He continues: "The simple provocations, revelations, and
pleasures diverse people ûnd in one another's company induce them to
return to the cosmopolitan canopy again and aguni'z7 Though Anderson
has twenty-first century metropolises in mind, his words generate a very apt
picture of Williams's salons in Paris, through which she recreated the Dissent-
ing hospitality and sociability she had experienced in London.

In particular, the reality of Williams enjoying Francisco Miranda's conversa-
tion is clear when she recalls the early 1790s in her autobiographical writing.
Her memoirs, translated by her nephew Charles Coquerel, contain the follow-
ing reflection:"J'avais connu Miranda dès man anive en France. Son caractère
enthousiaste et ses aventures romanesques m'inspirèrent quelque intérêt. Je

goûtais beaucoup de I'éloquence de sa conversation."2s Within Souvenirs de Ia
Rarclution Française (1827), Williams declares a sociable and intellectual
delight at encountering the eloquent conversation of Miranda and hearing
about his action in the Americas. Her delight resonates with Elûah Anderson's
idea of the "pleasures" to be found within the diverse urban company of cosmo-
politan canopies. Williams's pleasurable imbibing of Miranda's stimulating
conversation is depicted through the French wotd"goùtais", whose conjugation
in the imparfalf signifies a continuous tasting over a period of time, i-plyug
ongoing conversation through a series of social interactions. In Cosmopolitan-
ism: Ethics in a World of Strangers (2010), Kwame Anthony Appiah explains
how we may deploy the idea of "conversation" critically "not only for literal
talk but also as a metaphor for engagement with the ideas and experiences of
others".2e He continues, "I stress the role of the imagination here because the
encounters, properly conducted, are valuable in themselves."30 For Appiah,
such irnaginative encounters, whether through listening to another in a face-
to-face conversation or via reading a novel, are truly cosmopolitan when they
lead to a respectful acknowledgment of differences "whether national, religious,
or something else".3l This is what Dissenters such as Wiiliams's Scottish mother
had desired in Britain, to have their religious differences from a state church

and allowed.



Calmez nos alarmes,
Pre'tez nous les armes,

Source de vrais biens,

Brisez nos liens! (Lasource & Sillery lines l-4)

The two men deploy militant language, asking God to replace their alarm with
courage and weapons. But ultimately they express hope that God, as the

source of true goodness, will break their chains. As a Dissenting Presbyterian,

Williams was most likely attracted to the Psalmic quality of their hymn. Wil-
liams engaged with the psalms early on, in her two-volume 1786 Po ems,which
includes a verse paraphrase of Psalm 74: 16-17.as Scottish Presbyterianism, in
particular, the heritage of her mother, included the regular practice of singing

from a Psalter, a collection of metrically set Psalms in the English language.

Williams's translation politicizes the men's French hymn using iambic tet-

rameter couplets, the metrical form also deployed in her Poem on the Bill
Lately Passed for Regulating the Slave Trade. Williams echoes not only the

form of her earlier poem, but also its words and imagery as she translates:

Calm all the tumults that invade
Our souls, and lend thy pow'rfrrl aid,
Oh! source of merry! sooth our pains,
And break, Oh! Break our cruel chains! (1-4)

Inher Poem on the Bill,Wùliams uses the word "mercy" five times (it appears

in her epigraph from Shakespeare, "The quality of mercy is not strained", and

at lines 49, I02, 255, and 302). Her entire abolitionist poem is a petition to
parliament to abolish slavery as a political act of mercy. Within it, Williams
describes the bitterness of a "galling chain" (22) and later personifies

slavery as a cruel woman who " ... links the impious chain, / And calculates

the price of pain" (153-54). Similar imagery appears in Williams's translation
of Lasource and Sillery's hymn, which contains a call for "mercy!" (line 3) and

a lament over the injustice of "cruel chains!" (line a). One key difference lies in
the appeal to the British parliament for he$ in Poem on the Bil/, whereas in
the Luxembourg hymn, both in the original and in Williams's translation,

the speaker addresses God directly as the one who can break chains.

A tone of urgency continues in the second half of the first stanza in the

original French hy-r.

Entende les accens

De tes enfans
Dans les tourmens;
Ils souffrent, et leurs larmes
C'est leur seul encens! (5-9)

Lasource and Sillery ask God to listen to them as His children. They present

themselves as uttering their accents or tones from a place of torment,
suffering, and scarcity, with thek tears being the only incense they can
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subject, Williams felt compassion for these two men who were explicitly

accused as traitors, labeled Girondist enemies of the Jacobin French gov-

ernment. Lasource was a former Huguenot minister, trained in theology

at the seminary of Lausanne, Switzerland. He had risen to the role of Pre-

sident of the French National Convention (April-May 1793) before the Gir-

ondists fell from favor. The Marquis de Sillery was a French Catholic

military leader and politician who spoke on topics such as the rights of

men and constitutionalism before the National Assembly and National

convention. He was married to Stéphanie-Félicité de Genlis Sillery a

woman who, as we have seen, williams admired as a public intellectual.

Despite their captors' efforts to keep the political prisoners Sillery and

Lasàurce hidden away and socially isolated, in a sort of solitary confine-

ment, williams found ways to converse with them. Her cosmopolitan

capacity for attentive listening and sympathetic imagination was heightened

by her confinement, which focused her attention and increased her powers

of observation. Deborah Kennedy notes Williams's discovery of a "sociable

community" in the Luxembourg prison,3e and Fawet remarks on the

"story-telling, poem-writing, anô singing" within the prison'4o However,

neither Kennedy nor Fawet closely analyze Williams's transcribing and

translating of the hymn that was collaboratively composed and sung by

Lasource and Sillery.

Marc-David Alba Lasource and charles Alexis Pierre de Genlis Sillery

were kept in general isolation but allowed visitation by a nurse and a

female friend who would secretly leave the door of their cell open, allowing

for "moments of confidential conversation" with Williams in her cell.al Wil-

liams respectfully listened to the two men, allowing them space to articulate

their feaÀ and political perspectives, thus creating a space of cosmopolitan

conversation akin to that defined by Kwame Appiah. In her later letters,

Williams paints Sillery as a man of "fine taste" and "considerable talents

for literature"az befote representing the two men aS collaborative composers

of their hymn. She writes, "sillery who had a feeling heart, found devotion

the most soothing refuge of afiliction. He and La Source composed together

a little hymn adapted to a sweet solemn air, which they called their evening

seryice" (64). williams recalls, "Every night before we parted they sung this

simple dirge in a low tone to prevent,their being heard in other apartments,

which made it seem more plaintive."n3 They had to sing very quietly because

they had been forbidden to interact with the other prisoners due to the pol-

itical nature of their imprisonment. Their hymn is both a prayer and a

funeral song, or what Williams terms a "dirge", written in anticipation of

their own execution.a
The original French version of the h)tmn opens in short couplets of two to

two and a half feet. It is a perfunctory petition addressed to God, akin to the

stark cris de coeur found in the bibiical psalms.
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once again using much more explicitly socio-political language, williams
highlights the hypocrisy of those claiming to forward th" ."ù. of liberté
whiie oppressing others. By changing "auteurs",or "authors", to "oppressors,,
she points a challenging finger at those responsible for Lasource urrâ sil.ry',
imprisonment and eventual execution. The tone of her translation is satiric, in
the tradition of ]uvenalian satire, expressive of righteous indignation.

The French hymn moves from a petition for the breaking of chains to an
acceptance of divine sovereignty.

Quand l"a tyrannie
Frappe notre vie,
Fiers de notre fort,
MErisant la mort,
Nous te bénissons. (Lasource & Sillery lines 19_23)

Lasource and sillery present their execution as inevitable in these lines; a literal
translation would b"' "when tyranny / Strikes our lives, / proud of our strength,
/ scorning death, / we will bless God." The lines are almost Stoic in their ies_
ignation. Williams adds ambiguity by changing ,.when,, 

to .,should',; 
she writes,

"But should the murd'rer's arm prevair,/Shourd tyranny our lives assail ... "
(17-18), leaving room for the possibility of freedom. The conclusion of her
translated hymn matches the French almost exactly, however. Lasource and
Sillery had expressed belief that the future of France wouid vindicate them,
exclaiming, "la patrie / Vengera nos noms!" (26*27);Williams simply translates
this as: "our country will avenge our names!" (2a). sadly, LasourJe and sillery
were executed by guillotine on 31 October 1793.

The combination of mournfirl lamênt with yearning for freedom and justice
surfaces again within the sonnets williams composed for inclusion in her trans-
lation of her friend Bernardin de Saint-pierre's novel paul et virginie (17gg) as
Paul andvirginia (1795). There is a subtle yet powerfrrl psalmic allusion in one
of these sonnets. williams would later remember how in prison, ..often did I
wish 'for the wings. 

_of 
a dove, that I might flee away and be at rest!,'' quoting

from Psalm 55:7.M while held within the claustrophobic confines of a
prison, williams took comfort in picturing the freedom of a bird's flight, and
she wove this avian imagery into one of her sonnets.

"sonnet to the white Bird of the Tropic", one of the nine sonnets williams
inserted into Paul and virginia, contains expansive images of flight over a vast
and brightlylit ocean. saint-pierre's paul et virginie isset on the island ofMaur-
itius, offthe Southeast coast of Africa, and williams maintains this setting. Her
depiction of the dynamig even exhilarating, flight of a migratory bird over
Southern waters exists in tension with the physical reality from within which
she imagined such flight, the inside of a confining prison. critics generaJly
agree that willi arrs's Paul and virginia was completed during her time of lmpri-
sonment.aT The French author oi paut et virginie was one of the last people

offer. The mention of incense implies worship and praise of God, even in the

midst of suffering, which increases the psalmic quality of the French h1nnn.

The biblical psalms, like this hymn, juxtapose adoration and petition with
lament. In Williams's translation, the speakers' communal identity as children

of God is split into two singular categories: the captive and the mourner.

To thee the captive pours his cry,
To thee the mourner loves to fly;
The incense of our tears receive;
'Tis all the incense we can give. (5-8)

The word "captive" gives a more political inflection to Williams's translation

than the image of suffering children found in the original. Again, there are

strong parallels to be found with Williams's anti-slavery Poem on the Bill,

where she asks, "Who from his far-divided shore, / The half-expiring

Captive bore?" (209-210). Later, she describes how, after the Atlantic
Passage, "Chain'd on the beach the Captive stands" (250). Williams remained

an ardent abolitionist her entire life, so when she translated Lasource and Sil-

lelry s words "tes enfans" into "the captive", she most likely had captives

around the world in mind.
In the second stanza of the French Luxembourg hymn, the men continue to

address God:

Prenez notre défense,

Grand Dieu de I'innocence!
Près de toi toujours
Elle trouve son secours;

Tu connais nos coeurs,

Et les auteurs
De nos malheurs;
D'un fort qui t'ofense
Détrui la rigeur.
(Lasource & Sillery, lines 10-16).

Here the hymn shifts to a more intimate tone, acknowledging divine omnis-

cience regarding each man's heart and the hearts of his enemies. Williams
translates:

Eternal podr, our cause defend,
Oh God! of innocence the friend!
Near thee forever she resides,

In thee forever she confides.
Thou know'st the secrets of the breast,

Thou knows't th'oppressor and th'opprest:
Do thou our wrongs with pity see,

Avert a doom offendingthee! (9-16)

Reflecting her secret and confidential conversations with Lasource and Sillery
Williams weaves in references to "secrets" confided to God in prayer. Also, by



Williams, who left her nation of birth to travel into previously unknown
cultural spheres, wonders, via her speaker, what impels such movement
into "trackless" spaces. The migratory and cosmopolitan Williams questions
the bird's apparent lack of domestic virtue, wondering that no feminine
"soft instinct" or "sweet affection" ties its heart to its nest. Perhaps thinking
of her childhood in Berwick-upon-Tweed, Williams wonders that the bird is
not homesick after travelling such distances. The sonnet ends on a note of
lament, with the speaker's exilic state reflecting Williams's own inability to
leave France and return home to Britain. Louise foy suggests Williams
transformed Saint-Pierre's novel "into a troubled confession of her own
suffering".s3 The final line of "sonnet to the White Bird" is indeed an
example of such transformation. The admission of melancholy homesick-
ness expressed in this line exists alongside experiences of momentary ima-
ginative freedom while crossing bodies of salt water and picturing
Indigenous warriors in the Americas.

Williams would return to contemplating South American Indigenous cul-
tural resistance to oppression after she was released from prison and left
France for an approximately six-month stay in Switzerland. Towards the
end of November 1793, the eforts of Athanase Coquerel, Williams's sister's
fiancé, secured the release of the Williams women from the English
convent where they were held after having been transferred there from the
Luxembourg prison.sa While she travelled through the Swiss Alps, Williams's
cosmopolitan imagination was led back to the Andes, and she pictured "the
immense tract of that rich and violated continent, where the Peruvian, stealing
from the glance of his tyrant, hies to the native circle, joins in the melancholy
dance, and laments, with tears, the departed splendor of his country".ss This
turn to Peruvian cultural activity recalls her figure of the bard Zamor. The
representation of lamentation and tears may have been influenced by her
experience of hearing the revolutionary Girondists Lasource and Sillery sing
their political hymn. In a long footnote, Williams writes:

When in my poem on Peru, one of my earliest productions, I fondly poured
forth the wish that the natives of that once happy country might regain their
freedom, it seemed rather the illusive dream of fancy than founded on any
solidbasis ofhope. That revolution had not taken place, which appears destined
to break the fetters of mankind in whatever region they are found, and which

ffi$i1iJ"iilrîi:r?"." 
the vision of poetic enrhusiasm into the sober cer-

By 1794 Williams's belief in libertéhadbeen shaken but not extinguished, and
in a radically trans-Atlantic move, she connected her continued commitment
to revolutionary principles to her persisting hope for the future freedom of
Indigenous Peruvians.

Williams had kept such commitments and hopes alive during her time of
imprisonment in the Luxembourg by expressing her Dissenting
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Williams saw before she was arrested. She was "drinking tea" and conversing

with saint-Pierre on the evening of 11 october 1793, when she received news

that the English in France *oold soon be taken prisoner.nt In her preface to

paul and iirginia, Williams hopes the "poetical productions.'. interspersed

in this work"nî will meet with the "indulgencd's0 of the public, since they were

"written under such peculiar circumstances; notcomposedinthe calm ofliterary

leisure, or in pursuittffiterary fame; but amidst the turbulence of the most cruel

sensations, in order to escape awhile from overwhelming misery"'5l Williams's

deployment of the word "escape" here may allude to her desire to physically

escape from prison, as well as referring to imaginative escape via the construction

of pàetic imagery. When she reprinted the sonnets in her 1823 collection Poerns

oi vorio* Sublerts, Williams added a footnote stating the "sonnets were

inserted ... in a iranslation I made ... while I was in prison during the reign of

terror, and which served to cheat the days of captivity of their weary length"'s2

Williams presents her acts of translation and poetic composition as a sort of

light shining in the darkness of her imprisonment'

It is not surprising then, that one of the sonnets included in her translation,
.,Sonnet To the white Bird of the Tropic", opens with imagery of joyful move-

ment through intense surùight. Williams addresses the entire poem to the bird'

Bird of the Tropic! thou, who lov'st to stray

Or mark'st the tounds which torrid beams confine

By thy averted course, that shuns the ray

OUtiq*, enamour'd of sublimer daY -
Oft on yon cliff thy folded plumes recline

And drop those snowy feathers Indians twine,

To crown the warrior's brow with honours gay -
O'er trackless ocean what impels thy wing?

Does no soft instinct in thy soul prevail?

No sweet affection to thy bosom cling,

And bid thee oft thy absent nest bewail?

Yet thou again to that dear spot can sprfng- -
But I my lông-tost home no more shall hail'

This sonnet alludes to Psalm 55's image of freedom in a bird's flight' Wil-

liams's speaker directly addresses the white bird, admiring its bold travel

into vast spaces, its prospect view from atop a cliff, and the gifting of its feath-

ers to indigenous warriois. The White-Tailed Tropicbird, subspecies of which

are found-not only in Mauritius, but also in Mexico, and as far North as

Bermuda, is likely the bird upon which williams has based her sonnet. By

choosing a species so widely dispersed across Southern nations, and connect-

ing its feathers to Indigenous cultural practices in the Americas, williams

invites readers to imagine its Trans-Atlantic migration'

williams quickly foliows up with a series of queries posed to the bird'

which double as questions to her own self. The single and adventurous
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cosmopolitanism in both generous hospitality and imaginative composition.

She listened to her fellow prisoners, across linguistic and religious differences'

transcribed Sillery and Lasource's French h)tmn' and began her translation of
Saint-Pierre's Paul et Virginie.In the midst of her experience of caPtivity, she

continued to exercise the freedom of thought, conscience, and exPression

modeled to her by the Dissenting minister Andrew Kippis. Paradoxically,

the very strategies her captors had intended to isolate, silence, and restrict

her and others, such as Lasource and Sillery actually prompted her further

expressions of cosmopolitan social consciousness and her nurturing of cos-

mopolitan canopies, both actual and imaginary. She created vibrant and gen-

erative spaces of cross-cultural exchange both physically in prison and

conceptually in her writing by supporting a freedom of moYement between

the cells and freedom of speech in Lasource and Sillery's hyttt. This same

freedom of movement and expression is conveyed through her own original

prison verse, especially her "sonnet to the white Bird of the Tropic". williams

does not end on a triumphant note, howeYer. Her sonnet is embedded within
a prose narrative reflecting on the continued existence ofslavery in the French

colonies; it contains reference to exile and ends with a yearning for home in

tension with Williams's own fascinatingly cosmopolitan time of captivity.
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This essay argues for the intellectual ethos of cosmopolitanism shared in the
salon culture of Germaine de Staêl's Enlightenment centre at Coppet and
reflects on the overlooked significance of a cosmopolitanism rooted in the
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dimension surrounding Coppet acted as an inspiration for Staël's second
novel Corinne, or ltaly (1807), a European best-seller which not only sheds
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This marvellous and unique conversational skill [...] seemed to have been given

to Madame de Staël only to [...] replace, in the most uniform retreat, the lively
and varied movement of the most animated and brightest sociery.

Benjamin Constant, MéIanges de Littérature et de Politique (1829)i

Reflecting on the nature of the best form of government and the possibilities

for reform n The Social Contract (1762), ]ean-|acques Rousseau claims that in
civil society man's "faculties are so exercised and developed, his mind so

enlarged, his sentments so ennobled, and his whole spirit so elevated" that
"he should constantly bless the h"ppy hour that lifted him for ever from
the state of nature".2 It is, of course, to one of the first stages of Enlightenment
cosmopolitanism that Rousseau's views on civil society seem to belong and his

work is suggestive of the ways in which cosmopolitan models were fundamen-
tal to eighteenth-century understandings of democracy. |oseph Texte's 1895

study lean-lacques Rousseau and the Cosmopolitan Spirit in Literature: A
Study of the Literary Relations between France and England during the Eight
eenth Century (translated into English in 1899) celebrates Rousseau as the
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initiator of a cosmopolitan tendency which enables a "network of invisible

bonds which will unite nation to nation", "across the frontiers - if any

remain".3 For other Enlightenment thinkers, such as Immanuel Kant,

humans' development is measured by their abitity to create and maintain a

cosmopolitan worldwide community as discussed in his essays "Idea for a
Universal History with a Cosmopolitan Aim" and "Towards Perpetual

Peace", published in 1784 and 1795 respectively. Furthermore, other histor-

ians and social theorists from Hugh B1air to the Marquis de Condorcet

argued that language, writing and conversation were the means by which

knowledge and ethics were transmitted in increasingly cosmopolitan societies.

Although cosmopolitanism is habitually opposed to nationalism, this essay

does not intend to denationalise cosmopolitanism or to suggest that cosmo-

politanism and nationalism are completely interdependent concepts or
clear-cut opposites. Rather, it suggests that they are two concePts which

imply one another and that the cosmopolitanism framework operating

within shared languages, cultures, and conversations intensifies the sense of
the nation. In this I follow Kwame Anthony Appiah's views about cosmoPo-

litanism as conversations among different peoples in his book Cosmopolitan-

ism: Ethics in a World of Strangers (2006), in which he argues that

cosmopolitanism "begins with the simple idea that in the human community,

as in national communities, we need to develop habits of coexistence" which

he identifies as "conversation in its older meaning, of living together, associ-

ation".4 For Appiah, this kind of dialogue would help build a cosmopolitan

practice, because people would learn to think beyond narrow national and

cultural differences. Furthermore, Appiah's theorising of cosmopolitan con-

versations is a significant step towards understanding shared universal

values. In other words, the ethical and political agency of cosmopolitanism

sharpens our sensitivity to people and things different and foreign as in the

experience of the exile; yet this cosmopolitan endeavour strengthens national
feelings of identity and not the opposite, and allows individuals to return
home with renewed eyes and sight. Therefore, the figure of the cosmopolitan
(man or woman) as a figure of rootless mobfity as expressed in Diderot's and

d'Alembert's Encyclopédie as a "man of no fixed abode, or a man who is
nowhere a stranger" loses validity here.s While a real 'citizen of the world'
hopes for a world that values multiple perspectives (i.e. where domestic

spaces and conversation can complement the movement of men and

women travelling and cross bordering), his sense of a more global knowledge

would never mature without a solid national foundation.
Although we might trace back to Julia Kristeva initial discourses on cosmo-

politanism inNations without Nationalism (L993), attention to cosmopolitan

endeavours in women's writing of the eighteenth century and in Staëls more

specifically, has signficantly resurfaced in more recent yeats.6 Anne Mellor's

definition of "embodied cosmopolitanism" suggests that English identity
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emerged through a constant, if varied interaction with the national-cultural
other very often through marriage, religion and war, as in staël's corinne.
More specifically, corinne shows how'the body' figures in the construction
of the foreign and the domestic in relation to her own parents' background
and her own bicultural heritage.T Esther wohlgemut focuses on staël's
corinne to argue that a cosmopolitan formulation of national discourses chal-
lenges Burkean fantasies of national union as shown by the character ofthe
trustworthy Lucile, who by marrying the hero oswald, becomes the
emblem of domestic steadiness.s And |ennifer Law-Sullivan has demonstrated
that ethnographic discourses are fundamental to an appreciation of the cos-
mopolitan communities rotating around a novel-travelogue such as corinne.e

By building upon and challenging these critical readings, this essay argues
for the intellectual ethos of cosmopolitanism shared in the salon culture of
Staël's coppet and in the practice of conversation. In particular, this study
focuses on a more 'restrictive' yet 'reflexive' cosmopolitanism originated in
the tension between the elitist dimension of staël's guest practice and pro-
cesses of democratisation through conversation ('restrictive'), with the self
of staël's own troubled identity while in exile in Switzerland ('reflexive').
Lastly, it highlights the ways in which the radicar questions specifically
raised by staël's salon in coppet - from her émigré experience to the
nature of debates located in the domesticity of her international salon
where national and cultural differences had become ordinary - found new
answers and forms of signification in her second novel corinne, or ltaly
(i807), a European best-seller which sheds renewed light on "the transna-
tional aesthetics of expatriate artists".l0 cosmopolitanism in the work of a
writer like Staël emerges as a category of cultural identity, and even though
in this sense it is linked to an educated, middle class audience, it is principally
the result.ofan exposure to difference and one that in turn shapes her literary
practice.ll Moreover, Staël's version of the cosmopolitan, is also where lin-
guistic and national diversity, openness to Enlightenment Europe, worldly
wisdom, and an unerring sense of freedom, are appreciated and criticised
in domestic spaces and through shared conversations.

1. Domestic Cosmopolitanism at Coppet

In a letter addressed to her husband as early as 1 June r79r, after her father
Necker had retired from public life to coppet, staël worryingry, if not even
despairingly, remarked upon the "silence and infernal peace" of her family
chateau, a place she disliked and tried to avoid for most of her Life.rz yet,
between 1802 and 1816, coppet became her on and offresidence when Napo-
leon banished her from Paris. Despite Staël's discernible initial aversion to life
at coppet, through the years of her exile she would transform it into a Euro-
pean centre honoured with visits from European Romanticism's leading
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intellectuals such as, amongst others, Benjamin Constant, |ean-Charles-

Léonard Simonde de Sismondi, Charles-Victor de Bonstetten, August

Wilhelm Schlegel, Ludovico di Breme, and Lord Byron.r3 As I have noted else-

where, Staël made of her salon a centre for liberal opposition where to discuss

not only literature and the arts but also the politics of the age thus attracting

the attention of Napoleon's secret police who scrutinised anyone who paid her
. ..14

a vlslr.

Her years of exile and émigré identity preoccupations are fundamental to

an understanding of staël's life while in coppet, where she developed a clear

intent to de-popularise Napoleon, his expansionist nationalism, and the

spread of both French culture and French classicism in Europe. It was

Coppet which intensified her nationalism and her hatred towards the Corsi-

can general, while also opening her up to those cosmopolitan discussions

which are reflected in the struggle towards national identity of her fictional

characters. Yet, despite the diverse and cosmopolitan understanding of Rous-

seauvian themes of democracy and liberly evinced by the distinctive Eur-

opeanness of the artists and intellectuals surrounding Staël's circle, the

domestically located and gendered cosmopolitanism of her home and exile

was cultivated and reflected in the discussions and social events which she

attended and organised. As she poignantly remarked in a letter written to

Karoline von Berg on 5 May 1814, "Exile made me lose the ties that bound

me to Paris, and I became European".ls Whatever caused Staël's 'natural'

or 'forced' attention to Europe, her radicalism was also of interest to the

liberal-minded writers of Europe and her struggle towards Napoleon meant

that she rapidly became an eighteenth-century celebrity. Yet, her émigré

experience also helped shape the cosmopolitanism of StaëI, which begins to

acquire a geo-cultural comPonent thus hinting at the cosmopolitan attributes

of a place. Coppet becomes a soft of reverse cosmopolitan metaphor, through

which it is not the citizen going to the world, but the world going to Coppet.

coppet is in switzerland, the heart of Europe (significantly surrounded by the

countries which have shaped Staël's literary interests), and therefore despite

its acknowledged periphery it is very central, geographically, to Europe and

congenial to the development and exchange of ideas surrounding the

making of the European states.r6

The difficult relationship of Staël with Napoleon is at the heart of the con-

stitution of the Coppet gïoup and of the group's focus on the development of
intellectual and political freedom as discussed by scholars such as Roland

Mortier and Susan Tenenbaum. Tenenbaum, in particular, examines how

"Visions of despotism - visions of Freedom" shape the Coppet group's

responses not only to Napoleonic hegemony but also to a post-Revolutionary

European order.rT If these social and political discussions around the Euro-

pean struggie for independence against Napoleon take place in the domestic

salon of StaëI, they also showcase an intent to transform
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locality: coppet becomes a place where a mixture of cultures and geographies
meet and mix and where locality grows and improves through diversiry As a
multicultural space, coppet also incorporates a multicultural agenda. staël
turned coppet into a place purposefully âpt to make both locals and
émigrés better citizens of the world whose purpose is not to eliminate
nations, but to seek a global identity based on the existing concept of the
nation-state. coppet, therefore, preserves and extends the dialogical character
of the private sphere into an all-encompassing cosmopolitan community;
being cosmopolite also acquires an intellectual dimension, it becomes a
mental state. The significance of coppet as a gathering of cosmopolitan
talents has also been noted in modern scholarship. clarissa campbell orr
in "Romanticism in Switzerland" reads coppet as both a place of exile and
residency for her hostess, and refers to staël as "one of the most cosmopolitan
women in a cosmopolitan age".18 More recently, Maria Fairweather has
remarked that "pluralism and openness" characterised Staël's circle at
Coppet, and that "different national backgrounds" contributed vividly to
the development of diferent views and ideas and were allowing for mutual
appreciation of differences.le And sharon worley has taken it further by
focusing on the association between Louise stolberg s Florentine salon with
staël's coppet circle, specifically highlighting the role of Staër's poritics of
an open, public, cosmopolitan patronage while in Switzerland.2o

Therefore, as a centre of great intellectual interest, Coppet plays an impor-
tant role in the development of cosmopolitan ideas which have their foun-
dation in eighteenth-century cosmopolitan concepts of syrnpathy,
sociabiliry and sensibility.2r coppet resembles Benedict Anderson's definition
of the nation in Imagined communities (1983), which however also shows
cosmopolitan tendencies: it is a political community which "regardless of
the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, [...] is
always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship".22 Choosing not to
ignore "the actual inequality and exploitation" in the patriarchal and jingoist
communities she was familiar with while in France, staël dedicates herself to
challenging these prejudices and building a new community in coppet that
would honour the sanctified spirit beneath her female identity and exiled con-
dition. This view is also not dissimilar to Galin Tihanov s more recent desig-
nation of cosmopolitanism. coppet is, like cosmopolitanism itself, a place
which "incorporates difference" and remains "engaged in an interactive
appreciation and assertion of otherness".23 Space and place determine the
value and significance of the conversations and vice-versa. In this sense,
forms of cosmopolitan networks around coppet were shaped by the way in
which space is perceived and intelpreted: just as Coppet shapes how people
live and think - a sort of neo-Montesquieuism - so do their attitudes shape
and reshape cosmopolitan coppet. Simone Balayéhas also made connections
between Staël's practice and that of Montesquieu, which with
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her non-fictional works such as on Literature considered in its Relation to
social Institutions (1800), De L'Allemagne (1813), considerations on the prin-
cipal Events of the French Revolution (1g17), as well as in her political and per-
sonal journal, Ten Years of Exile (1820). AI of these works provide
penetrating insights into the society of Napoleonic Europe and they are pïo-
ducts of the intellectual sociabilitF of what Stendhal has called ,'Les 

Etats gén-
éraux de I'opinion européenne"." yet it is with a novel such as corinne that
staël enjoined the virtues of dialogue and domestic cosmopolitanism.
corinne, like the art genre of the conversation piece which often portrays
intriguing contradictions - high life groups of friends or families, but
caught informally in domestic settings - was written with the intent to
exalt the arts and literature of the South and unite both northern and southern
characteristics.2e

2. Cosmopolitan Corînne, or ltaly

Published in 1807 when the Italian states were in Napoleon's power, but set
before Napoleon's conquest of Italy n lTgz and with referenies to the war
between France and England of 1793, corinne disprays a distinctively Euro-
pean focus thus conforming to what M. Ione crummy has recently called
the "European genre" of staël's work3o The novel recounts the adventures
of oswald, Lord Nelvil, who in the winter of rlg|leaves his native Scotland
for Italy, and of the renowned improwisatrice corinne, whom he sees for the
first time in Rome and with whom he falls in love. Read as a travelogue to both
Britain and Italy during the Grand Tour of Europe, corinne explores the
power of location and the influence of place on the characters' identity.
Place in the novel appears to provide an explanation for the origins ofa char-
acter's personality; the latter appears to share deterministic beiiefs.

As a woman of dual origin, born in Italyby an English father and an Italian
mother, and living in Rome, corinne is both English and Italian, but it is in
ftuly - where she was brought up and where her tastes were formed - that
she feels more at home. Despite her multifaceted identity, there is evidence
to suggest that Italy is corinne's homeland and that England does not entirely
belong to her. The references to linguistic diversity and national identity
characterise one of oswald's first encounters with corinne, when the multiple
narrative voices link to its multilingual and polyphonic tone: "English, [...]
must surely be your native language", he exclaims, invoking the simple plea-
sures of domestic comfort. Yet, abruptly, if not even annoyingly, corinne
counters: "I am Italian".3r Although the emotional interplay between English-
ness and Italianness in the novel seems to stress oswald's sense of cultural dis-
placement as he perceives corinne as the "most charming of foreign women',,
he is also re-heartened because "her English accent brought back all the mem-
ories of his native land" (34). There is little doubt that corinneis a noyel about
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Montesquieu's famous assertions on the influence of climate on society.2a

More specifically, Staël believed that the boundaries of nations are defi.ned

not by politics but by geography, climate, and above all, linguistic unity'

As language is a social phenomenon, conversations carry the entire body of

values by which we come to perceive ourselves and our place in the world;

they are in themselves an example of the cosmopolitan. As we have seen,

Appiah sees the practice of conversation as inherently cosmopolitan not

only because it integrates the similar and different aspects of diverse cultures

but also because it reinforces the idea of community and solidarity despite

such dissimilarities.2s Susanne Schmid has recently investigated the tension

inherent in the practice of conversation when she considers the "elusiveness"

of spoken words alongside their more powerful attributes of "exchange of

ideai and information, education, acquisition of refinement and display of
politeness" in the singular space of a salon.26 The idea that conversations at

Coppet take on elements attributed to salon culture is particularly significant

in relation to the fact that when conversations at Coppet claim to be about the

other (i.e. Napoleon's hegemony in Europe), they are in truth a way of con-

structing the radical and liberal identity of the circle itself. Furthermore,

they can be considered as a form of authorship albeit derivative and not

always self-originating. Coppet remains as an ineluctable private institution

but, because of its cosmopolitan views and international guests it becomes

public in its ideas.

Such an exchange of information is not only central to the life of the resi-

dence of Coppet and to its European guests, but conversation is also essential

to shaping both writing and reading practices in an expanding print culture.

In other words, Coppet can be intended as an example of what Jon Mee,

quoting Hume, has called "conversable worlds", where interactive commu-

nities enrich the fruitful relationship between continental European thought

and intellectual and political life in the period. Benjamin Constant's sense

of conversation as skill ("this marvellous and unique conversational skill"),

cited in the epigraph to this essay, points to the period's unifring understand-

ing of this social practice, where interaction resides in the way in which "the

-àrt urri*"ted and brightest society" crm express itself.27 One of the most per-

vasive and durable efiects of conversations around Coppet is that they work

through principles of associationism as in relation to both Hartley's and

Hume's theories: conversations turn into literary genres, and literary naffa-

tives promote coppet as much as the people and their discussions do.

More specifically, this association between conversation and literature, can

be ascribed to the fact that Staël as a woman was not allowed to take part

in the politics of the time, and she therefore does so through her writings

which acquire a political function.

Consequently, Coppet becomes the cradle of inspiration for Staël's major

work. Evidence of StaëIs first literary cosmopolitan endeavours appear in
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both Italian and British nationalism. Corinne appears preoccupied from the
very start with Oswald's attachment to his native land: "I think I see in you

[Oswald] the national pride which is so often characteristic of your compa-
triots" (38), and she then goes on to question the political efficacy of cultural
nationalism and foreign occupation: "we [Italians] have been denied the lot of
being a nation" (38). Yet Corinne also worries about a possible political union
between the different countries in Europe, thus entailing discourses on the
emergence of a European nationhood.32 This openness to Europe and its cos-

mopolitan opportunities also evinces a sense of reluctance and fear of them,
for what could become of Europe under Napoleon's hegemony. Therefore,
it can be argued that Corinne's dual identity and multilingualism are only
two of the many different factors which contribute to the development of
the cosmopolitan heroine. So confidently she challenges Oswald: "but
when, like me, you have spoken two or three different languages for several
years, you are moved to use one or the other according to the feelings you
want to e:press" (38). Given that the eighteenth century saw the onset of a
new age of linguistic cosmopolitanism in Europe, Corinne is predominantly
about Italy and its conversazionl, to then spanning across Britain, France,

and Switzerland, onto a pan-European literary identity made up of linguistic
and cultural diversity.33

When in ltaly, Corinne maintains a cosmopolitan attitude and open
mindedness, not only due to the fact that she can communicate effectively
in different languages, but also because Italy for Corinne represents a place
where cosmopolitan endeavours exist and grow through intensified contact
and interrelation with the national other, as is the case with Oswald. Cor-
inne's charming house-salon in Trastevere, for example, enables satisfying
intellectual and cross-cultural exchanges on a regular basis and has the
specific role to foster intellectual communication'ôy "bring[ing] her
friends into a small circle to facilitate conversation" (37). As in Coppet, con-
versation for Corinne and her coterie enhances the practice of domestic cos-

mopolitanism within salon culture where the public and private spheres

appear to overlap and where verbal exchanges are valued as "a mixture of
every kind of mental activity, enthusiasm for the arts and knowledge of
the world, subtle ideas and deep feeling" (39). The novel practices and advo-
cates a domestically oriented cosmopolitanism that stresses the value of con-
versation grounded in a distinct sense of locality and national identity which
puts Italy back in place in the narrative, as a country open to cosmopolitan
endeavours.

While analysing the importance of listening in Staël's writing Lauren
Fortner Ravalico has recently noted that Corinne is a "noisy novel" because
it "stages many different speech acts, particular$ that of conversation" and
"explores the possibilities of dialogue, friendship, and love across cultures".34
Ravalico's of the act of conversation forth the issues
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As this passage acknowledges, corinne's first encounter with her English

roots is everything but joyful. She soon learns about the difficulties of living

in such a narrow environment and her contact with the Northumberland

community has ensured her that the duties of domestic order were unappeal-

ing to an independent minded woman. As Angelica Goodden has noted, the

,"il .orr".rn of the book is provincialism.4 Indeed, more than an attack on

Englishness itself, StaëI, Goodden argues, "paints a devastatingly satirical por-

trait of English provincial mores" (159), which is especially evident in the

empty discussions taking place around the second L"dy Edgermond and

heicircle. unlike staël's circle in coppet and corinne's salon in Rome,'the

deadly cold and thoughtless network of Corinne's stepmother was solely pre-

occupied to converse about the art and craft oftea and the different stages of

an excruciating tea-preparing ceremony. Corinne is progressively frustrated

by this circle: "I had been in Italian convents" - she vividly remembers

while recounting her story to Oswald - "they seemed to me fi.rll of life in com-

parison with this circle, and I did not knowwhat was to become of me" (248).

ihe provinciality of such a "cramped society" suffocates Corinne where her

talents are unacknowledged and where she is perceived as "an irritation to

nearly everyone". corinne believes that life in London or Edinburgh, for

example, would have been enough to respond to her cosmopolitan drive'

and "meet those superior men who can appreciate [ . . . ] the inexhaustible plea-

sures of wit and conversation [...] of a foreign girl, even though she would not

conform wholly to the country's strict customs" (245-9).If Corinne feels like

an exile in the host country this sense of estrangement to England has

prompted her to think even more about her own sense of belonging to

italy. 
-naradoxically, 

like for StaëI, this condition of exile gives Corinne's life

direction.
If life in England might prospect to be one of familial repression where

"women grew old always doing the same thing, always staying in the same

place" (2i9),this life is more appropriate for Corinne's half-sister Lucile Edge-

imont, a submissive, shy, yet beautiful and young woman, who appears "so

well in tune with the pure, calm hopes of domestic life" (319). wohlgemut

has persuasively argued that there is a connection in the novel between "dom-

estii femininity and national stability", best embodied by the character of

Lucile.ar Corinne, on the other hand, is perceived as a threat to the stability

of a safe, orthodox, and provincial environment which does not admit cosmo-

politan happenings. But Lucile is also the mother of iuliet, who has Italian

iraits and looks like Corinne. From Corinne, ]uliet also inherits her passion

for music and the arts and when in Florence, Juliet is excited to go and see

"that lady'' every day because "she promised me to teach me everything she

knows. She says she wants me to be like Corinne' (396). If Juliet follows Cor-

inne's steps, Lucile's role in )uliet's upbringing also indicates a desire for

change and emancçation and a step forward from the small circle to which

she belongs. Therefore, it can be argued that Lucile enhances, through fuliet,
cosmopolitan endeavours and ultimately, like Corinne, Lucile contributes to
the formation of the new heroine.

Staël's critique of English provincialism goes even further in showcasing an
unflattering vision of British xenophobia. Oswald's father preoccupations for
his son allude to his dislike of Corinne's foreignness: "he [Oswald] would try
to introduce foreign ways into his house" and by doing so "he would lose the
national spirit [...] which unite us and our nation; we are a group, a commu-
nity, which is free but indissoluble" (31S). Corinne's position appears there-
fore irreparable: not only could she weaken national feelings and national
pride, but she will instead strengthen foreign competition. The same goes

for Oswald: if he had to move to a foreign country with a foreign woman,
his expatriation would, in his father's mind at least, deny him the honour
of fighting for his own. While commenting on the relationship between
Corinne and Oswald and Oswald's difficulties to cope with the cultural and
historical glories of ltaly, Hamilton perceptively notices that the lack of resol-
ution in this novel is due to Oswald as he seems unable "[tjo love her

[Corinne] ... in her larger shape as well, Corinne ou l'Italie". As he fails to
do so, his only option is to revert to a sterile life in England, entering into
an unrewarding marriage with Lucile, because Corinne is not prepared to
accept a state of domestic seryitude to the other.a2 Instead, Corinne is a cos-
mopolitan heroine who "evinces continual aspiration, one comparable to
Italy's renewal in Europe".a3 Another possible inteqpretation, however, is
that StaëI, at a time when the ltalian states were under Napoleon's rule,
wanted to provoke Bonaparte by suggesting that Italy, rather than ltaly's
alter ego Corinne, could represent a military and political threat for both
England and France. Based on his studies on Staël and Napoleonic
Europe, John Isbell is right when he indicates that Corinne "looks at
Napoleon's conquered Europe and calls for its revolt".4 While European
nations are united through their revolt towards Napoleon and in search
for freedom, Italy demands a special attention as it is presented as a demo-
cratic country open to promoting the civic values that favour social cohesion
and harmony.

Therefore, although Wohlgemut has suggested that Corinne is someone
who "confounds rather than confirms clear national demarcations",
Corinne is instead totally convinced about her national identity and prefers
Italian verye to the conversational reticence of those English women gather-
ing around the salon of her stepmother.a5 It is Corinne's final performance
which best indicates her tribute to her own Italian roots. Scripted in
advance rather than improvised, "Corinne's Last Song" is not only a thought-
frrl acknowledgement to "the country where I [Corinne] saw the light of day'',
but also a meditated expression towards female emancipation: "You haye
allowed me glory oh, liberal nation, you who do not banish women from
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your temple" (401).46 As Goodden has argued, Corinne's artistic experience

is representative of "a political state that may come to prevail in her country

for it is free, spontaneous, and governed by native rhythms".aT As freedom

and spontaneity are cosmopolitan attributes, multicultural and multilingual

Corinne becomes a symbol of the autonomy and fulfilment that she could

not find in England. The cosmopolitan dimension of Italy and its community
not only meâns inclusiveness of the 'other' as is the case for both Oswald and

Corinne, but also moves further afreld as well.

Corinne in Staël's novel is presented as Domenichino's Sibyl on the day she

receives the laurels on the Capitol (23). Reflecting on this episode, Catriona

Seth has highiighted how Corinne figures "as an almost allegorical character,

an incarnation of the cradle of European culture".48 There is little doubt that
Staël here appropriates the foreign figure of the Sybil - "her tall, slightly plump

figure, in the style ofa Greek statue" (23) - to laud the virtues ofthe European

community. Yet, against the backdrop of the Consulate and the Empire, Staël

complicates things by appealing to the pagan prophetic tradition of the Sybil

by making Corinne wear an Indian turban, which is not only a symbol of
female genius but also of openness to cosmopolitan cultures. It is certainly

no coincidence that the tendency towards cosmopolitan thinking emerged

during a time of crucial imperial and cross-cultural relations,ae also evidenced

by Oswald's attending the war in the Indies for four years (298). At a moment

in which national and European identity were under threat, Staël was building

with Corinne cultural bridges between diferent sensibilities in Europe and

beyond.
The novel terminates with Oswald following Corinne's funeral procession

from Florence to Rome. Although the death of the cosmopolitan heroine

might seem to suggest that cosmopolitan ideals are not achieved in this

booh evidence in the narratve attests the contrary. Corinne chooses her

love for ltaly, perhaps even more than her love for Oswald, as ltaly embodies

freedom and multiculturalism over her English heritage. Corinne chooses

borders. Her love for Oswald is problematic because it does not admit

borders. The novel can be heard across different countries of Europe in a

single language, the language of self-esteem and individual emancipation,

that nevertheless takes frrll account and admits of national differences. Step-

ping outside the domestic sphere might initially be difficult. Yet, a new cosmo-

politan endeavour is recognisable in |uliet, Corinne's niece. Through her there

is a hint in the novel that cross-cultural connections could endure as

"Corinne, in her feeble, wasted state, gave herselfvery great trouble to teach

the child all her talents, as a legacy she wanted to leave while still alive"
(396). Herself a product of European culture like Corinne in Itdy and Staël

in Coppet, ]uliet is no mere prophecy as in the Sybil; she is the expression

of Staël's analysis of the political situation in Europe while the author's own

artistic utopia becomes a weapon of criticism against Napoleon's reality.

coppet and corinne are the product of two different yet complementary views
on cosmopolitanism. The environment of coppet recounts the literary
process, as one experienced through the value of the conversations. The
nature of domestic cosmopolitanism in coppet resides in accepting differ-
ences through crediting the value of other ways of life. on the othÀr hand, cos-
mopolitanism in the novel is shown as an artistic experience. It is this
experience, this identity that one finds in the practice of improvisation and
in the art of conversation that surmises to the development of th. .or-opo-
litan heroine. Perhaps, as Tihanov notes, in this "process of discursive bound-
ary-crossing, a coming together of the north and the south by means of
constructing a network of cultural bilateralisms allowing the mutual appreci-
ation of difference", Staël's new heroine is right at home.so
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Emily Brontë: A Life in 2O Poems, by Nick Holland, Stroud, The History
Press, 2018, 256 pp., f-12.99 (hardback), |SBN 9 7gO7S O97B 9Bg

Nick Holland's biography, Emily Brontë: A Lifu in 20 poems,is one of several new
publications released to coincide with the Brontë bicentenaries which began in
2016 and will continue untr2020.2018 is Emily's bicentenary year, and Holland's
book, a work of popular history, considers a selection of Brontë's poetry in an
effort to illuminate facets of her lived experience, literary production, and inter-
iority. Holland explains the rationale that structures this text in his preface:

It is in Emily's poems [...] that we can often discover an insight into her
thoughts and feelings, those emotions that she always strived to keep hidden
away. [...] From her days as a teacher, through her journey to Brussels, her
passion for the moors, and the death of her brother Branwell, Emily's verse pro-
vides the perfect accompaniment and illumination (8).

while Holland's enthusiasm for Brontë's work and thorough knowledge of
Brontë biography is eyident, his approach to her life - mining her poetry and
sometimes her prose to find clues to her beliefs and experiences - is likely to
strike readers as rather limited, retrograde, and naive.

Holland's book is organized into twenty roughly chronological chapters that
begin with an account of the Brontës'antecedents in Ireland and end with a dis-
cussion of Emily's death, the development of her literary legacy, and her sister
charlotte's editorial interventions. His writing is often vivid and engaging,
although the text could have been improved by more carefirl attention on the
part of his editors, who allowed many typos to slip through. Despite Holland's
ability to weave an entertaining narrative of Brontë's life, there are a few
serious problems with this biography that preclude its usefirlness for students
and scholars of the Brontë family.

In terms of originality, it must be said that Holland's book contributes nothing
new to our understanding of Brontë's life and literature, instead relying heavily on
other published accounts of her life. This biography is competently researched,
with footnotes and a selected bibliography, atthough there are several occasions
when the author reproduces some of the more entrenched Brontë myths and mis-
understandings. For instance, he incorrectly assumes that Branwell was a
confirmed alcoholic and opium addict and that he exhibited wildly erratic behav-
ior as early as the 1830s. This is a misunderstanding for which there is no evi-
dence; as several literary critics and biographers have noted, this idea
ultimately derives from Elizabeth Gaskell's massaging of the Brontë chronology
in order to garner sympathy for the Brontë sisters.l The problem here is a
certain credulousness on the part of the biographer, a willingness to take the tes-
timonies of people like Ellen Nussey, fohn Greenwood, and even Erizabeth
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Gaskell at face value, without considering their motives for insinuating them-

selves into the Brontë story or the ways in which they, consciously or uncon-

sciously, may have shaped events to suit particular narratives. For the most

part, however, Holland demonstrates a familiarity with the key events of the

family's lives.
One particular strength of this book (especially given that it is a popular

history aimed at an audience who may not have the privileges of institutional
affiliation) is Holland's decision to incorporate extracts from many primary docu-

ments that are difficult to access. These include manuscripts of Emily Brontë's

poetry and prose, Emily and Anne's diary papers, Brontë family correspondence,

and first-hand accounts of people who were familiar with the family. Holland also

makes a number of interesting observations about the Brontës' lives that are

drawn from his knowledge of local history. While all of this demonstrates con-

siderable industry and attention to detail, it is disappointing to see that the

author failed to consult the large and growing body of Brontë scholarship pub-

lished within the last fifteen years or so, which offers new perspectives on the

well-trodden ground of Brontë biography. Both Pam Locks work on the

Brontës and alcoholism and Emma Butcher's work on the Brontës' juvenilia

would have considerably enriched Holland's understanding of Emily's early

writing, the nature of the children's literary collaboration, and the relationship

between Emily and her brother. Another more serious problem is that Holland

is seemingly unfamiliar with nineteenth-century culture, and this makes it
difficult for him to properly contedualize Brontë's experience. He uses incorrect

terminology, referring to Branwell as a "governor" rather than a tutor, as if "gov-

ernor" is the masculine form of "governess", for instance. More problematically,

he makes claims about women's education that are misleading'
The most serious issue, however, is Holland's biographical approach, which is

to attempt to glean "facts" about Brontë's life by reading her literature. Emily
Brontë is a famously mysterious subject. She left behind few letters or other

records of her experience, and it is tempting to try to filI these lacunae in the his-

torical record by reading her literature as if they were autobiographical docu-

ments. But doing so is bad scholarly and biographical practice, and what

proceeds from filling in these gaps in that way is often nothing more than specu-

lative fiction that confirms the existing beliefs of the biographer. Frequently,

Holland melodramatically descends into the realm of fiction, as when he specu-

lates about Brontë's feelings, such as when he writes, "When she retired to her

room, [...] and watched the candle flickering before her eyes, the torment and

self-doubt returned: was her life burning away like the wax before her?" (145),

or fatalistically implies that the family was doomed to ill health and early

death, or bizarrely claims that Emily really experienced visions. While it is per-

fectly valid to acknowledge that an author's lived experience impacts their
work, there are more sophisticated ways to interpret the connection between

life and literature, such as we have recently seen with Deborah Lutz's The

Brontë Cabinet Three Lives in Nine Objects (2015) or Christine Alexander

and Sara L. Pearson s Celebrating Charlotte Brontë: Transforming Life into Lit-
erature in ]ane Eyre (2017).

l. Juliet Barker persuasively argues that Branwell's so-called dissipation while
working as a portrait painter in Bradford was no more than modeiate drinking,
typical of men of his age and at that time. She observes that any debts hi
incurred were minor and quickly paid ofi and supplies testimony from his
friends gld the family with whom he lodged to corroborate her claims. yuliet
Barker, The Brontës (London: phoenix, 1995, repr. 1999).
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women and Literary Narratives in colonial lndia: Her Myriad Gaze on
the'Othe/, by Sukla Chatterjee, London, Routledge, 2018, i37 pp., f.115
(hardback), ISBN 978 11385 97464

Although Bengal has had a long and rich tradition of literary culture, female edu-
cation only formally began in i820 through the efforts of christian missionaries.
Prior to that women suffered much social prejudice in regards to reading and
writing. In a poignant short story written in lg91 the Bengali Nobel laureate
Rabindranath Tagore touchingly described how the husband of a young girl
humiliated his wife for her secret literary preoccupation.

when the East India company brought the printing press to calcutta in 1777,
Bengal fell for the charm of printed matter. Local craftsmen created typefaces of
Bengali scripts and the art of engraving soon followed, making the printing of
multiple copies of all kinds of books and. magazines possible.

Both the missionary connection and the advent of the printing press have rel-
evance to Sukla Chatterjee's recent booh which sheds light on the way literate
middle class Bengali women viewed English females, as well as how they them-
selves were viewed by the missionary women who felt moved by what they per-
ceived to be their plight.

The texts selected in chatterjee's book explore a number of narratives using
European cultures as points of reference. A travelogue to England written in
Bengali published in 1885 is considered alongside two novels by a young
Bengali woman from a Europhile christian convert family, though one novel
remains unfinished because of the author's untimely death at twenty-one in
i877. Also discussed is a missionary woman's fictional account of a Bengali
widow's prediaably sad life, published from New york in 1g69.

chatterjee's decision to use these diverse voices is pioneering since each of them
try to comprehend the "other" from their own existential realiry knowledge and

Chod( lor update6
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aspirations. Chatterjee's study begins with the first ever account of contemporary

England written by a Bengali woman in Bengali language, produced after the

author's eight-year stay in England with her husband. Krishnabhabini Das

records places, people, climate, and institutions, partly as a guide to prospective tour-
ists, but also in part as a memoir. The author comments on the prevalent social

practices and characteristics of English women, and argues that gender parity is a

key to successfirl English society. Though like all progressive women of her time she

has a nationalistic outlooh the author's subtext is often comparative and feministic.

Chatterjee's next choice is the works of the fiction writer Toru Dutt' Exposed

to European literary romance and gothic novels this young writer was fluent in
English and French. She casts a fancifrrl gaze in her texts on a couple ofpassionate

forergn lovers in a world of intricate imaginary places and deep emotions. Her
acute sense of horror and lunary is reminiscent of Mary Shelley or Emily
Brontë. In this well researched chapter Chatterjee raises important questions

about the influence of European writing in shaping Bengali literature, and

about growing modernity in Bengal.

Finally, Chatterjee chooses an English-born American missionary's account of
the life of a young Hindu widow. Anonyrnously published in Britain and then in
New York, Harriette G Britten (L823-1897) construsts Kardoo the Hindu Girl's
fake autobiography. Chatterjee subjects the text to detailed scholarly scrutiny,

but also considers the implausibility of the work. She writes, "It is a heathen dys-

topia where every form of suffering conceivable is packed into one exemplary

Hindu family" (72), including the barbaric practice of widow burning. And yet,

Chatterjee demonstrates, such works served the purpose of the missionary

agenda in much the same way as "fake news" does today.

Though limited to the period between the mid-nineteenth century to just

before the first World War, this book is an important contribution to the

history of cultural studies and feminism in the colonial era. It reveals some unu-

sually plural perspectives between the colonizers and colonized, who shared a

gaze. The book will be a valuable resource for scholars of South Asian Studies.

Krishna Dutta
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British Children's Poetry in the Romantic Era: Verse, Riddle, and

Rhyme, by Donelle Ruwe, Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 201 4, 253pp.,

f58, tsBN 9 781137319 791

Children's literature is an injured body, just as |ane Austen argued novelists once

were, and for similar reasons: primarily written by women; written for a
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marginalized audience; and considered as a lesser genre compared to other more
"masculine" forms of literature. As part of this body, childrenb poetry occupies an
even more precarious position. Donelle Ruwe's British children,s poetry in the
Romantic Era opens with a quotation from the ubiquitous children's literature
critic, Peter Hunt, criticizing the common logic that "children,s poetry cannot
exist" because it cannot live up to the demands that poetry be ,,stat^ic, 

thoughtful,
sophisticated, skilled, philosophical - and concerned r.r,ith sex and death and
interiority' (p. 1). Ruwe then tells her own anecdote about a male Romanticist
at a conference in the 1990s both openly mocking and implicitly enjoying the
simple pleasures of Romantic-period children's po"iry. Ruwe's thoughtful, soph-
isticated, and skilled monograph on Romantic-period children's poJtry acts as a
powerfi.rl corrective to the common logic ventriloquized by Hunt ànd the disdain
of twentieth-century Romantic scholars alike. she argues that eighteenth-century
children's poetry addresses children as rational agenti, capable olchange, uotn Él
terms of self-development and social, cultural, and politi.ul reform] ror herJ
didactic poetry for children is far from dryly educational, but is instead transfor-f
mative in its broadest sense.

_ 
The individual chapters in Ruwe's monograph deal with the growing canon of

children's poetry from Ann Taylor, Jane Taylor, and Adelaide d,Keef.ls original
Poems for Infants Minds (1801) to wiiliam Roscoe's The Butterfly,s Batt anà the
Grasshopper's Feast (1805). Because chirdren's poetry is undersiudied and these
texts are unfamiliar to even a specialist Romanticist audience, the extent to
which these texts can be considered "canonical" is up for debate. Ruwe makes
this a point of contention in the later chapter comparing Roscoe,s poem with
other "papillonades", discussing the way in which Ràscoe;s sentimenial version,
aligned with a Romantic cult of childhood, has been accepted into a canon of chil-
dren's poetry whereas other examples of the genre, rational, didactic, and aligned
with eighteenth-century constructions of the child, have been all but erased from
history. Ruwe's arguments about canonicity, genre, and gender are provocative
and engaging. However, her earrier chaptei on the iuyto^ anâ o'Keef.'s
jointly authored text is structured around various '-ythr,' about the collection,s
genesis, publication history, and afterlives that are not that well known and could
have been less combatively expressed to better purpose.

The chapter on sara coleridge's children's poetry is outstanding, offering orig-
inal and illuminating insights about the .orrt"*tr, materials, anà psycnoLgicat
motivations of coleridge's work. Ruwe's archival research realy ùrings càler_
idge's innovations in writing for children to life, analysing study guides and
riddles she wrote for her own chirdren, and moving on to develop ai engaging
argument about the expression of trauma across several manuscript poems.
Ruwe's analysis of coleridge's traumatized poetics unites exempîary close
reading with theoretical insightfi.rlness, leaving me wanting a more in-depth
account of Sara Coleridge's work

Ruwe's monograph generalJy functions as a rousing defence of chirdren,s
poetry as a genre, and works itself as an excellent example of children's literature
criticism: carefirlly analytical, theoretically informed, thoughtful and provocative.
However, at times, it accomplishes its defence of the eightàth-cent'ry tradition
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of rational verse for children at the expense of later Romantic models of children's

poetry, hinging on a sentimentalized vision of childhood, which Ruwe argues

continues to hinder twentieth- and twenty-first century children's Poetry. Senti-

mental and contemporary verse for children is just as injured as didactic Poetry'

At several points, Ruwe uses sianne Ngai's Oar A esthetic categories: zany, cute,

Interestingto categorize Romantic and Post-Romantic children's Poetry as zany,

cute, andlor interesting, positioning these later texts as a falling away from the

rational sublime of eighteenth-century verse. In my view, Ngai's argument

about these lesser aesthetic categories is more usefirl for the cause of children's

poetry than Ruwe seems to reùize. For Ngai, "cute" evokes feelings of protective-

ness for objects considered small, harmless, cuddly. These feelings of protective-

ness are underscored by a paradoxical desire to do violence to the "cute" object.

Ruwe does not go into the details of Ngai's precise categorizations' rather using

"cute" as dismissive of the sentimentalized vision of childhood she finds in

later children's poetry. I suggest that Ngai's theorization of cute could play an

essential role in invigorating the world of children's literature criticism: children's

literature and children's literature criticism alike hinge on this paradoxical

relationship between adults and children, with the desire to Protect - to both

nurture and censor - finding an uncanny reflection in an equal and opposite

motivation to destroy, to negate and erase. Rather than dismissing cuteness as

Ruwe does, I recommend we look again at the cuteness of children's literature,

a project which British Children's Poetry in the Romantic Era gestures towards

but, in the end, refuses.

Andrew Mclnnes
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